
 Channel open. Please insert communications wafer or enter subspace frequency to begin call. Alternatively,
please press the “initiate” button to speak to a telecommunications advisor.
 Not for the first time that evening, Blink turned her data-wafer carefully end over end, and sighed a gust
of stuffy air from her vents. That big empty black vidscreen seemed to be intentionally taunting her. So what
if you’ve managed to get all the way to the terminal, this time? It’s not as though you’ll ever get the courage
up to actually use it.
 //...tap tap...//
 She shifted her shoulders, awkwardly. She’d been kneeling there staring at the blank screen for so long,
the room felt cramped and uncomfortably warm, the air conditioning struggling to clear the accumulating heat
from her exhaust vents. She’d never really been claustrophobic, not like her winged relatives, but this was
enough to make anyone feel like the walls were closing in. The facility definitely hadn’t been built with
mechanical beings her size in mind. Scratch that – it hadn’t been designed with machines of any sort in mind;
mechanical life-forms were rare enough to be near non-existent in this part of the universe, which only seemed
to emphasise how alone she was, right now.
 //...tap tap//
 The terminal prompted her again, gently. Channel open. Please insert communications wafer or enter
subspace frequency to begin call. Alternatively, please press the “initiate” button to speak to a
telecommunications advisor.
 What would I even say to them, anyway? She propped her head on one hand, and ran her index finger
down over the flashing input slot. Say to her? Sorry I haven’t called for so long, Skydash. I’ve been busy, I
didn’t have time. The queue was too long. I lost your details. I forgot. I was going to do it tomorrow, I didn’t
think one more day would have made much difference.

One more day had quickly turned into several, and her niggling fear of what would they SAY turned into a
full-blown phobia. All her excuses paled into insignificance against the real reason; I was too scared to. I didn’t
dare call, in case you said those words I dread to hear: I don’t love you any more.
 //tap tap//
 She dimmed her optics, trying not to flinch against the imagined words. I only came out here to get my
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thoughts in order, she excused herself. I only left home because staying there was making me crazy. I couldn’t
bear upsetting you with my jealousy. As soon as I’ve worked things out in my mind, found the perspective I
need, I’ll come home. She realised she’d clenched her fists, and took a second to persuade her fingers to uncurl.
It’ll be all right in the end. I promise. I still love you. I miss you-
 The click of the door being unlatched finally jolted her out of her introspection. The big femme glanced
behind herself to find Valdis, tiao’I spaceport’s head of security, peering in around the door. Belatedly, she
realised that the annoying tapping must have been someone trying to get her distracted attention.
 “Should have known it’d be you in here, scaring the Comms manager,” the laima joked, with an affectionate
smile that showed his teeth. “How are you doing, Bee? Any problems?”
 She smiled back, awkwardly. Although the dark spur was nice enough, with a friendly nature, his gentle
but teasing sense of humour reminded her strongly of one of her-... friend’s (just friends, remember?) uncles...
she avoided him, if she could. “No. Thank you.” She levered herself up from the floor, leaving large knee-shapes
dents in the carpet, and carefully eased her bulky frame through the narrow door, to find quite a crowd had
gathered outside – although most appeared to have just been rubbernecking, and began to drift away now it
was clear no-one had collapsed. “I-... distracted. I’m sorry if I worried anyone.”
 “I should think you are sorry, you wretched machine!” It became clear that the highly-strung little drae-zaar
currently in charge of communications was the one who had called security; he had flushed an unnatural shade
of purple and was pacing in small agitated circles next to the doorway. The top of his head came barely to her
knee, but it didn’t stop him glaring up at her and lunging closer, arms waving. “What were you doing in there,
anyway?” Beat. “It certainly wasn’t taking a bath, whatever it was!”
 “Hey! Calm down, eh?” Valdis hastily placed himself between them, hands raised in an attempt to placate
the other officer, before the zaar could land a blow on the giant and injure his own hand. “No need to over-react,
Iko; no-one’s been hurt, no important communications have been delayed, no-one’s skipping out of work.
Calm down before you burst a blood vessel.”
 Iko backed down, muttering under his breath. “Makes sense that you’d fail to understand the importance,
you irresponsible wastrel. These are the only long-range communications terminals, if you’d forgotten...”
 Valdis shot Blink an apologetic look and a shrug, and ushered the still-grumbling Comms manager away.
 “At last! Thank you for finally getting your ugly bulk out of the way.”
 A little shove from one side startled the big woman into action; she turned just in time to watch the laima
fessine at the head of the queue flounce aggressively past, apparently fed up of waiting. Blink recognised her
by her uniform; one of the waitresses in the departure lounge, and they moved in very different circles. Where
Blink’s engineering expertise just about made up for her emotional liability and kept her employed, the waitress’
only redeeming features seemed to be her (possibly surgically-enhanced) good looks and rich family.
 “I’ve wasted enough time in this stupid line already-” She hesitated in the doorway, wrinkled her dainty
nose in displeasure, and wafted a hand in front of her face. “Ugh, lord. Can’t you go through the scrub first
next time, you lumbering behemoth?” she sniped. “You’ve stunk out the whole cubicle.”
 Humiliated, Blink mumbled something evasive, ducked her head and rounded her shoulders, wishing the
floor would open and swallow her. She’d bathed since work, of course, but evidently hadn’t done a very good
job of it. She’d grown rather immune to the stink of ozone and engine oil that followed her around like her
own personal toxic cloud. She fixed her gaze at the ground and slunk as unobtrusively as her size would allow
past the short queue of curious onlookers, escaping into the staff corridors.
 It was with a practised slouch in her back that she made her slow way back to the big staff dormitory where
she shared a room. Although it wasn’t solely because of the comparatively low corridors that she stooped, not
standing straight reduced her gargantuan height a little, and prevented her head from banging the ceiling. (After
having destroyed a whole swathe of ceiling tiles with her sensory antennae, early in her stay, she made a point
of walking with her shoulders and back well-rounded.)
 Home was always a welcome sight. She pressed her thumb to the keyplate, low alongside the door, and
felt the descending prickly of static as the security computer confirmed her identity and released the lock. She
gave the door a little nudge with her hand, and it opened obediently for her, revealing a room with a carpet
barely visible under a layer of clutter. She ducked through the doorway, trying not to vent too overt a sigh of
relief.
 Small though it was, the room was more of a self-contained two-person apartment, divided into four, with
a window directly opposite the door; the largest portion comprised the micro-kitchenette and food service,
lounge and entertainment facilities, dividing the unit in half. The remaining half was divided into an irregular
three – two semi-private sleeping areas, each in its own individual alcove, divided from the lounge by heavy
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blackout curtains, and the bathing facility, which was so small that Blink didn’t stand a hope of even getting
through the door, let alone using the shower.
 “Hey up, there. You’re a bit late tonight, Bee. Held up at work again?”
 Blink glanced automatically towards the speaker – or the back of his head, at least. The dark-skinned laima
spur was officially called “Rêdovan”, but everyone knew him as just “Rae”. Her roommate didn’t look over
at her – clearly far too busy, slouched in front of a large holoscreen and flipping rapidly through the channels,
probably looking for a film or a game, full of explosions and bad driving, hot women and “excitement”
(apparently).
 Blink managed a passable smile. “Just tired,” she lied, brushing her curtain aside to reveal a little pool of
tidy calm in the cluttered apartment. She settled on the big pad of support foam in her private alcove and let
her actuators all loosen up. It was nice to just sprawl out and relax all those overwound motors up her back.
“Long day.”
 “Ach, I hear you. We lost three big travel-cases, today. Three! Someone coded ‘em onto the wrong transfer,
and guess who had to go hunting for them? I don’t get paid enough for all the abuse I get.” Rae snorted,
dismissively. The holoscreen speakers brayed triumphantly as he found the entertainment package he wanted,
and transmitted the funds for it. “You mind if I have the volume up? This looks like a good one.”
 “Go right ahead.” She watched him play for only a few seconds before deciding that she could very much
do without yet more noise and explosions and violence, and settled in her alcove. The heavy curtain blotted
out the worst of the light, and after shutting off her audio sensors, Blink let herself descend into blissful silence.
She unspooled a charging cable from its mount on the wall, plugging the prongs into the socket in her flank.
 She didn’t get much time to recharge. After only half an hour, or so, her curtain fluttered, and next second
Rae poked his head around it. Hey, Blink? he mouthed at her.
 Hastily, she reactivated her hearing. “Yes?”
 “So you are awake, then. I was getting worried when you didn’t respond.” He quirked an ironic smile at
her. “You didn’t have to say yes when I asked you about my game. I wouldn’t have been hurt.”
 “You need time to unwind as well.” Blink shrugged one shoulder, and smiled back, tiredly. “What was it
you wanted?”
 “Have you not looked at yourself in a mirror lately?”
 “I-... what?” Blink looked down at herself.
 Rae gave her a smile of patient exasperation. “Girl, you’re filthy, and you stink,” he said, with that frank
matter-of-factness only a laima could really carry off without seeming too insulting. “If they won’t let you use
the showers after work, don’t you think you could at least walk through the auto-wash before you come home?
I’m going to end up with a migraine again.”
 Blink felt her self-worth curl up a little further inside her. In her determination to get out of the public eye,
she’d just ended up taking her toxic cloud home. “S-sorry, Rae.” Her voice emerged as a funny strained little
croak. She coughed and rebooted her vocaliser to clear the distortions. “I wasn’t thinking very straight.
Preoccupied, I suppose.” She unplugged herself from the wall, quietly, and rolled herself first to her knees,
then her feet. “I’ll go take a shower.”
 “Hm? Just hold up a second, Bee...”
 She paused while the door opened, and turned to watch him thumb the ‘off’ button on the holoscreen then
vault over the back of the couch with his usual leggy athleticism.
 “I’ll come give you a hand, yeah?” He smiled, and his sharp little teeth glittered whitely. “Guess it must
be kinda hard reaching between your shoulders, huh.”
 “I’m all right,” she protested, feebly, but he’d already claimed her big hand in his own and was leading
her towards the big exit doors.
 “Uh-huh. Maybe you are,” he agreed, as they set off across the stone courtyard towards the squat building
where staff vehicles were parked. “But I’ve got nothing to do except play computer games, and you’re kinda
down in the dumps. I’ll be company for you, and you can give me something to do! Sounds fair, yeah?”
 “It-it’s-...” Really not a problem, and I don’t really want to talk. “Thank you...”
 The dormitory block housed all the migrant staff who couldn’t yet afford a nicer property in town, like
Rae. Rent was dirt cheap, and came straight out of your wages, but the accommodation itself was pretty good
quality, so long as you didn’t mind the crowded living conditions and poor soundproofing. Hastily constructed
out of artificial grey stone, the building blended in with all the rest of the hangars and warehouses hidden away
behind a holo-blind, made invisible to the well-to-do folk in the tourist terminals. Differences between the
dorm and its vehicle bays were few and far between.
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 One little perk was the auto-wash; designed for the cleaning of personal conveyances, Blink treated it more
like a large bathroom. It was infinitely better than the rudimentary jet washer she usually strode through after
work. An indoor facility, equipped with a good high ceiling, tiled floor, pressure-jets and plenty of warm water,
it felt almost luxurious.
 Rae waved a hand and directed Blink to sit in the centre of the big square room while he went to fetch the
cleanser from her locker. She lowered her bulk to the floor, carefully; she’d cracked tiles in the past, sitting
down too heavily, and while her purse could afford the repairs, her ego usually took the bigger knock. She was
already obscurely sensitive about her size, and for no good reason.
 “Here we go. You’re getting low on this stuff, you know?” Rae lathered a handful of gelatinous green
cleanser onto the back of her head and set about loosening the dried-on oil with a soft handbrush. “How’d you
get muck here, anyway?”
 “Leaky engine coolant,” she explained, softly, sitting patiently while he scrubbed. “I had to get under a
casing to solder a crack. Guess it must have dripped.” Her words petered away into incomprehensible murmurings.
 Rae tried to lighten the mood. “Well I know they say to use your head, but I don’t think this is what they
meant, huh?”
 She chuckled, tiredly, leaning her head forwards. “Probably not.” Say what you like about the unwanted
conversation, getting a good scrub in exchange felt like a very fair deal. It was difficult not to let her engines
purr quietly as he slowly worked his way around her shoulders and collar, the froth building up around her in
soft green mountains.
 “So how are your family, eh?” he prompted, tugging on her arm and getting her to hold it up to one side,
so he could reach the side of her chassis. “Get through to ‘em all right?”
 Blink took so long trying to think up a good, non-incriminatory answer that her friend guessed what had
happened before she even opened her mouth. “I didn’t get the chance to call them,” she lied, lamely. “Other
people needed to use the machines, I decided I could just go back later, when it’s quieter, as I don’t need to
sleep.”
 Rae gave her a look that spoke volumes about how much he didn’t believe her, but didn’t challenge her
any further. He knew better than to delve too deeply - the big woman was already prone to bouts of
near-catatonia, she didn’t need any more excuses to ‘forget’ to refuel and fall over on duty.
 “Well, maybe I can come with you next time? If you want,” he said, squirting cleanser at a stubborn patch
midway down her back. “Moral support, and all that. Might not feel so nervous if you ain’t on your own.”
 “Maybe,” she demurred, reluctantly, stretching her legs out in front and slowly beginning to brush at the
accumulated grease around her feet. “I’ll consider it.” She shot him a glance; he was deliberately not looking
her in the eye, trying to be non-confrontational. “You don’t need to worry about me, though.”
 “Aw, come on. Wouldn’t be a very good friend if I wasn’t worried how my favourite engineer was, now,
would I?”
 She finally met his gaze, and this time managed a more genuine smile for him. “I appreciate it, Rae.
Honestly. I just-... you shouldn’t have to feel like you need to. It was only coincidence that brought us together,
you shouldn’t feel as though you have to prop me up each time I get low.”
 “Pssh. The fact my old roomie just happened to move out to his own place just before you arrived doesn’t
mean squit. It was fate what brought us together, Blink, you mark my words!” Rae grinned and waved his
brush, semi-threateningly. “Besides. You’re a nice femme, when you’re not falling over asleep. I want to help.”
 “...and the sooner I’m happy, and want to go home, the sooner I’m out of your life, right?” she intuited.
 “Oh, you!” He gave her a gentle clok on the head with the bristly part of the brush.

 “Can I sit with you for a while?”
 Rae glanced over at her; Blink had retired to her alcove almost as soon as they’d got back, but hadn’t stayed
there for long. She now hovered close by, watching him from sad, dim green eyes. “You don’t need to ask,
hon. I’m only watching the news.”
 “I know. I just... didn’t want to barge in if you wanted some quiet.” She settled on the floor by his feet and
let her head rest carefully in his lap. “Sorry if I upset you earlier.”
 “Aw, don’t be silly. You’d know if I was upset, Bee.” He stroked her head, tracing his fingers carefully
over the sensory boutons that looked for all the world like inordinately large bunches. Always amazed him
that an entity made from the toughest substances known to the industrialised universe could be so... soft... on
the inside. Fragile, almost. Desperate to know someone cared about her, was thinking about her – wasn’t going
to just forget her, the instant she was out of sight. Were all her kind like it, he often wondered. Physically
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powerful, but emotionally underdeveloped, like young children.
 He tugged carefully on one of the ribbons she wore tied around the bottom of her bunches. What used to
be a delicate shade of orange had mutated into a dirty brown, complete with heat-blackened polymer beads on
the ends. “I’m gonna take these off you, all right? They’re pretty spoiled.”
 He felt her nod, and heard her fans stutter quietly. “All right.”
 Realising they must have some kind of sentimental value, he added; “Well, maybe that was a bit hasty.
We could wash them, see how they come up-”
 “It’s not a problem.” Sigh. “My fault. I’ll get some new ones with my savings.” Then a little lie, to save
face; “I think I’d like some new ones, anyway. Ones that remind me of tiao’I, not of-... home.”
 Rae hmm-ed softly for himself before making his mind up. “Listen. I’ve got a free day, tomorrow. How
about we go shopping then? Go into town, take in some culture?”
 Blink finally looked up at him. “What?” She actually looked alarmed.
 He smiled back, reassuringly. “I saw a poster in the canteen today. One of the city theatre companies is
putting on a play in the amphitheatre on the lakeside. Supposed to be really good. How about it?”
 “I-I have to get my paintwork repaired-!”
 Rae rolled his eyes. He’d seen the ‘damaged paintwork’ when he was helping her bathe – a couple of thumb
sized chips on her lower leg, just above her foot, where shiny silver alloy showed through her dark blue enamel.
“Oh, pssh. You’re not going to corrode away in a day just because you’ve got a little ding on your ankle.” He
smiled and cupped her cheek, and shook his head. “If you don’t want to do it, just say you don’t. Don’t make
up excuses that we can both see through.”
 Shamefaced, she glanced away and didn’t answer.
 “Come on. You’ve seen three new alignments of the moons since you started here, Blink. How many free
days have you had?”
 She realised she’d backed herself into a corner. “...enough.”
 “Huh. You mean, about six, or at least that’s what it is by my reckoning. Almost a hundred days since you
landed the post, and you’ve worked almost all of them. Do you not ever want a day to yourself?
 “What would I do with it?” The petulant tone that crept into her voice infuriated her, but for some reason
she couldn’t help it.
 “Anything you wanted! It’s why they call it a free day. You could go shopping, see the sights – write a
book, I don’t know. Something you want to do, not what the local tyrants tell you to.” He put on his best, most
kitten-eyed pleading look. “Come on. Please. Come see the play with me. If you never want to ever again
afterwards, I promise not to push, but just this once?”
 Defeated by the power of the wooblie eyes, Blink nodded. “All right,” she agreed, quietly. “Just this once.”

 ...to Blink’s surprise (and chagrin), she had actually enjoyed the play, as well as the whole ambience of
the setting. The amphitheatre was a grassy bowl sloping down towards the lake, circled by native trees, and
cut into a series of broad steps on which families sprawled out to eat packed lunches in the sunshine while they
watched the production.
 Sitting in the long grass at the top of the hill, under the spreading branches of the gnarliest, oldest tree,
watching the distant band of actors enact high drama on the lakeshore, Blink had felt... at peace, perhaps, for
a change. Certainly more relaxed than she had in a long while, so much so that she’d happily stayed long after
the play had finished, and they’d packed up and gone home.
 For his part, Rae had stretched out on a towel and sunbathed, snoring quietly, for the bulk of their time at
the lake. As soon as they’d arrived, he’d announced (quite loudly); “Ugh, I did not realise it was a stuffy
romance!” thus proving conclusively to one and all that he was not cut out to be an actor, and he’d only
suggested that they go together to ensure Blink actually got there, but for once she didn’t mind the duplicity.
 They were ambling their leisurely way back to the spaceport when a little voice spoke up in the back of
Blink’s mind.
 Hello, Sees-us.
 Blink froze, alarmed. “Did you just say something?” she asked, shooting Rae a glance, even though she
knew he hadn’t.
 He arched a curious eyebrow. “No. Why?”
 Blink shook her head, warily, and turned to look in the direction they’d just come.
 The street immediately behind them was empty, save for a single tall, chalk-skinned laima woman in a
floor-length, form-fitting silver and lilac gown. She could have passed for normal (just about), if not for her
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eyes – blank, dead eyes, with ghostly grey irises and white pupils, like the eyes of a boiled fish.
 Once more, the words seemed to come from the ether. I am glad I found you, Blink. The woman’s thin lips
remained resolutely still and sealed. You do not make yourself easy to track.
 There was only one person – if he/she/it could be called a person – that Blink knew and could have fitted
this loose description. “Frond?” she wondered, cautiously. ‘Frond’ was a strange, multidimensional being that
the femme had met when she was still an infant, frightened and confused and trapped far away from home.
Frond had helped her escape, but it left her trapped on the wrong side of their shattered dimensions, unable to
make her own way back.
 The medusi’s pale face pulled stiffly into a disconcerting smile, the expression not echoed in her eyes. That
is correct. She came a little closer, her legs moving but not seeming to match the way she travelled over the
ground. Blink had a strong suspicion that there were no feet at all, under all the sheer ruffling layers.
 Rae gave her a very suspicious look, keeping Blink just far enough in front of him to be a shield. “You’re
not a real laima, are you?” he challenged.
 She turned her dead eyes on him, and he flinched back a step. Correct. I wear this shape so the people do
not fear me.
 Rae winced. “...it’s not working very well, is it?”
 “So why are you here?” Blink crouched, bringing her optics level with Frond’s.

Came to find you, Sees-us, she explained, holding out her inordinately long hand.
 Blink lifted her own hand in response, and allowed Frond to drape her spidery fingers across her palm;
however good the creature’s illusion might have been, it felt more like icicles than fingers, resting in her hand.
 Family miss you, Frond explained. While you can not contact them yourself, they can not tell you so. They
want only for you to be home, and safe.
 Guiltily, Blink looked away. “I know. I have been trying to call them,” she tried, lamely. “I just never
manage to, when I finally get to a terminal.”
 Behind her, listening, Rae didn’t call her out on the lie.
 Frond offered another of those awkward, flat smiles – she was clearly trying to be reassuring, even if she
was failing dismally. Perhaps you would permit me to take a message back, for you, she suggested. If just to
inform them that you are well?
 “I’d appreciate that. Thank you, Frond...”
 Rae kept glancing back over his shoulder until the strange woman had vanished. “What was that?” he
demanded, the instant Frond had disappeared from view.
 “Hmm?” Blink glanced distractedly down at him.
 “That... that laima-looking thing you were... well, was that even talking that you were doing, really? Having
words dumped down straight into your brain? What was she?”
 Blink smiled, sadly. “A friend,” she offered, but wouldn’t be drawn any further.
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 Her first free day for several dozen did Blink a surprising amount of good. When Rae finally rolled out of
bed the following morning, looking rather the worse for wear after an energetic night of bad dreams (mostly
about strange pale laima that kept trying to eat his head, and not in a good way), the big female was already
up. She sat on her berth in her alcove, feet stretching out into the living area, giving her dark blue paintwork
a good polish.
 “Good morning, Rae,” she greeted, with a genuine little smile. “Did you sleep well?”
 He managed to grunt something that sounded vaguely like a good morning, and stumbled blearily off into
the kitchenette, hoping to find a hot beverage of some description to wake himself up a little. “Well, I slept.
Let’s leave it at that,” he replied, careful to get the scalding water from the instaBoiler to go into his cup and
not over his hand.
 “Did I keep you awake?” Her mood faltered, ever so slightly. “I’m sorry-”
 “Ha, don’t flatter yourself,” he joked, at last, rummaging through the cupboards and finding a fruit pastry
that looked like it might be reasonably palatable. “It was your creepy friend with the skin like a sheet of paper
did that.” He dropped his weight down into a chair, and gave his face a rub. “You could have warned me she
was visiting.”
 “I would have if I’d known. She surprised me too, remember?”
 Seeing her piqued little glare, he put up his hands and backed down. “I know, I know. Sorry. Guess my
early morning humour needs a little work, huh.” He retreated into his cup of keem, for a while; hot, milky and
lightly spiced, the sweet herbal infusion felt like a balsam for his mood. He inhaled the steam rising from the
surface and sighed quietly in enjoyment.
 Blink smiled, amusedly. “What ever would you do if we ran out of that stuff?”
 Rae exaggerated the pleasured sigh once again, for her benefit. “You better hope we don’t, for the sake of
preserving your hearing,” he joked. “Your hearing circuits would spontaneously combust from all the grumbling
you’d have to listen to.”
 She actually laughed, at that; further proof that she was more relaxed.
 “Seriously, Honeybee. I’m glad you’re looking so much chirpier today. I was getting worried by how down
you’d looked,” he acknowledged, nursing his cup between both hands and watching her fuss over the little
scratches that had accumulated around her lower leg. Dare I say, taking more pride in your appearance, too?
“Seeing your friend must have been good for you.”
 “Maybe. I don’t know.” Blink smiled and shrugged, sheepishly. “Not just her, I mean. I think it’s a
combination of things, to be honest. Talking with you, talking with Frond... I feel a little more confident, I
suppose. Not so scared as I did, the other day. I was so convinced they were going to be angry, I just didn’t
dare take that last step to approach them.”
 Rae smiled and shook his head. “So you thought you’d leave it longer, and presumably let them get angrier,
before you plucked up the courage to call them? No wonder you were in such a vicious circle – the longer you
left it, the more pee’d off you imagined them getting, and the more scared you were – so the longer you left
it.”
 She poked a pale grey tongue out at him. “I never claimed to be trying to make sense, Rae.”
 He threw the wrapper off his pastry at her, in response.
 “Anyway. I’m going to call them this evening. I’ve made up my mind. This time-” She faltered, ever so
slightly, but quickly recovered her momentum and went on. “This time I’m not going to be a coward. I-I mean...
sitting there just staring at the computer hasn’t fixed things for me yet, right? I need to...” She waved her hands,
trying to magic an explanation out of the air. “Take control of my destiny, I suppose.”
 Rae gave her a probing look, semi-suspicious that it was just a little speech she thought he wanted to hear,
to get him off her back, but decided that no - trust worked both ways and he ought to make an effort to believe
her, even if she might just be stringing him a line. “Well, that’s good! And the offer still stands, y’know. If
you want a bit of moral support, just page me and I’ll come sit with you, or something.”
 “I will do.” Blink smiled, and nodded. “Thank you.”

 The apartment was empty, when Rae finally got in from work, later that evening. I’ll call that a good sign,
he told himself, face turned up into the deliciously hot water from the shower, letting the powerful jets dissolve
the knots out of his muscles, then corrected himself; I hope it’s a good sign. Optimism was always a good
thing, but when certain big machines were concerned, it was always prudent to observe a little caution, too.
She’d come home late a few days ago, after all, and it hadn’t been because she’d managed to get through to
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her family and been whiling the hours away talking to them.
 And she’d not paged him, either, in spite of telling him that she would. He’d intentionally held off calling
her, figuring that well, it was her life and she didn’t have to have a nosey little hanger-on checking up on her
every move, but... If she’d backed out again because of it? He’d kick himself. They’d be right back at square
one, if she hadn’t managed to set herself even further back.
 Hungry though he was, Rae flopped down on the couch, under a blanket, to wait for his giant roommate
to come home. Once she was safely home, and he’d reassured himself that all was still well with her world,
he could go find himself an exotic foreign takeaway in the spaceport passenger terminal, maybe as a little
reward to himself for helping out.
 There had to be something worth watching, on the holoscreen – something with plenty of action, but shallow
enough that he didn’t have to think too hard about any hidden meanings or subtle nuances of plot. After channel
hopping for a while, he found himself a second-rate action thriller that he’d seen at least three times before
(but which had the cutest little fessine actress in, so he didn’t mind watching again), got comfortable, and
ultimately descended into a doze.
 The midnight chimes at the end of the late-evening news jolted him rudely back to wakefulness. He glanced
up at the clock in the kitchen, not really believing that it could possibly be that late, but found that he had
indeed slept quite soundly ever since he’d got settled, here – all the way from the late afternoon. Which meant
Blink had either snuck in, so not to disturb him, or hadn’t got back at all, yet.

She’s probably just catching up on how things are back home, with that weird... ‘friend’ of hers, he consoled
himself, nonetheless unable to shake the niggling little doubt in the back of his mind as he moved from the
couch towards his bed. He peeked around Blink’s curtain to settle the doubts in his mind, and indeed, her room
was still empty. He got settled in his own bed, but his sleep – when he finally got there – was disturbed, and
hassled by dreams.

 Blink’s curtain was still closed when Rae got up, next day.
 “Hey hey, girly, you’re gonna be late for work!” he called out, hopefully, just in case she did sneak in at
an ungodly hour of the morning.
 Hm, no answer. Not that it was too great a surprise, she often deactivated her hearing to avoid hearing him
snore, but coupled with yesterday’s no-show, it made him uneasy. He poked his head around her curtain to
find the alcove empty of its usual big inhabitant. “Huh. Nice of you to jump ship and not tell me you were
going,” he told the empty room.
 Midday rolled around with still no word from Rae’s big friend, and he was feeling distinctly antsy, when
his team’s supervisor finally let them head off to find something to eat. Maybe Val would know something,
he reassured himself. Rae and Valdis had come to tiao’I on the same migrant vessel, so were fairly close, and
usually sat together (discussing all the latest gossip) at breaks. If anyone knew anything about anyone, it was
usually the security guard.
 The dark-skinned male sat with an umskel’i desk assistant, whose real name no-one could pronounce and
led to him instead being dubbed “Flicks”, after a nervous twitch that always came out when the passengers
challenged him, and a pale vulline whose name Rae had never quite managed to learn. Ooshi, or something.
Valdis had his back to him, but the other two at the table saw him arrive, and waved him over.
 After miming back to them about getting some food, Rae snagged a plate of what looked like coarse brown
pasta, topped with a tomatoey sauce and thick slices of some kind of sausage, and meandered his way through
the throng to his friends’ table. “Hey there, boys and girls.”
 Valdis glanced up and wiggled his fingers in a wave. “Greets, Raymondo. How’s things?” he wondered,
around a mouthful of food. “You’re looking antsy. Problem?”
 “It’s that obvious? Egh. I’unno, yet.” Rae put his tray down and turned to fetch a chair from the neighbouring
table. “I just haven’t seen Bee since yesterday, and I’m worried something’s happened to her. Have any of you
lot seen her, recently?” He plopped himself down next to Valdis.
 The umskel’i flickered his nictitating membranes and fluttered his gill-flaps in a laugh. “No, but you of all
people should know that does not generally mean much,” he pointed out, in his high, reedy voice. “She has
probably had another of her ‘episodes’ and fallen over under a gantry.”
 “Yeah, you worry too much, Rae,” Ooshi agreed. “She’ll come home tomorrow all apologetic for missing
half her appointments, and stinking something painful, again.” She gestured a fork at his loaded plate. “That
food-mountain is gonna give you indigestion if you keep on stressing yourself out, too.”
 Rae muttered something under his breath, and stabbed his fork into a thick slice of sausage, annoyed.
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“Yeah, well. I am worried about her. She’s never done this before.”
 “Oh come on-!” Ooshi snorted. “She’s always getting melodramatic about something and falling on her
aft.”
 Valdis nodded. “You can’t argue that she’s particularly reliable. How many times has she been hauled in
before the boss for another no-show?”
 “Not when she was fine the evening before.” Rae gestured with his cutlery.
 “Hey, steady on.” Finding a fork suddenly dangerously close to his face, Valdis carefully pushed the waving
implement away. “I like my eyes where they are, mate.”
 “Sorry-...”
 “Look, when was the last time you spoke to her?”
 “Yesterday morning, before she headed off for work. She was in a pretty good mood, too.”
 “Right, um... Have you tried comm’ing her?”
 “That won’t mean anything much. It doesn’t always work, half the time, does it. Not when she’s in an
engine, somewhere, rooting about behind them big particulate shields-”
 “But have you tried?”
 Rae checked the time. “Not recently,” he admitted. “I did first thing, and she didn’t get back to me.” He
used his fork to steer a stray piece of pasta around his plate, dispirited. “I thought she was avoiding having me
hassling her again. She was gonna call her family, she probably didn’t want me bending her ear if she’d not
done it.”
 “All right.” Valdis wiped his mouth. “I’ll check where she was assigned to be working, see if I can’t find
anything out. Coming?”
 “You think I trust you to do it alone? Of course I’m coming...”

 The efficient, clean main office of tiao’I spaceport security made Rae feel self-conscious and scruffy. He
stood and fidgeted quietly behind Valdis’ chair while his friend logged into the hub, waiting to be grabbed and
kicked out at any minute.
 “Here we go.”
 His friend’ unexpected words made him jump; Rae had to work hard at not looking as startled as he felt.
“What?”
 Valdis pointed to the long list of staff itineraries, and called up Blink’s details. “Average day for her, looks
like. No reason for her to have been delayed in leaving.”
 “Uh, what am I looking at?” Rae peered at the screen, with its clutter of incomprehensible figures.
 “I thought you baggage handlers knew all about flight itineraries?”
 Rae cuffed him in the shoulder. “Ha ha. We don’t get your fancy software, down in the guts of the port.”
 “Yeah, I heard they make you chisel your work order into the bedrock, right? No wonder you guys keep
losing bags.”
 Ordinarily, Rae would have played along with the banter, but right now he wasn’t in the mood. “Come on,
Val. Bit of focus?”
 “All right, all right.” Valdis turned back to his screen. “This says she had... three ships to work on. Two
minor repairs – both signed off as complete, so she was definitely about early in the day – and one medium
core refit. Hm. It’s tagged as complete, but it’s not been signed.” A little frown creased his brow.
 “Can you call up that last assignment?” Rae pulled up a kick-stool and shuffled to sit closer to the desk.
 “All right...” Valdis used two fingers to tap the screen, and the box exploded to fill the viewing pane. “Work
on the engine core of the yacht Happenstance. Looks... fairly standard fare, for her?”
 Rae made a non-committal noise that could have meant anything. “Who was she working for?”
 “You don’t think they’ve had anything to do with it, do you? Bit of a stretch, eh?” Val lifted his hands and
mimed someone laying out a dramatic headline. “Marauding crew of mystery pirates abduct innocent giant
alien robot!”
 Rae matched stares, and glared him down. “You could stand to take me a little more seriously.”
 “I am taking it seriously. You could stand to try and not overreact all the time.” Valdis returned to his
keypad. “Crew has seven members, in addition to the owner, a mistress... Larissa, it looks like.” The head of
security squinted at the display, then punched in a code and called up the criminal records of all the crew.
“Nothing of particular note on here; just a couple of forged permits from a few years ago, on Larissa’s record.”
 Rae huffed a sigh. “All right, all right, say it. ‘I told you so. You’re jumping at shadows again.’ I’ll go get
back to shuffling bags around.”
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 “No no, hold up...”
 At last Rae noticed Valdis frowning at his screen, and his stomach gave a little anxious lurch. “You found
something?”
 Valdis shook his head, with a disappointed sigh. “No, it’s... probably nothing. It’s just strange.” He tapped
a blank spot. “There’s no details of their departure destination, see?”
 “I see. And... uh... why is that making you suspicious?” Rae narrowed his eyes, confused. “It’s significant?”
 Valdis waved a dismissive hand. “Well-... nah, to be honest it probably isn’t.” He bared his teeth in an
uneasy grin. “I’m just getting suspicious in my old age. Ignore me.”
 “My friend has vanished, and you’re getting suspicious of her last work assignment, and now you want
me to think you’re just over-reacting?” Rae threw up his hands. “Come on, Val.”
 “We-ell...” Valdis shot him a glance. “I was just thinking. We’ve not had anyone trying to get to Hesger,
recently. Folk tend to leave their itinerary blank if they’re going to try breach quarantine.”
 “...all right, so they’re making you suspect they’re going to hop across to plague-world. They’re morons
who’ll either get shot down by the security grid, or catch the fury and die. What’s that got to do with Blink?”
 “Well, how better to fetch valuable knick-knacks from the surface than by sending out someone who’s
immune to the disease?”
 A big hole opened up under Rae’s stomach; he immediately wished he’d taken Ooshi’s advice on his dinner.
“Voi kyrpa,” he swore, faintly. “They took her.”
 Valdis huffed a sigh. “All right, all right. Actually? I’m gonna retract my suspicions, because I’m only
feeding your paranoia. She could have gone willingly, you know. She might not thank you for sticking your
nose into her business.”
 “She knows more about Hesger than I do-”
 “Well, that doesn’t take much.”
 “-and she’s already told me, if she went there? She’s good as dead. There’s no technology, any more, no
electricity, she’d eventually run out of power and that’d be it. No more Blink.”
 “You’re forgetting she’s a big girl, Rae. Seriously big. She weighs as much as a truck, and you’ve seen her
punch through plate steel without barely getting a scratch. How are these folk going to force her to go along
with them?”
 “I don’t know. Maybe they shot her.” Rae pursed his lips. “I’m going to follow them.”
 Valdis caught his arm. “Woo, now hey, hold up a second. You haven’t exactly thought about this, have
you?”
 “My friend is missing and I want to know if they’ve abducted her. What is there to think about?”
 “You realise no-one will be able to follow you, right?” Valdis gave him a long, serious stare. “Hesger’s
quarantine is meant to be absolute. That means, if you get in trouble? Like, if you get shot down so you can’t
export a killer virus? You’re on your own.”
 “You won’t help me?”
 “I can’t help you.” Valdis threw up his hands in despair. “Come on, Rae, be fair. I know you’re worried
about your friend, but you don’t even know if she’s gone anywhere. You’re risking your life just by trying to
breach quarantine! And if you catch heff, that’s it. Even if you somehow survive it, you’re never gonna be able
to come home.”
 Rae studied his fingers. “I guess I’m just thinking about Bee,” he said, softly. “I mean, if she’s been taken
there? She’ll be stuck – and all on her own.”
 “So might you be. And you might die.”
 “Well, at least then I won’t be lonely, huh? Look, I probably won’t even get through the security grid –
they probably won’t have, either! I’ll bump into Happenstance on the border, they’ll admit what they did, and
that’ll be it.”
 Unexpectedly, Valdis gave him a hug. “Take care, all right?” he sighed, quietly. “I know I’m not gonna
persuade you out of this, short of having you arrested. But I swear, if I find you’ve done something stupid like
get yourself killed, I’m coming out there to wallop you, myself.”

Squib was never going to win awards for being the fastest ship in the galaxy, but then hopefully she wouldn’t
have to be. Hesger was a good few days travel away, most of which Rae spent in a doze, waking only to check
the sensory readout and eat a mouthful or two of (disgusting, plastic-tasting) concentrated rations, before
retiring back to sleep with dire warnings to Squib to wake him if anything new came up.
 Dutifully, Squib chirped her alarm and tugged Rae out of his dreams when they were “within spitting
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distance of the quarantine grid.” The drowsy spur sagged into the pilot’s chair and took a minute or two to
study what had happened – or rather, resolutely not happened – while he’d been hibernating.
 He wasn’t sure whether this was all a big misunderstanding, or something had gone wrong, but for a vessel
engaged in potentially criminal activity, Happenstance didn’t exactly make herself very difficult to track. Her
engines drew a particulate trail that showed up on Squib’s monitor as a mile-wide neon-bright streak through
space.
 “Happenstance, this is Squib. Please respond, over.”
 Rae propped his head on one hand, and sighed. The way they wouldn’t answer him at all was what was
worrying him most. He would have expected to have had some kind of comeback, even if it was just a leave
us alone you nosey spur! (and would have justified him in calling the police, even if it did put him in danger
of being arrested as well.) But nothing at all? Maybe something had gone really wrong.
 “Approaching vessel,” a disembodied voice came from the speakers. “You are approaching a restricted
area. Please transmit appropriate security clearance codes or change course. Unauthorised passage through
security net will be met by force.”
 Rae bit his lip. All right, so... proof the guards maintaining Hesger’s quarantine had seen him. Maybe he
could sweet-talk his way through? “Um, hello. Uh... Can I speak to your boss, please? It’s important.”
 The voice did reply, but was not especially helpful. “Hesger quarantine restrictions are automatic. If you
wish to speak to a security operative, please proceed to tiao’I primary spacedock and request to speak to the
Hesgeri Embassy.”
 Great. It was all computerised, which meant it was probably not too smart, either. “Well, I’m coming
through whether you like it or not, so I figure you’ll have to just... shoot me down or something,” he said,
softly, mostly to himself. Although he couldn’t completely discount the idea that Happenstance’s crew had
obtained a security code from somewhere, they’d got through as well, if their trail was anything to go by.
 After a short while longer, Security’s voice spoke up again, and a little more urgently this time.
“Unidentified vessel, you have breached quarantine restrictions. Please transmit clearance code or turn back
immediately.”
 Rae fidgeted in his seat, but otherwise ignored the computer. The planet itself had now shown up in his
viewscreen; a slightly brighter dot than the surrounding stars.
 “Unidentified vessel, this is your final warning. Continued non-compliance will be met with force.”
 Rae looked at the speakers. “Fine. Shoot me down, then,” he murmured to himself.
 The silence that ensued – complete and utter silence, no more warnings and more importantly, no shots –
frightened Rae more than any dire warnings had. The security grid must be down, he allowed himself to
recognise, at last. Which meant the planet was completely unprotected. And the lethal virus that the planet’s
inhabitants had sought to contain by preventing any travel out of their territory? Any idiot visitor (and he
counted himself among them) could end up exporting it.
 Rae leaned closer to his communications terminal and dialled up a code. “This is an encrypted message
for Valdis a’Verdi only, unencrypt cipher A-7-KK-3. Start message.” Rae took a second to compose himself,
then stared into the camera and spoke, as clearly as he could manage. “Val? This is Rae – and it’s important,
so don’t you dare hang up before you hear me out. You need to get this message out to the Hesgeri Embassy
as soon as possible, before anyone else notices and takes advantage.”
 He took a deep breath to steel his nerve. “The quarantine net has broken down. I repeat, the quarantine net
is completely down – it’s unarmed, it’s all just... bluster. The planet is fully accessible to anyone brave enough
to ignore the net’s warnings. You need to get someone sent out to fix it before more folk than just me and a
few criminal nobodies get through.”
 Painfully aware that he had essentially told his best friend to strand him permanently on a diseased world
where he could very easily be killed, Rae flew uneasily onwards.
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 Hesger was a rather attractive planet, Rae considered, as the globe he was approaching slowly grew to fill
his viewing screen. All green and blue, strung with chains of patchy island continents, swirled with the white
of clouds. Small wonder the place had been so popular among holidaymakers, before the disease escaped from
the science institute trying to cure it.
 He followed Happenstance’s particulate trace down until the atmosphere obscured it, but the lack of
chemical trace available to his vessel’s sensors ultimately turned out to be irrelevant. Away in the distance, in
the direction he was heading, he could see what looked like rising smoke – an unhealthily ragged black banner
among the squat distant mountains, advertising the scale of the problem to anyone that cared to look.
 Even before he got there, more evidence was accumulating to make it clear that Happenstance hadn’t had
a good time of it. Although she had similarly avoided being shot down by the quarantine net, something had
gone wrong – the rocks on his approach were scraped and blackened, and scattered with chunks of plating and
other detritus that looked like they had been torn from some form of stellar vessel. At least – he breathed a
sigh of relief – none of the scattered chunks of debris looked to have come from Blink.
 At last, he crested a hilltop, and there, propped precariously in a gully, with only the stand of rocks piercing
her command cabin preventing her skidding all the way down into the river at the bottom, was Happenstance.
She was bigger than Rae had imagined her to be – several times bigger than Squib, definitely, a good-sized
stellar yacht that would have easily housed a good twenty crewmen. Which begged the question, what were
they putting in the places that should have been occupied by the twelve crew they lacked?
 Rae brought Squib down close to get a good look at what remained of the ship, and winced. What must it
have been like, he wondered, being aboard as the ship cartwheeled untidily down the mountainside? If they’re
not all dead after this, I’ll make sure they end up that way, for subjecting Bee to this.
 The fire on board seemed to have gone out, but the massive rent in the vehicle’s crushed side still leaked
thin skeins of black smoke. The wings had become a twisted mess, folded and buckled, and the engines were
so comprehensively smashed, it was as if they had been held in some giant fist and squeezed into a ball.
 “Hello?” he called, using his little runabout’s loud-hailer. “Hello, is there anyone there? Is anyone alive?”
 The vessel remained silent.
 “I’m not here in any official capacity! I saw you crash!” A white lie wouldn’t hurt if it encouraged them
to come out of hiding. “Hello? Is anyone there!”
 Still nothing. Only one thing for it. He was going to have to board the stricken vessel, and hope someone
was alive and awake enough to tell him what had happened. He found the flattest, most stable piece of rock
he could, and carefully set his ship down on it.
 “All right, Squibby. Lock down all essential systems until I get back, yeah?” He snagged a little palm-sized
computer out of a compartment under the pilot’s station, and hastily downloaded what he hoped would be
useful data on Hesger, just in case he was stuck here for a little longer than he’d have liked – night-time
temperatures, hours of darkness, local dangers.
 “Computer locked,” the computer acknowledged, while he worked. “Engines locked. Fuel locked. Your
access cipher will be required for release. Confirm security?”
 “Aye, security confirmed.” As an added safety measure, Rae leaned through into the engine compartment,
and manually disconnected the fuel supply, pocketing the connector array. “Right. Let’s see what we’ve got...”
 Stepping outside of his little ship, it was immediately apparent how cold it was up here. “Brr!” Rae wrapped
his arms around himself.
 For all the holes riddling the vessel’s flanks and underside, getting aboard was surprisingly difficult – the
ragged-edged tears bit at his fingers and legs as he tried to pass them. “Hello hello? Argh, ouch. Is anyone
aboard?” At last he managed to find a place where the damage was smooth enough to climb over, and scrambled
aboard.
 As if the damage outside wasn’t bad enough to show the crash had been fairly spectacular, it looked like
the whole interior of the vessel had been picked up, shaken around, and thrown back down. Broken equipment
and household objects lay strewn across the floors and pooled in untidy heaps close to the walls where the
deck sloped downwards. More disconcertingly, perhaps, were the smears of dark purple-black on the walls –
the precise colour of dried laima blood, in fact.
 “What a mess,” Rae murmured quietly to himself, picking his way carefully across the floor, trying to
avoid lacerating the pads of his feet on chunks of broken glass. “Hello? Anyone here?”
 His nose led him to the cabin. Still in the pilot’s seat was what was left of the pilot – impaled in place by
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the control column. Rae felt his stomach lurch and his hand flew up to cover his mouth. “Ugh, gods.” The dead
spur’s head lolled backwards at an impossible angle, his eyes gone white and his skin bloating, putrefying. He
didn’t smell too fragrant, either, Rae noted, backing out of the cabin to find a place to vomit up his meagre
breakfast. (He had to close the door behind him, so the smell couldn’t follow him out of the cabin.)
 He checked every cabin religiously, but that one stinking, rotting, bloated body was the only evidence that
there had ever been anyone else aboard. Everything else had been too rigorously turned over in the crash for
him to get any ideas off. Maybe this... this supposed mistress Larissa... had never existed in the first place!
Maybe it was just one crazy spur, who’d kebab’ed himself in the pilot’s chair. Except, of course, that didn’t
account for the sweeping smears of blood that marred so many of the walls. Rae didn’t really want to think
about what they all signified. Had one of them gone crazy, killed his – or her – shipmates? Or perhaps some
hungry local predator had got aboard. Decided they’d make good snacks. It could still be lurking aboard, even
now.
 And they probably jettisoned Blink somewhere between here and tiao’I spaceport, he sighed, brushing his
fingers through his hair. It’s not like this ship was built for passengers her size. I should have told Squib to
look out for her body.
 The hold was the last place to check. And probably, he reminded himself, the only place Blink would even
have fitted, short of crawling around on all fours. He peered cautiously around the door. “...helloo?”
 The big blue femme was very clearly absent. Not even one of the great slumping heaps of boxes could
have hidden her bulky frame. Everything had probably been stacked neatly, once upon a time, but right now
the hold matched the rest of the ship. Although a few of the boxes had kept their grip on their mountings, the
crash tore most of them free, and a great cluttered heap of them made the deck impossible to pass without some
amount of climbing. Their contents spilled out all over the deck, like the guts of the pilot-... Rae had to take a
second to fight off another great wave of disorienting nausea. Damn. He’d always been so proud of his iron
constitution, but the sight of that poor dead guy was going to haunt him for weeks.
 Steeling his nerve, he clambered over the mound partially blocking the doorway. There had to be some
clue here, even if it was a couple of blue paint chips. (Assuming Larissa had been responsible for Blink’s
disappearance, and Rae was beginning to have doubts. There was no way she could have made her just
disappear, like that.)
 A thorough search of all the crates turned up nothing. No dismantled parts, no pieces of plating, no power
regulators or sophisticated circuitry. Just endless broken boxes of barely-legal goods. For all useful purposes,
the hold was empty. He sighed, tiredly, and turned to go-
 And caught a glimpse of toes. Laima toes. Laima toes gone very pale blue with cold.
 “Aw, damn-...” Rae flinched away, involuntarily. Not another body, no, don’t look, don’t look-
 But he looked anyway, and it turned out to be a good thing he did. Tucked into a kind of den between two
crates, huddled down with its limbs all twisted up around itself, and almost invisible where it had burrowed
away between the wreckage, was the body of a scrawny little fessine – filthy, inexplicably naked, skin chalky
white.
 Wait. Wait, no. Was that a body? Not only would a body have become discoloured and started to stink, by
now, it was shivering.
 Dead bodies, to the best of Rae’s knowledge, didn’t shiver.
 He stumbled over, alarmed by his discovery but determined to help. “Hey. Hey! You still alive in there?”
Why hadn’t she responded to his earlier shouts? Shivering didn’t mean she wasn’t a few minutes away from
dying of exposure, after all. Or perhaps she was scared. Didn’t dare, because of the mysterious carnivorous
wildlife that had eaten the rest of the crew. (Rae had to chance a quick look back over his shoulder, just in
case. Nothing there. Good.)
 “Hey, sweetheart. Can you hear me?” he wondered, softly, brushing his fingers gently down her leg; it was
like touching a marble statue. “It’s all right. I’m a friend. I’m here to help. Can you hear me?”
 At long last, she moved, lifting her head jerkily to look up at him. Her lips trembled with cold as she tried
to speak; she managed nothing more than an incomprehensible croak. Her shaggy mop of unruly dirty blonde
hair obscured much of her face, but it was hard to miss those unbelievable, unnatural blue eyes.
 Maybe a little rich girl, Rae immediately wondered, stowing away to escape a forced marriage? It was the
only way she’d have got access to such ultra-expensive genetic therapy to change the colour of her irises like
that, because no laima Rae had ever met had blue eyes – and not such a delicate, attractive turquoise-y shade,
either. Or maybe she’d been kidnapped, too – she’d definitely been bumped around. A tracery of bluish-purple
scratches turned her skin into a patchwork. A hostage, maybe? Held until a ransom was filled?
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 Curiosity would have to wait – the poor thing looked absolutely frozen. No surprise, really, in the unheated,
badly-insulated hold. Her lips, her eartips and toes had all gone an unwholesome shade of blue, stark against
her cold white skin, and her fingertips – hidden where she’d tucked her hands down against herself – were
probably similar. She’d shed her clothing, too, which Rae had heard hypothermic people tended to do. He had
to get her warmed up, and as soon as possible – but where, on this exposed, chilly mountaintop? Squib wasn’t
exactly designed with first aid in mind.
 He recalled that a couple of the cabins didn’t look too bad; that would be as good a place as any to get this
frozen waif warmed up and steered away from death. The floor was covered in debris, sure, but he could sweep
that away. More importantly, the room’s structural integrity was still good, and it was better insulated against
the cold.
 “Come on, hon...” He ferreted through the broken crates and came up with a dirty blanket, which he spread
carefully around her shoulders. The blue material was threadbare and more ‘hole’ than fabric, but it’d do in a
pinch. “You can’t sit down here. We’ll get you somewhere more comfortable and warmed up, all right?”
 She croaked again, jerking her head in a single convulsive nod, and made a valiant effort at getting up, but
her bandy knees refused to support her. Rae slipped under her arm to prop her up, but her feet still dragged,
awkwardly.
 “Look, I’m going to carry you,” he told her, gently, so as not to spook her. “All right?” After another nod,
he carefully scooped her up off the floor, and carried her out of the hold, trying to ignore the chilly flesh he
could feel pressed up against his exposed skin – she felt like a corpse already. Better not be too late. She’s the
only chance I have to find out where Blink is.
 The cabin didn’t feel much warmer than the hold, but at least had the potential to be comfortable, full of
blankets and cushions. The mysterious, absent Madame Larissa’s bedroom, Rae presumed, bundling the small
laima in a quilt and arranging a nest of cushions on the floor for her; she flopped down in a heap the instant
he’d released his hold on her, twisting the quilt tighter around herself.
 Well, at least she looked a little less dead now, he consoled himself, going to see what he could find in the
cupboards. With all the systems dead, the life-support heaters weren’t running, leaving the bedroom almost as
cold as the hold, but there were plenty of insulating materials around and if all else failed, he and the strange
woman could decamp with her heap of blankets back to Squib and get her warmed up over there.
 “Aha! Here we go.” Triumphantly, he emerged from the walk-in cupboard with an emergency heater. “I
found something that should warm you up a little.” He set the portable stove down in front of her, and turned
it on. Warm air immediately flooded the cabin, ruffling her stringy hair, and she leaned involuntarily closer,
letting it wash over her. Her quilt ballooned up around her as it filled with warmth.
 “Listen, I need to find my friend. Will you be all right here on your own?”
 She nodded, jerkily.
 “As you can’t exactly stay nude, I’ll leave you with some clothing to look through. There should be
something in this whole mess that’ll fit you, right?” Rae tried to smile, reassuringly. “It won’t be for long,
anyway. As soon as I’ve got this figured out, we can set off back to tiao’I. You should be able to make your
own way pretty safely from there.”
 “Th-... thank you,” she whispered, creakily.
 Although still anxious by this new development, and not really wanting to leave such a vulnerable creature
on her own, Rae knew he had to get to the bottom of what was going on. He backed his way out of the cabin
and drew the door stiffly back most of the way. If there was a predator aboard somehow, the half-frozen little
fessine would be completely unprotected if he left it wide open.
 Standing in what was once probably the entry atrium, Rae realised he was something at a loss. “Where are
you, Bee?” he wondered, tiredly, scratching the back of his neck with a sigh. “Did they really just... boot you
out of an airlock or something, somewhere on the way?”
 Dispirited, he set out on a second tour of the ruined space-ship. There really wasn’t anywhere that a giant
robot could have been stashed, but a horrible thought kept niggling at him. What if she’d collapsed on duty?
She’d been engaged to refit the core, right? What if she’d been trapped in the engine room, and even now lay
mangled in the twisted mess that remained?
 The massive heavy door looked like the only part of the entire ship that hadn’t suffered any damage in the
crash, Rae mused, struggling to disengage the locks and open it up. He hoped it wasn’t a bad idea – but he had
to check. Just a quick peek wouldn’t hurt, surely?
 “...Yikes.” Just one glimpse and even a baggage handler who admitted to zero engineering knowledge
knew that this didn’t look right. The enormous spherical core was cracked, most of the way around, and some
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kind of... grey-black sludge... had spilled out. Deep down inside the crack, he could see the reflected blue glow
of Cherenkov radiation. He dithered awkwardly in the doorway; he knew just setting foot into the room would
probably be a very bad thing for him, but what if Blink was trapped in that mess, somewhere? Even if you DO
look, and she IS trapped, his sensible side reminded, snidely. It’s not like you’ll be able to do anything to help
her. Or were you forgetting that she alone weighs more than your truck? And that’s ignoring that the engine
core is infinitely heavier-
 A noise from outside attracted his attention.
 Oh, no. Oh no no no! That sounded like Squib. Stung into action, Rae lunged for the hole in the ship’s side-
 He could only stand and watch, despair in the pit of his stomach, as his little runabout lifted gracefully off
the smooth rock, two scruffy, frightened looking spurs in her cabin, and swung her way quietly skywards. The
fates were clearly all conspiring to prove Valdis correct. Not that he could exactly call Val and tell him so, not
now his radio had departed. He sighed and sat down with a heavy flop in the makeshift doorway.
 What was possibly most frustrating about it all, it wasn’t even as if they’d get anywhere! So what if they’d
successfully hacked the computer. Unless they had the same fuel assembly microconnector stashed away
somewhere – and the exact same make and model as the one still in his pocket? – they’d only have enough
fuel to get them just past orbit. And since they’d presumably got into the computer through a “backdoor”
redundancy, the main system wasn’t even turned on, so it wouldn’t be able to tell them that available fuel was
critical. Squib would just... grind to a halt, life-support would drop slowly away, and they’d probably run out
of heat and oxygen (not to mention light) before they could cobble a new assembly together.
 He wasn’t sure if it was more infuriating that they’d taken the vessel, leaving him stranded – and he still
hadn’t quite processed that little factoid, yet – or that they’d taken the vessel, for no reason except to strand
themselves in it. At least, he consoled himself, quietly, they wouldn’t be exporting the disease.
 Of course, it now begged the question. What in all the holies’ names was he going to do now? He still
hadn’t found his friend, and now he was stranded! So he couldn’t even call Val, and tell him what had happened.
No friend, no radio, and no way off the planet.
 Well, actually, that wasn’t all strictly true; he glanced down the corridor are the mostly-closed door. He
might still have a friend. And if they were careful, they might be able to get down to a town, where they might
even be able to find a radio. Hopefully.
 The fessine looked warmer, at least, when he returned to the warmth of her room – still shivering, a little,
but the horrible blue paleness had vanished from her skin, leaving her looking a far healthier pink. She’d
managed to find some underwear that fitted her lower half, but that was about all, so far.
 “How are you doing?” he wondered, tiredly, sitting on a discarded cushion near the heater and watching
her struggling awkwardly with a loose shirt. He had to work hard at not staring at her underclothed chest –
a bra for those dainty breasts was probably overkill, but they were still breasts and they were still very much
on show. Stop it, you useless spur, he scolded, inwardly. Now is not the time.
 “N-... not... easy,” she protested, croakily. “Not-... not done this... before.” She successfully got her other
arm down a sleeve and pulled the shirt closed.
 “Yeah, I know what you mean, I don’t think I’ve ever had to get dressed after freezing half to death, either.”
 That wasn’t just the cold making her shake, though, he realised. Her co-ordination was terrible, and her
hands lacked dexterity. She looked almost like he imagined a person would after waking up from a very long
sleep – having to remind herself of everything she used to know how to do.
 “So. How are you feeling?” he prompted, gently, hoping to get a better clue from her. “Any better?”
 “...cold.”
 Her voice was... oddly familiar... but while she refused to use it, he was having trouble working out why.
“You’ll be all right in a little while. What were you doing down there, anyway?”
 “Just... where they put me.” She picked up a pair of trousers and studied them, carefully.
 Well that confirmed his suspicions, at least. “So you were a prisoner.”
 “...yes.”
 Rae narrowed his eyes. “Have we met before?” he challenged, at last.
 She didn’t look up, concentrating on trying to insert her legs into a pair of trousers. “Yes.”
 And yet, he couldn’t work out who she was. And he should have remembered such weird eyes, if nothing
else. He sighed. “Here. Let me help you with those-...”
 Leaning closer, he noticed the two small, irregular scars on her leg, just above her ankle-
 An uneasy, crawling sensation made the hairs on the back of his neck all prickle up. Although he didn’t
want to confirm the suspicion that had now seeded firmly in his mind, he knew he had to, and at last, he looked
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at her. Really, properly looked at her, determined to get to the bottom of why he couldn’t shake that sensation
of knowing her.
 When the realisation sank in, it came complete with a nauseating sensation like a hook twisting in his gut.
The blue eyes, the comprehensive tracery of scars, the voice... the complete and total disappearance of the
woman he was looking for...
 Rae swallowed over the doubt in his throat. “Is... is that you, Blink?” He could hardly believe what he was
asking.
 She glanced up at him, offered the tiniest of nods in response, then got straight back to trying to get dressed.
 For a few seconds, Rae found he couldn’t speak – could barely even breathe. So what if he’d put the puzzle
together, the final picture was even more incomprehensible than all the jumbled pieces had been. His friend –
his giant, metal, computer brained mechanical friend... was now biological. A scared, dirty, half-frozen waif
of a laima.

No. Come on Rae, that can’t be right. He clenched his fists into his cushion, frustrated at himself. Was it
really somehow more comprehensible to think a machine had suddenly inexplicably turned organic? Rather
than the idea Larissa’s crew might have coached an impressionable little fessine on what to say, while they
went off and bullied the real Blink into doing something she didn’t want?
 For a few moments, he just watched her, sitting on the urge to challenge her. Blink – if that was truly who
she was – sat and carefully ignored him, studiously concentrating on trying to button up her shirt, with awkward
hands that looked like they were all thumbs.
 Rae sighed. Whoever she was, whatever had happened...? Jumping at her and challenging her was the last
thing she needed. The poor thing was probably not only shocked and frozen, but absolutely terrified by having
her world so comprehensively turned upside down. Not to mention, probably embarrassed at the condition he
found her in. No wonder she looked so sick and withdrawn!
 He settled on the cushions next to her, and encouraged her to tuck back into her quilt. No point in rushing
her, not any more. He’d done what he’d come here to do, after all, he’d found her, and it wasn’t as if he was
going anywhere any time soon. “Tell me what happened, sweetheart...” he encouraged, gently. “Maybe if we
work through it together, we can find a way out, mm?”
 Obediently, she did as told, snuggling down in the thick fabric. “She said-... said she was helping me.”
Shaky though it was, muffled through the fabric and barely comprehensible, it was unmistakably Blink’s voice
– soft, understated, almost as though scared to make itself heard.
 “Who did?” He let his hand rest on her shoulder, hoping to come across as supportive. “How is this supposed
to help you?”
 Her eyes flickered briefly up at him. “Frond.”
 “That-... that creepy white non-laima thing did this to you?” It took every last ounce of self control not to
give life to his anger with some sort of explosive outburst. He swallowed it back down before trusting himself
enough to carrying on speaking, more softly. “I thought it-... she... was your friend.”
 “She was,” Blink confirmed, softly.

Wait. “...um, ‘was’?” he echoed.
 “She was dying.” The fessine kept her gaze fixed on the heater, quietly. “This was the last thing she was
able to do before she finally faded out.”
 “So-... what? She did this to you – and now you’re stuck like it? Forever?”
 Blink tried to hide it, but her flinch was fairly obvious.
 Rae hastily backed down. “I’m sorry, I’m sorry. I’m just-... rrgh.” He sighed and folded his hands in his
lap, frustrated. “I just wish you’d stop letting people do things to you, Bee. Just because they tell you they’re
your best friend doesn’t mean they’re going to actually do things that are in your interest, y’know?”
 Blink remained awkwardly quiet, for a little while, not sure what to say. “I didn’t mean to worry you,” she
offered, faintly, glancing up at him. “I’d have called you if I’d known what would happen. So you didn’t feel
like you had to follow me.”
 Rae smiled, glumly. “Ah, I’d probably have still followed you anyway, if I thought you were in trouble.
It’s what friends do, right?” He sighed, and let his arm rest around her shoulders. “How’d they even manage
to abduct you in the first place? I can’t even see how they’d have knocked you out, let alone dragged you
aboard.”
 Blink’s brow furrowed ever so slightly in thought. “The captain-... Larissa, I think... approached me with
an offer while I was working on the engines,” she explained, her voice slowly losing its croakiness the more
practice she got with using it. “She said it was...” She pursed her lips, trying to remember. “ ‘The opportunity
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of a lifetime’. She tried really hard to sell it, to make me think I’d be helping them achieve something great,
but I know they were just after materials they could re-sell.”
 “Did she tell you what she was after?”
 “Not really in any detail. They basically wanted my help getting into Kust University Science Institute.
I’m not sure why they picked me, because I’m good at engineering but not breaking into security systems.”
 Rae nodded, keeping awkwardly quiet about what he suspected was the real reason. You can go outside
safely. Plus, if Institute Security shoots at you, well, you’re ‘just’ a machine. “But because you weren’t interested
in what she had to offer, that put her in a bad mood?”
 “Maybe. A little. I-... I was tempted to go along with it,” Blink admitted, quietly. “It sounded like it could
have been exciting, and, well-... I was behind on my rent. I needed the money.” Her ears sagged, very slightly,
and she forced a miserable smile. “But I said I couldn’t go with her, because I needed to call my family.”
 Rae could only manage a sympathetic look for her. If he and that wretched white monster hadn’t bullied
her into thinking it was a good idea, maybe they wouldn’t all be in this predicament right now.
 “We argued a little bit, and because I wouldn’t agree, she shot me instead,” Blink went on. “Nasty little
EM-pulse gun. By the time I woke up, we were already on their way. It was why we crashed.”
 Rae quirked a brow. “What, did she hit the computer instead?” he half-joked.
 “I hadn’t finished my work on the engines when she knocked me out.” He felt one thin shoulder come up
in a shrug, under the blankets. “I’d taken out half of the flow regulators, so I could replace them, but didn’t
get the chance to put them back before they took off. They ended up using the engines with no regulations on
the fuel influx into the reactor core.”
 “That’d explain the particle trail they were laying down,” Rae mused, thoughtfully. “I wondered if
something had gone wrong.”
 Blink studied her feet, and flexed her toes. “The engine mass went supercritical just after we arrived in
Hesgeri space,” she agreed. “We ejected the bulk of it, but not fast enough. The core cracked. They had to lock
down the engine room, which meant they had no power generation at all. We had just enough in the batteries
to maintain shields during the crash.” She shuddered, and curled down tighter. Her voice shivered, thinly. “And
that was horrible.”
 Rae gave her shoulders a little squeeze. Just seeing the vessel’s exterior, he could understand exactly what
she’d been through (and didn’t even want to try and imagine what must have quite plainly been a spectacular
crash).
 “The captain was furious. She thought I did it on purpose.” Blink tucked herself down slightly smaller, her
voice going quieter. “I thought she was going to kill me. She had this... this nasty, sharp, evil looking disruptor.”
She placed her hands over the back of her neck, lacing her fingers. “She probably would have shot me if one
of her crew hadn’t talked her down.”
 “Well at least you had someone looking out for you, huh?” Rae soothed.
 “I don’t think he was doing it for me,” Blink demurred, shaking her head. “Just didn’t want her to do
anything she couldn’t un-do – I think they still planned on going to Kust, even after we crashed. He just pointed
out that I couldn’t warn them because I was unconscious, and they should have checked if I was finished before
doing anything. I don’t think any of them were very good at engineering, they just got someone else to do it
when they called in to port.”
 “You make it sound like that’s different to anyone else that engages your services,” he reminded, with a
little smile, and thankfully she took it in the way it was intended, managing the feeblest little laugh.
 “I think they were going to try and call for help from one of their contacts, but never got the chance to. I
don’t really know what happened. I never saw any of them ever again. They just... abandoned me in the hold,
among all the other things they’d stolen. Only place big enough for me.” She forced a sad smile. “That was
when I found out Frond had stowed away, too.”
 Rae muttered something unpleasant under his breath. “But why in all of Kettu did she think this was even
a remotely good idea,” he sighed. “How was it supposed to save your life, turning you into a little icicle in the
ship’s hold?”
 “That was probably my fault. I was too scared to leave, and my legs didn’t work properly anyway, and-”
 Rae cut in. “No no, don’t you dare go blaming yourself again. She turned you into something completely
new and just dumped you there, expecting you to be fine and get on with living like normal? That’s not ‘probably
your fault’. If I’d not come along when I did, you’d have disappeared from this existence as well.”
 “Please, Rae.” Blink gave him a pleading look. “She was just trying to be nice. Her kind don’t even think
the same way we do. They change forms at will, so she probably didn’t realise exactly what she was doing.
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She just knew she had to save me, and-...” Her shoulders slumped, sadly. “Because she wasn’t strong enough
to change the world to fit me, she had to change me to fit the world.”
 She’d visibly deflated by the end of her sentence, shoulders slumping and back rounding. It looked to Rae
like certain truths about her situation were finally starting to sink in.
 “At least she gave me all the knowledge I need to operate this new frame,” she added, softly. “So at least
I won’t make myself look like too much of an idiot when I need to eat, or-... anything else.”
 “It’s really not so bad,” Rae soothed, gently stroking her hair. “Being warm-blooded, I mean. A ‘squishy’,
to use your vernacular.” He gave her a gentle elbow. “I promise. It’ll be all right. Soon as you’re properly
warmed up and comfortable, we can start to think where we go from here.”
 Blink studied her fingers, where they peeked out over the hem of the blanket. “I never realised being cold
was so horrible,” she confessed, miserably.
 “See, and there was you thinking it was just me whining.” Rae chuckled and gave her an affectionate
squeeze. “Does this mean that when we get home, and get you back in your proper body, you won’t moan at
me for having the heating on, any more?” he teased.
 “I’ll try and remember not to.” She managed a feeble smile that quickly faded. “...home feels like it’s a
very long way away, right now.”
 Rae let his cheek rest against the top of her head. “Yeah.” He sighed in agreement, tiredly. “I know. But
we’ll fix it. However long it takes.”
 Blink turned over her hand, to reveal an intricate circular pattern scarred into the centre of her palm. “Frond
said-... this is the key to help you find yourself.” She glanced up at him, as though to gauge his reaction.
 Rae gently took her still-chilly hand into his, and studied the marks carefully. “Um. Did she by any chance
tell you what that actually meant?”
 Deflated by his response, Blink closed her fingers back over her palm, and shook her head. “I suspect it’s
some sort of symbol her people use,” she guessed. “If I can find them, they’ll return me to my old form. I
mean... my original frame might be ‘in storage’, somewhere. This is just a, a... temporary vessel for my
consciousness.”

Or you might have been changed into a biological creature all the way down to the atomic level, Rae
thought, but didn’t say so out loud. Either seems equally likely. “I guess that’s no less believable than her being
able to turn you organic in the first place,” Rae accepted, dubiously. “She didn’t get time to go into much detail
before she, uh... you know?”
 “No. She was weak. I think the engines made her sicker, and when the core broke, it finished her off.”
Blink studied the backs of her fingers, quietly. “I didn’t think to ask anything else at the time.”
 “We’ll work it out,” he repeated, gently. “We’ve got plenty of time, eh? No need to stress.”
 Blink mumbled something that Rae didn’t catch, but that sounded disappointed.
 He changed the subject, carefully. “Do you know what it was that attacked you?”
 Blink’s ears twitched, flattening back all of their own accord, proving that whatever it was had been
frightening. “No. How did you know about that?” She leaned closer to him, involuntarily. “Is it back? Did you
see something?”
 “No, no. I haven’t seen anything,” Rae was quick to soothe. “There’s just-...” How much to tell her? “I
guess you didn’t see it, but there’s some blood on the wall outside. Just a little.” That’s it, Rae, keep lying to
her. “It looked like there’d been a fight, I wondered if a wild animal got on board. Did you see it?”
 The small laima cast her gaze around the room, anxiously. “I didn’t see it, but I heard it very well. I just
hid between those boxes, where you found me, and tried not to move at all until it went quiet again.” She drew
in a shaky breath, as though trying to steady her nerves. “It sounded big. Hungry.”
 As though in agreement with the point she was making, somewhere under the blanket there came a low,
straining gurgle. Startled, Blink shot Rae a look of alarm. “What-... what was that? Was it a warning noise?”
 Already back on his feet, Rae laughed. “I guess you could call it that, of a sort. Do your middles hurt, a
little, too?”
 “A little,” she agreed, covering her stomach with one hand. “How could you know that?”
 “Well, it happens to everyone, sooner or later.” He clambered back among the emergency stockpile in the
medusi’s cupboard, looking for some kind of emergency food ration. “Means you’re hungry. You’ve not eaten
anything since Frond took your real body away, have you?”
 “I didn’t think my reserves were so low that I needed to.” Blink ran her hand over her stomach, awkwardly.
“So much for giving me all the information I needed to survive...”
 “Here.” Rae tripped out of the cupboard, brandishing something triumphantly. He held it out to her; a
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fist-sized brick wrapped in ridiculously gaudy plastic. “This should settle your stomach. I’m sorry your first
meal couldn’t have been more interesting, but... needs must, and all that.”
 Blink accepted it, warily, turning it end over end in her hands for a good few seconds, trying to work out
what precisely the brightly-coloured lump actually was. “I’m supposed to ingest this...?” She looked scared
and appalled in equal measures.
 “Mm-hmm.” Rae nodded his confirmation. “Looks like a stick of plastic, but it’s a nutritionally complete
stick of plastic. You don’t need anything extra except some water.” He set the bottle of drink down on the floor
beside her; it leaned dramatically on the sloping deck, but didn’t fall.
 Blink pursed her lips, frowning in concentration, and managed to separate the layers of the wrapper.
 “Look, I’ve been thinking about what we should do now. Maybe we ought to stay here until you’re feeling
better,” he suggested, watching her shakily peel the plastic from around the ration bar. “It’s a mess, for sure,
but the ship is at least stable, right? It’s not going to slide away down into the gully. We can keep any hungry
creatures at bay by closing the doors, and there’s more than enough food and water to last us twenty or thirty
days.”
 Blink shook her head, warily studying the concentrated food stick that had emerged like an inverted butterfly
from its bright chrysalis. Made of a compressed, protein-enriched fruit mass, it looked more like a slab of
slightly translucent beige plastic than food, just like Rae had said. The idea of getting it inside her body
somehow was... distasteful, to say the least. Had to just trust her friend was right and it was meant to be
consumed, not used to waterproof the underside of a boat. “We can’t stay aboard for long. You saw how badly
the engine core was damaged in the crash, and it’s leaking all manner of nasty particulates. The shielding was
designed to keep a minor leak contained in the engine room, but it’ll fail eventually.” She opened her mouth,
and hesitantly placed the bar between her teeth.
 He watched her carefully bite down into the unappealing rations and pull off a small portion. “When you
say eventually... how long a safe period are we talking?”
 “I-... uh.” Blink coughed, startled by the taste of the food. “A day or sssugh-... this is... ugh.” She couldn’t
quite hide her disgust at the food, swallowing with difficulty and using a mouthful of water to wash the gunk
off her teeth. “How are you supposed to refuel on this? It’s like chewing on a bar of sticky wax!”
 “It’s survival food, Bee. It’s not meant to be a gourmet meal, it’s meant to keep you alive.”
 “But it’s revolting!” She looked genuinely horrified. “It’s going to glue my insides up.”
 “Well, that’s maybe a little strongly worded...” Rae chuckled, gently. She was clearly thinking about the
damage substandard fuels could do to her pumps. Don’t need to worry about that any more... “But I know
they don’t taste good. I’m not looking forwards to having to eat them, myself.”
 “Can’t I... maybe... leave it for a little while?” She held it out to him, unhappily.
 “How about try a little more, eh? You need to get something inside you, or you’ll fall over. I don’t know
if I’ll be able to find anything else edible.”
 Blink winced, but obediently took another mouthful.
 “Don’t forget, that new body evolved for eating stuff like this.” Rae smiled, sadly. “You’ll be all right.
You won’t need to eat it for very long. As soon as we get off the mountain, we can find something better.” He
rubbed the back of his neck. “Speaking of which, we’re going to lose our daylight, soon, and need to make
some plans for what we’re gonna do next. It’s definitely not going to be safe to travel in the dark.” He paced,
a few steps one way and back again, trying to straighten his thoughts. “Um. How about. So long as you think
it’ll be safe to stay on board a little longer...” He glanced at her, hopeful of agreement.
 Blink nodded her confirmation, too busy with her laborious chewing to speak.
 “...we’d be safer if we stay overnight. We can head out at first light, maximise how far we can get in the
daytime. It’ll be safer than trying to get down the mountain in the dark, too – we’re not exactly high up, here,
but we’re high enough that a fall could do some wicked damage. You can practice walking while we’re still
on the ship.”
 Blink looked down at her new feet and flexed her toes, and nodded. “I’m not very steady at the moment,”
she agreed, glumly. “I’ll be a liability.”
 “Nah, I didn’t mean it like that,” Rae chided. “I mean, I’d carry you myself, if I trusted myself not to fall
and squash you. I don’t know what the terrain’s going to be like, though. You’ll be safer if you’re not relying
solely on me.”
 “Life is suddenly full of ‘exciting learning experiences’,” she sighed, quietly, retreating to the comparative
safety of concentrating on eating. She struggled down the rest of the bar, looking like it was one of the toughest
things she’d had to do in her whole life – and Rae realised that in a way, unused to food and with teeth that
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had never been tested before, it probably was one of the biggest challenges her new body had faced, thus far.
And life was probably going to continue to test her in this way for a long time yet.
 Blink was at least relieved to find that having a little food inside her, however revolting it might have been,
did relieve some of the discomfort in her abdomen. When Rae suggested that maybe they try practising
maintaining her balance, she felt well enough to agree to it.
 He helped her stand, and let her cling to him until she’d got a wobbly idea of how to balance on those new
legs and small feet. For someone who had once towered over him, at least twice his height, in her new biological
guise Blink made a very small fessine; the top of her head came barely to his shoulder.
 “Feel all right?” he prompted.
 “My legs have an extra joint,” she complained, distractedly. “I-... feel like I’m trying to walk on tiptoe.”
She tottered a single step forwards, and shot him an abstract glare, although it looked like it was borne more
from frustration at her own inabilities than any anger at him. “I was too heavy to do that in my old body, so-...
never, hngh-...” Another shaky step. “Never got any practice.”
 “Well, you’re already doing well,” he soothed, with a grin. “You’ll do fine.”
 “You expect me to have enough agility to be a mountain climber by morning?” Blink tried a step unaided,
flailed her arms for balance and grabbed back onto him. “This-... ridiculous!”
 “Aw, don’t lose hope this early in the game. You remember how you used to balance before?”
 “That was different-!”
 “Howso?” Rae relinquished his hold on her arms again.
 “My gyroscopes gave me infinitely better feedback than these... squashy pink processors!” She tottered
another few steps and latched onto the wall. “They don’t respond very well at all to my attempt to calibrate
them.”
 Rae smiled, sadly. “You just have to practice, hon. You’ll get there.”
 Blink pursed her lips, frustrated. Wobbling awkwardly, she made her first successful lap of the room only
by furniture-walking, clinging to dressers and chairs and the bed for support.
 In spite of her misgivings, she made good progress, and was almost walking unaided by the time evening
finally began to draw in. She joined Rae in the entry annexe, quietly.
 “All right. We need a plan.” The spur stood just inside the ragged hole in Happenstance’s side, and stared
out down the mountain. The sun had dropped just low enough in the sky to cast the amber light of evening
right into his eyes. “Work out where we’re going to go first, where we’ve got the best chance of calling for
help.”
 Blink tottered her way over to him, using the wall to help her balance and then grabbing his arm. She
visibly cringed at the view. “It looks a lot bigger out there than it used to,” she admitted, feebly. “Don’t you
think we’ll get lost?”
 “Not if we follow landmarks, and have a goal in mind. I think we’ve got a good chance of getting to exactly
where we want to go. I mean, look.” He pointed away into the distance, where the smooth rim of the ocean
could just be made out through a creeping evening haze. In front of it was a darker, jagged smudge. “That must
be Kust, do you think?”
 Blink looked in the direction of his arm. “It’s a long way away,” she pointed out, reluctantly.
 “You think? Maybe.” He nodded, mostly to himself. “I think we could manage it in a couple of days. It’s
pretty big, pretty easy to see, and at the end of a river valley. All we have to do it follow the valley, and we’re
there.”
 “You think it’s a good place to go to?” The small woman glanced up at her friend. “We don’t know what’s
there.”
 “No, but I figure if Larissa’s crew were aiming that way, there must be something worth stealing, right?
If there’s something worth stealing, there’ll be things to help us call for help, too.” He tried to smile,
reassuringly, although inwardly he wasn’t sure how much he believed himself. “We need to strip the ship for
things we can use, before we do anything. Rope, blankets, rations, energy cells, anything useful that we can
get our grubby hands on – and things to carry it all in, if we can find something. We won’t get far if we’re
relying on just the clothes on our backs. If there’s any warmer clothing, too, we’ll take that. All right with
that?”
 “I’ll try.” Blink turned to face the closest cabin, and very, very carefully made her way across the ruined
entry room towards the door. “I don’t know if I’ll be able to find very much.”
 “Well, let’s just do the best we can.” Rae grimaced, and shrugged. “These useless pirates might not have
brought much, in the first place. They strike me as pretty useless all around. I’ll go destroy some boxes in the
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hold, see if they brought anything that wasn’t illegal contraband, if you wanna check the cabins...?”
 “All right.”
 “...oh, and Blink?”
 She looked back at him. “Yes?”
 “...don’t go onto the bridge. Trust me.”
 She replied with a look of frightened dismay, and made a mental note to avoid the room at all costs.

 Larissa’s bedroom became camp for the two laima, for the night. By the time they lost all the natural light
and had to resort to battery-powered lanterns, they’d accumulated quite a pile of “useful stuff”, to use Rae’s
vernacular, and retired to get some rest.
 “We’ll have to pick through this in the morning,” Rae suggested, casting an approving eye over their finds.
“Travelling with too much stuff is almost as bad as travelling with not enough. I mean, we need to make sure
we can carry enough to eat; we don’t want to carry junk we won’t use, instead of food and water. I don’t wanna
trust my ability catching game, and eating random berries sounds like a big no-no, you know? Heh.” He
chuckled to himself.
 Blink snuggled up in her quilt, watching him. “You think we’ll have enough things there?” The cool lantern
threw her skinny features into an awkward, angular relief, and left a ghostly impression of her former appearance.
 “Oh yeah, more than enough, looks like. Could maybe do with some more rope, but everything else looks
fine.” He picked up one the good sized hunting knives he’d found in the hold, quietly pleased at the find. At
least they stood a chance at defending themselves. “Listen, Bee?”
 She glanced up at him. The lantern threw weird green glints into her eyes.
 “If you wanted to get some sleep, I’m happy to watch for dangers,” he offered.
 She shook her head. “Thank you, but I don’t need to defragment,” she reassured, quietly.
 “I didn’t say that. I said, if you want to sleep. Sleep is a good thing, especially after you’ve had such a...
frazzling day. Give that poor brain some down-time.”
 “I’m really not in the mood to rest.” She forced a little smile. “I just... don’t feel good.”
 “You mean, a ‘hungry’ kind of not-good?”
 “No, I-... I’m just thinking. I mean-...” She shifted her shoulders, uncomfortably. “I’m never going to see
my family again, am I.” Her voice was so very flat, so matter-of-fact unemotional, that it was no big surprise
to Rae when the tears started.
 “Aw, hon. Sure you are.” He moved to her side, and gathered her against him; she clung to him, grimly,
hands twisting into his clothing. “Of course you’ll see them again! We’ll get a call out for a rescue, and the
instant we’re offworld, we’ll call them. All right?”
 But his words didn’t have the soothing effect Rae had hoped. In the gloom of the night-time cabin, with
nothing to distract her from darker thoughts, the enormity of her situation had apparently sunk in, at last. “Even
if they somehow believe me, I’m stuck in this fragile little soft body, no idea how I’m supposed to get my real
form back – wobbly on my feet, and having to endure those disgusting fuels, and, and-...” Her words slipped
back into distressed incoherence.
 Rae tightened his grip, ever so slightly, and rested his cheek against the top of her head. “Shh. It’ll be all
right,” he soothed. “Just a few days and you’ll have found your feet, and I promise you won’t have to keep
eating that horrible sludge all the time. It won’t be anywhere near as unbearable once you’re used to it-”
 “But I don’t want to get used to it! I don’t want to be biological!” she wept, helplessly. “I want to just be
me, again...”
 “And you will be. You just have to be patient a little while, honeybee. Just until we escape from here. All
right?” He sat with her, arms around her shoulders, until at last she grew heavy in sleep and he was able to get
her to snuggle back down in her nest of cushions on the deck. Once sure she was asleep, he sighed, and sagged
back against the wall.
 What a day.
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 A watery morning sunshine already filled the room when Blink finally stirred out of a disturbed sleep, the
next day, jolted out of her rest by a bad dream about her family. We don't want you back, you misplaced,
ground-bound idiot, a terrifying, cruel version of her beautiful best friend snarled, her usually-gentle voice as
harsh as rusted gears grinding against each other. Why would we EVER want you back? You're so slow and
sluggish and all you ever do is whine. You running out on us was the best thing that could have ever happened.
... Now I can love my poor RJ without worrying if you're going to have another of your jealous tantrums.
 But I still love you, Skydash. I mean it! More than anything-... I-I... can't imagine living without you, and-
 You love me so much you couldn't run away fast enough? I know. Just stay away from us. Stay out of our
lives.
 For a few minutes, Blink wallowed in drowsy confusion, struggling to separate the dreams from the reality,
and simultaneously trying to work out why she was on the floor, and covered in fabric, and why everything
felt so strange. Then the events of the night before all came back to her, in a sudden big rush, and she
immediately wished she could retreat back into the unpleasant dreamworld that was nevertheless infinitely
better than the waking one.

So it's real. Incomprehensible as it is, it really did happen, and I really am... organic. The thought made
her cringe, and curl tighter into her quilt cocoon. It was so tempting to try and force herself back to sleep, to
pretend the world didn’t exist. The chill in the air didn't help, making her exposed skin prickle.
 For a while, she just lay and stared at the heap of clutter near the wall, dispirited and not wanting to get
up. The skin around her eyes felt sore, and it felt almost as though the muted light coming in through the
window was too bright, and making her squint. Is this what crying does to you? She pressed her face into the
quilt and sighed. I knew my melodrama would catch up with me one day. I should just... stop bawling at the
drop of a hat. Maybe it's my subconscious' way of scolding me for always subjecting poor Dash to it?

Dash. Miss you, so much... Blink sighed, again, more deeply, and felt that same annoying prickle in the
corners of her eyes and up in her nose that had accompanied her tears last night. No. No more crying. She
swallowed the tears back down, with effort, struggling to banish the thoughts from her brain. She knew that
thinking about her lost sweetheart was going to just trigger another fit of bawling.
 Thankfully, something unusual caught her attention. A new sensation – hard to describe, and like nothing
she had ever experienced before. Curious. It was a very new sensation. As she breathed in, she found she could
perceive something in the air – something invisible, but-... she inhaled more deeply through her nose. Was this
what they called 'smell'?
 As a machine, her so-called sense of olfaction had been nothing short of woefully rudimentary – she could
perceive and often analyse a volatile chemical in the air, certainly, but nothing had ever been like this, before.
 And-... She closed her eyes and inhaled deeply, trying to understand. It was... almost... pleasant?
 She sat up, carefully, trying to avoid upsetting those awkward, fluid-filled biological gyroscopes, and then
climbed unsteadily to her feet. Remaining wrapped in her blanket, she shuffled to the door like a bipedal
caterpillar, and peered out.
 In the entry annexe, Rae sat tending to a little gas-powered stove he'd found somewhere – little more than
a gas bottle with a wire stand on top – on which he had set a metal pan, to boil some water. On the floor next
to him, curls of steam rose from two small mugs. He evidently heard her moving around, as he glanced over,
and gave her a smile. “Greets, Honeybee. How are you feeling?”
 Blink made her way carefully down the sloping deck towards him, leaning against the wall to keep her
balance and her toes involuntarily curling down in an attempt to grip the deck. “Foggy,” she admitted, sitting
with extreme care to avoid knocking the stove, then huddling down in her blanket on the floor opposite him.
“I still feel drowsy, and my head hurts.” She rubbed her temples. “Feels like someone's tied a sheet around it,
and has been twisting it tighter.”
 “I’m not surprised,” he agreed. “You've had a traumatic couple of days, that'd put a strain on anyone.
Listen.” He gestured to the steaming little cups by his side. “I made you a drink, if you’d like it. I guess the
smell woke you up?”
 Blink nodded, hoping that agreeing would help her avoid the real reason she'd stirred. Besides, it had been
the smell that had finally coaxed her out of her cocoon. “Thank you. That would be nice.”
 “Well, here you go.” He held out the cup. “It’s not keem, more's the pity, but it's got vitamins in it and a
bit of a kick. It might help clear your head a little, wake you up better.” He relinquished it into her hands. “Go
careful, it's still quite hot.”
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 Blink cupped her hands around the stoneware container, and inhaled deeply on the steam rising from the
surface. That same smell as she'd noticed when she'd finally emerged from her torpor, but stronger. It had an
indescribable fragrance – not really sweet, but not savoury, either. More of a sharp, fresh tang to it that made
her nostrils tingle.
 She sipped at the fragrant liquid, careful not to burn her lips on the hot liquid, and... oh, that wasn't anywhere
near as good as it smelt. Strong and astringent, it left her mouth feeling uncomfortable, almost dry. She
grimaced, disappointedly.
 Rae spotted the expression before she could hide it. “Problem?”
 “...it’s... I’m not sure how to define it,” she explained, softly. “Bitter, maybe? Quite strong.” She winced,
apologetically. “I don't think I like it. I'm sorry, Rae.”
 “Ah, don't be sorry. I wasn't sure how you'd get on with it, but wanted to give you the option of trying it
at least. Maybe you just need some sugar in it. I know I used to have to sweeten it.” He leaned across with a
spoonful of pale, granular substance, and clanked the spoon around in the cup until the grains had vanished.
“Try it now.”
 Now the strange, semi-acrid flavour was more of an aftertaste, hidden behind the less complicated taste of
refined sugar. Blink stared disappointedly down into the hot liquid. “Maybe it’s an acquired taste,” she accepted,
quietly.
 Rae watched her sip, and sighed. “Sorry, Bee. I promise, not all food tastes bad.”
 A smile faltered across her face, as though understanding that he was trying his hardest, but it quickly
vanished.
 At least, he consoled himself, she was drinking it. “I swear, I'll find some keem in this place if it's the last
thing I do.” He grinned, showing his teeth. “Now that is such the opposite of an acquired taste, it's unreal. I'll
have you hooked, I bet.”
 Blink found a more genuine, albeit watery smile for him. “Trying to get me addicted, Rae? That could get
you into trouble.”
 He laughed, and took a swig of his own tea, turning off the stove and decanting the water he'd boiled into
a bottle. “How are you feeling this morning, anyway? Any better?”
 “I don't know. Physically, a little less... wobbly, maybe. Emotionally? I hoped I had hallucinated it,” she
admitted, turning her cup between her hands. “That Larissa shooting me had destabilised something, and I
just... imagined having a very strange refit, with my consciousness downloaded into the wrong frame. I was,
um...” She shrugged one shoulder, awkwardly. “A little disappointed, when I finally woke up.”
 Unsure what to say, he reached out a hand, and rested it gently on her shoulder.
 She leaned into the touch, very slightly. “I'm sorry you had to put up with me last night,” she apologised,
looking guiltily up at him. “It wasn't fair of me to do that to you.”
 “Oh, don't talk nonsense,” Rae scolded, amused, stroking his fingers down her arm. “After suffering trauma
the like of which I have never even come close to experiencing, in my entire life? I think you're entitled to feel
upset. Don't deny yourself a normal, natural emotional response because you're scared what some stuffy,
unemotional old spur will say.”
 Blink stayed curled in her quilt with her cooling tea cupped in both hands and watched him while he scurried
around, packing supplies into a couple of heavy duty bags – guilty that she couldn't help, but knowing she'd
only be a hindrance. In went those hated ration bars, bottles (probably containing water), rope of various
thicknesses, spare knives, metal pans and blankets, some spare clothing and matches.
 The whole, get down off mountain and make way to Kust plan... was looking like it might well be an
uncomfortable exercise in hard work. She rested her chin on her knees, with a little sigh, and wished – futilely
– it had been safe enough to stay aboard. The crash had more than put paid to that option. She closed her eyes
and let herself doze. The rustling of fabric and Rae's footsteps made a pleasantly soporific white noise.
 Evidently, she did go to all the way to sleep, as the next thing she was aware of was Rae, calling to her.
 “...hey, Blink...? Yoo-hoo, mission control to cloth-ears? You in there?”
 “...?” She stirred out of her doze, and grunted uncomfortably at a crick in the neck. Looking up, she found
Rae holding out a heap of clothing. “What...?”
 “I think we can head off soon, if you're ready,” he explained, setting the clothes into her arms. “The ground
has dried, so the rocks are safe to walk on, but it's still nippy, out. I thought you could do with some warmer
togs.”
 “Thank you...” Blink unfolded the heap of fabric to reveal a second pair of thick trousers, and a heavy
jacket lined with some sort of fur. She groaned inwardly; just what she wanted, another chance to make herself
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look like an inept idiot, unable to even dress herself. Thankfully, Rae sensed what she was thinking, and kept
his back turned, to save her embarrassment.
 Getting into the trousers proved as much of a struggle as it had the other night – the fabric was looser than
the leggings she still wore, but the blunt claws on her toes hooked into the fabric just as frequently, not to
mention her issues with finally getting the fabric up over her hips. Standing to do it wasn't much easier, with
her still-precarious sense of balance.
 The jacket wasn't much easier – she ended up resorting to her teeth, to hold the sleeve where she could
reach it – but it felt incredible, once her arms were securely into the sleeves. Soft on her skin, and warm. She
snuggled it around herself, and startled herself with an involuntary purr that turned into a surprised hiccup.
 Rae chuckled, and watched as an embarrassed pink rose in her cheeks. “They fit all right?”
 Blink nodded, tucking her face down against the deep collar to hide her blush. “Nothing for my feet?” She
wiggled her toes, by way of explanation.
 Rae shook his head. “I couldn't find anything, but then they'd only make it harder to balance. Your pads
will grip better than any soles.”
 He held out his hand and helped her to her feet; she wobbled unsteadily, looking a little bandy-legged, but
managed to stay upright on her own. “I think I'll be all right,” she agreed, answering the unspoken question
on his face. “The more practice I get, the better, correct?”
 “Well, so long as you're sure. I don't want you to struggle. There's going to be some heavy terrain, out
there, and I had to pack you up a bag.” Rae held out a beige fabric satchel; nowhere near as big as his own
pack, it still looked heavy. “I didn't want you to have to be a pack-animal, but I couldn't cram everything into
my own.”
 Blink accepted the satchel; it made her small arms sag, and she struggled to keep it up off the deck, but
she pursed her lips and clung on to it. “It's only fair that I should share,” she agreed, a determined set to her
small jaw. “It's my fault we're here.” She joined him in the makeshift, torn doorway in Happenstance's flank.
“So what are we going to do now?”
 “First things first, eh? We need to get off this mountainside.” Rae stared out into the strengthening sunshine.
“As soon as we're safe on the flat, and in friendlier temperatures, we can think a bit more about where we're
going to aim for. Right?”
 “Right,” Blink agreed, dubiously, and admitted; “I don't really know much about this world, except that
the population is tiny. What chance is there of finding anywhere that can help us?”
 “If I'm honest? I don't know.” Rae shook his head. “I just know that our very best hope will be in one of
the old cities. It's where all the technology is.” If there's any left, twenty years after everyone died of the Fury.
He set his hands carefully at the least-jagged margin of the gash. “Come on-”
 Blink gave a little gasp. “-wait, wait! Stop!”
 Her exclamation almost made Rae leap out of his skin. “What is it?!” His voice came out as an awkward
yelp, and he lurched dramatically against the wall, just in case he needed to try and hide himself.
 “I forgot something!” She let the bag bump heavily down to the deck and staggered in the direction of the
hold. “Wait for me!”
 “Ugh! Bee. Give me a heart attack, why don't you?” he groused, watching as she disappeared through the
door. He followed her just in time to watch her hunt unsteadily through the den of crates where he'd first found
her. “What have you lost, anyway?”
 She emerged from the mess with a small piece of torn paper in her hand.
 “You had to go back for a scrap of paper?” He sighed, with a little glare, stepping back to let her past.
“Better be worth it. What was on it, anyway?”
 “Just a picture,” she replied, defensively, sliding the scrap safely into a pocket on her satchel. “We can go,
now.”
 “Yeah, thanks...” Rae gave his eyes a little roll, and returned to the giant window in the ship's side. It was
a lot harder getting out than it had been getting in, trying to reach the floor without tearing his skin on the
unfriendly bent metal, but at least a good sturdy shelf of rock was close by and he made it with only a small
graze on one hip.
 Turning back to the ship, the floor of the interior was level with his armpits. First, he lifted his pack down,
after Blink had scooted it across the floor to him, and then her satchel. Last of all, he put his hands up for the
little fessine, who was looking wistfully at her comfy quilt. “Crouch down, eh?” he encouraged, and cupping
his hands under her arms, carefully lifted her down after him-
 “Eeh!” she exclaimed, startled, involuntarily tucking up her feet.
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 Rae grunted in surprise at the sudden addition of weight, and staggered a step or two, somehow managing
to not drop her. “What, what is it?”
 She pinked up, sheepishly, hesitantly putting her feet back down, checking for the floor. “Sorry. I wasn't
expecting the rocks to be so cold,” she admitted. “I didn't mean to make you jump.”
 He exaggerated a sigh, and looked down at her to ensure she was steady before trying to let her go. “You're
determined to kill me of a heart attack today, aren't you?”
 She mumbled something apologetic and allowed her weight to rest back down on her own feet.
 Rae allowed for a self-indulgent couple of seconds to get a good look at her. She was actually rather
attractive, he allowed himself to recognise, now it felt safe to do so. Now she wasn't such a fragile, vulnerable,
traumatised little thing. And those eyes-! Such completely alien blue eyes-
 Blink looked straight up into his face, those alien blue eyes staring straight into his plain yellow ones, and
reminded, softly; “Um. You can let me go now.”
 “Oh! Sorry. Yeah, I, uh, I was just checking you were able to balance all right,” he apologised, lying through
his teeth, letting her go so abruptly it was as though she'd just grown a coating of thorns. “Shall-... shall we
go?”
 Blink gave him another of those small, forgiving smiles, and nodded.

 Getting down off the jagged boulders of the mountain turned out to be the easiest bit, Blink found, and her
balance didn't even need to be too great – if a downward climb presented itself, she could often just sit on her
rump and scoot herself carefully across the weather-smoothed rocks, lowering her satchel in front of her by
its strap.
 Moving across the gently sloping grassy foothills was infinitely more difficult. She had to stand, and walk,
somehow maintaining her balance over the uneven ground as they followed a narrow animal trail through the
squat bushes. At least when she tripped, she could land fairly safely in the springy scrub on either side, and
her stumbles did become reassuringly less frequent, the further they walked and the more practice they got.
 ...unfortunately, her problems evolved as they walked, a new problem swelling to fill the gap left by her
improving balance. The rough terrain became the biggest obstacle, the coarse gritty dirt and scrambling, thorny
roots proving very unfriendly to the soft pads on the underside of her small toes. Rae had no such problems –
constant daily use had hardened the soles of his feet into tough, leathery cushions that barely felt the gravel
they walked on – but Blink found herself falling further and further behind, her unsteady stride turning into
an awkward hobble.
 At last, she found a convenient boulder to sag onto, next to a stand of tough little trees on the edge of what
looked like it had once been pasture, panting for breath. Her pads felt like someone had given them a good
scrubbing with a brush made of hot wire, and once she'd lifted them up off the ground it was almost impossible
to put them back down.
 “Rae? Please-... wait a second?” she croaked, struggling to remove the lid of her water bottle. “You're
going too fast for me to keep up-...”
 Hearing her call, the spur jammed on the brakes, and hastily returned to her side, concerned. “Everything
all right?” he wondered, crouching in front of her.
 Blink forced a smile, although it turned out looking more like a wince. “Just-... just tired,” she lied, in
between gulps of water. “You're better at this than me. Let me catch my breath, and I'll be all right to carry
on.”
 “All right. And now we've got past the 'treat Rae like he's an idiot' stage, what's really the matter?”
 She averted her gaze, and admitted, “my feet hurt. I don't think I can walk much further.”
 Rae pursed his lips, guiltily – the admission didn't even really come as too great a surprise, so he should
have noticed, or at least suspected, that she wouldn't be so used to walking as him. “Why didn't you say
anything...?” He carefully took her ankle in one hand, and lifted one of her feet, to examine the underside.
Although the skin was hidden under a layer of grime, what had started out as pale pink soles were now swollen
and bruise-purple.
 She still refused to look him in the eye. “I didn't want to slow us down.”
 “Aw, Bee. I'm sorry if I made you feel like that.” He sighed, apologetically. “It's not like there's any need
to rush. Kust isn't going anywhere. Better that we go a little slower, so you can still walk, than rush ahead and
cripple you.” He touched one of her pads, gently.
 “Ow-...!” She twitched her toes away from his hand.
 “Sorry, I'm sorry.” Sigh. “Listen, we passed a stream a while back. I'll get some water for you to bathe
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your feet...”
 He glanced up at the sun; its zenith long since passed, it was now sinking towards the horizon. They had
a few hours of daylight left – just enough to tend to travel-induced injuries, make camp, and have something
like supper before getting some well-earned rest.
 “You know what? This spot here probably is a reasonable place to make camp,” he acknowledged, with a
nod to himself. “Flat ground to make a fire, and those are some good sturdy little trees, we can nest up above
the ground where it's a bit safer. Well picked, Bee.”
 Blink stayed with her back to her boulder, watching while Rae bustled around setting up their campsite.
After making them both a cup of strong, bitter tea, her friend warmed a little more water for her to bathe her
sore feet.
 “I don't really want to have your smelly feet in my saucepan, but as we don't have a basin, it'll have to do,”
he joked. “It's not like it won't wash clean, huh.”
 The small pan didn't leave a lot of room for both the water and her feet, but the warmth was soothing on
her painful toes. She sighed, softly, letting herself relax a little. “Is there anything I can do to help?”
 “Yeah, you can take it easy.” Rae dumped his first small heap of kindling into a small hollow in the packed
earth at the centre of the cluster of trees, then headed off to hunt for more. “You need to be fit and ready to
move again tomorrow, because I ain't carrying you.” He shot a grin back over his shoulder at her.
 “I would never ask you to do that-...!” she protested.
 “I know, Bee. I was joking, yeah?”
 Blink helped herself to another spoonful of sugar to put in her tea while Rae's back was turned. Drinking
it hot and sweet allowed her to – almost – ignore the hard aftertaste of astringent tannin. Maybe it wasn't such
an acquired taste, after all? She took another mouthful and winced. All right. It WAS an acquired taste. She
flexed her toes in their bath of cooling water, trying to avoid letting them stiffen up.
 Night drew in surprisingly quickly, and Rae just managed to get their makeshift camp constructed in time,
before the dwindling sun at last vanished all the way behind the horizon. He wasn't especially keen on the idea
of sleeping out in the open, like this, and if he'd been given a choice, he'd have aimed for the old farmhouse
he'd seen a couple of miles further down the valley, but it wouldn't have been fair to drag Blink even further
on sore new feet. Besides, he reminded himself, the house might not have even been habitable, and they'd have
only found out when it was too late to do anything about it. Better to make the best of a less-than ideal situation,
right?
 And this little camp was quite the masterpiece of engineering, he decided, admiring the two cosy hammocks
strung between the branches above his head, and the scavenged old tarpaulin he'd found in the pasture would
keep any rain off. Any hungry predators would have to really work hard to get at them up there!
 Blink still sat at the side of the clearing, on a mat of springy old branches tucked between the roots of one
of the gnarliest trees. As he approached, Rae discovered that the fessine had actually managed to go to sleep,
even on that prickly, uncomfortable seat, proving how exhausted she was. He almost didn't have the heart to
wake her, but letting her sleep down on the dirt defeated the object of making a proper camp.
 “Hey... hey, hon. You can't sleep down there.” He gave her shoulder a little shake, and at last she stirred.
“Come on, love. Time to go to bed, huh?”
 She mumbled something he didn't quite catch, and groaned softly. “...w'salready sleepin'.”
 “I know, but it's not safe down here.” He helped her upright. “Anything could get you.”
 “Ah-!” She groaned, her legs giving way. The pain in her feet had gone from a sharp burning soreness to
a long, dull throbbing that seemed to shoot right up her legs when she put her weight on them.
 “Easy, there. Not far to go.” Rae helped her hobble over to the trees strung with the hammocks. “It's far
more comfortable up there, not to mention warmer than the dirt.” He guided a rope into her hands. “Hang on
tight, now.”
 She clung to the rope with her arms and thighs, and gritted her teeth as Rae hauled on the other end, lifting
her into the branches. Getting across and into the hammock was an even more precarious manoeuvre, and
twice her feet slipped and skidded across the rope, adding friction burns to her collection of blisters. At least
the hammock was comfortable, she consoled herself, rolling the blanket up over herself, and she could properly
take her weight off her feet.
 “All right up there?” Rae called up.
 “...I'm fine, thank you...”
 “A'right. Well, I'm coming up there to get some sleep myself, so you better have everything you need!”
 “Mmm-hmm,” Blink agreed, quietly, slipping her hand inside her jacket and using thumb and forefinger
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to stroke the scrap of paper – a photograph of her family – she'd tucked into the inner pocket. “Everything I
need.”
 She listened to the scrape of claws on bark, and Rae's soft grunts of effort, and listened as he rustled about
in his own hammock, for a little while.
 “G'night, eh, Blink?” he called out, softly. “Sleep well.”
 “Thank you, Rae. You too. And-... thank you for helping me get this far, today.”
 “Oh, pssh. It was nnn-” He punctuated his sentence with a yawn. “Nothin'. You did all that yourself.”
 Blink lay and listened as Rae' breathing deepened, and rapidly turned into quiet snores. The spur sounded
even more exhausted than she herself felt. I should have helped him. Next time, I will. She stroked the
photograph, guiltily. Just because I'm out here, lost in the wild, soft-bodied and weak, I need to still carry
myself in a way that would make you proud of me. I love you.
 Sleep took a long time to finally return, but when it finally did, it was at least free of dreams.

 It was some time in the depths of the night that Blink heard it.
 At first, she wasn't entirely sure what it was had woken her. All she knew was that she was awake, and
wandering in that fog of half dreams where everything simultaneously made perfect sense and no sense. She
didn't even know what the time was, which was becoming a major frustration. As a machine, her internal
chronometer meant she'd always known exactly what the time was, right down to the smallest fraction of a
given second, but right now? It could have been any time at all – she could have been asleep for hours, or just
minutes. The planet’s moon hadn’t risen, either, so she had no way to judge. It left her feeling... lost.
 Perhaps it was a trade, she wondered, trying to get back to sleep, still not sure why she'd stirred in the first
place. One sense for another; sense of time for a sense of smell? Maybe this new frame can only cope with a
small finite number of senses at a time.
 From down below there came an abstract sort of snuffling, growly sound.
 Alarmed, Blink froze up, immediately totally awake. What was that?! A creature of some sort? She covered
her mouth with her hand, not daring to breathe, wishing she could even keep her heart from beating in case
the whatever-it-was should hear it.
 Seemingly right beneath her hammock, it gave a grunt, and growled something that sounded almost like
a word. There was a low thump, as of something landing on the ground, and Blink realised it must have jumped
up. Perhaps trying to reach her? Good thing Rae had strung these hammocks so high up...
 She closed her eyes and tightened her fingers into fists against her chest, concentrating on the dull pain
where her nails dug into her palm. It's not the creature from Happenstance. It's not followed us down the
mountain.
 Claws rattled and skidded over tree-bark, as it made an attempt to climb their green fortress, followed in
quick succession by a heavy thump and a yipe! of pain. The animal gave a frustrated huffing, growling bark,
and snapped its jaws, the wet clop sounding like some sort of sharp implement thumping into a side of meat.
Its feet drummed over the earth as it ran in impotent loops, unable to reach them.
 Blink had to work hard to stifle a frightened whimper, laying as still as she possibly could. If it got up here?
That would be it. She'd be dinner.
 At long last, the creature's rustling faded. Apparently even hungry monsters had limits on their dedication.
The drumming scuffle of confused footsteps faded away into the distance.
 When it had been quiet for a good long time, Blink allowed herself to relax, a little, releasing her hands
from those tight, frightened fists. She finally took the opportunity to peer carefully over the margin of the
hammock, but could see nothing in the impenetrable under-tree gloom. She wasn't sure if seeing nothing was
better than the hideous visage of a giant set of teeth coming straight for her nose.
 She tucked herself back into her cocoon, and tightened her arms around herself in a self-reassuring hug.
Had she always been such a scaredy little femme, or was this just what turning organic had done to her...?
 Although she'd been happily convinced she wasn't going to get to sleep ever again, she did eventually drift
back off, because next thing she knew, the clearing had filled with light and an early morning damp hung in
the air. “...ugh.” It felt like she hadn't slept at all. She rubbed her face with both hands, trying to wipe away
some of the fog in her brain.
 “Hey, Bee? You awake?”
 She used one hand to pull the hammock down a little, just enough that she could see out, and found Rae
leaning out of his own bed, one arm dangling down over the side of the fabric, a drowsy smile on his face.
 “How you doing – sleep well?” he wondered.
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 She forced a smile that wasn't echoed in her eyes, and made a noise that was supposed to sound like
agreement, but came out more like a grunt of discomfort.
 Rae's sleepy grin turned sympathetic. “So... didn't sleep good.”
 “Not really. There was something here,” she explained, softly, as though speaking any more loudly would
encourage it to come back. “During the night. It woke me up.”
 Rae arched a concerned brow. “What sort of a something?”
 “I don't know. I didn't see it. I heard it, though.” She peered down at the ground, just to reassure herself
the clearing was definitely empty. “ I think it was trying to get at us.”
 “It was a good job we camped up here, then, huh,” he agreed, staring down into the clearing. “We'd have
been dinner if we'd stayed down there...”
 Climbing carefully back down to the ground, the pair found that a confusing flurry of clawmarks had
accumulated in the dirt, overnight. What animal had created them wasn't particularly obvious, and the scratches
muddled themselves up, but closer inspection in the softer earth revealed the impressions of four distinct pads,
one behind each individual clawmark.
 “And these aren't little marks, either, see?” Rae put his own foot down, next to one of the markings; his
small toes fitted neatly within the margin inscribed by the animal's print. “We better sleep up in the trees every
night, from now on. This proves the ground isn't safe...”
 After packing away their camp and 'enjoying' a meagre breakfast of pre-packaged rations – which Rae had
fortunately had the foresight to store up in their tree, or they might have lost their entire food supply to the
night-time marauder – the two laima set back out on their journey to Kust.
 Travel was slow, but steady. Rae made sure not to push his small companion to walk too fast, but after that
first day, Blink had begun to get the hang of it, and her feet were toughening up. They still hurt when they
stopped, of an evening, of course – but never quite so much as the previous day. Must be that... that “tough
laima constitution” Rae always talks about, finally coming into play, she recognised.
 The terrain made it easier to travel – gently undulating fields that had once grown crops, and the remains
of tarmac roads, ruined in a few places by plants but still flat enough that they would have been drive-able.
Blink particularly liked the roads, whose smooth surfaces were easy on her feet. Walking along the river valley,
they could no longer see the coastal city they were aiming for, but the hills on either side made it impossible
to lose their bearings. Each day, they travelled until the sun began to drop, and as soon as it had descended
almost all the way down to the hilltops, they halted, and struck camp.
 Blink was reassured to find that her sleep was not disturbed any more, by any more hungry monsters.
 ...the good times weren't going to last.
 They had set out from their overnight camp with a sense of purpose, knowing they were getting close to
their destination, but neither had realised quite how close they were to the city, until midmorning. They had
been making their way along a dirt track towards a derelict farmhouse, following a narrow stream, when Rae
made a brief detour to answer a call of nature.
 ...The call briefly went unanswered. “Whoa!” Perched on a wooden step through a broken fence, Rae waved
both arms to attract his companion's attention. “Hey up, there, Blink. Come look at this!”
 Anticipating a silly joke, the fessine bravely joined him on the stile. “What?”
 He just pointed.
 She followed the line of his arm, and couldn't help her little smile. “So that must be Kust.”
 Away in the distance, the jagged back of a distant dragon etched into the skyline. It couldn't be much more
than a day's walk to the edge of the city – and the scattered houses of the suburbs were only a few fields away.
 “Yup.” The spur nodded, teeth bared in a gleeful grin. “No more sleeping in the trees for us, huh?”
 “I've never slept on a bed, before,” Blink agreed, joining him back on the track. “In a house, out of the
cold...”
 “Maybe we'll find some good food, too...!”
 They got a few hundred footsteps before they encountered 'it'. Making its way along their side of the hedge,
half-hidden in the long grass of the shallow ditch, was a creature. Some kind of predator, if the long snout full
of misshapen teeth was anything to go by, with a shaggy unkempt pelt of dun brown and dirty, grey-white
covering its mangey body. It moved with a strange, hunched-over lurch, its back so curved that it quite easily
alternated between moving on all fours or on just its hindlimbs.
 “Back up, a bit, Bee,” Rae whispered, putting himself warily in between Blink and the creature in the ditch,
which seemed happily oblivious, for now. “Don't let it get too close.”
 “What is it?” Blink peered cautiously around his arm.
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 “I'm not sure, apart from 'hungry'. If we can back up before it sees us, that'll be good... and I'm getting my
knife, just in case.” He eased the long hunting blade out of his pack, and only just in time.
 Attracted by the twitter of hushed voices, it finally looked up, revealing a strangely intelligent set of yellow
eyes. The unnatural cunning in its eyes immediately vanished as it saw them; it leaped back, as though stung,
baring its misshapen yellow teeth at them and voicing a wet, visceral snarl. Its ragged, triangular ears flattened
instantly back against its head.
 “Shouldn't we go the opposite way?” Blink wondered, in a breathless whisper of alarm. “Get away from
it?”
 “I don't think it makes much difference, now it knows we're here. See how it's following us? If we run, it's
gonna chase us, I guarantee it.” He tightened his grip on his knife, hoping the way he was trembling wasn't
too obvious. For all his bravado, he'd never actually killed anything bigger than an insect.
 The hunched form emerged from the ditch, revealing a sinewy but powerful body. Its build looked almost
ape-like, with abnormally long arms on which it propped itself up, and bent, muscular legs. A short, scrawny
tail flicked from side to side behind it. It chopped its jaws at them, hard enough to spray thin strands of saliva
onto its pelt.
 With a sinking sensation in his stomach, Rae finally recognised what it was. A blight, a twisted, feral
survivor of the disease that had torn Hesgeri society apart; this ape-dog had once been vullish, and probably
as smart as he or Blink, but the infection had shredded its brain and left nothing more than an aggressive,
mutated eating machine.
 Rae put up his hands. “We mean you no harm,” he told it, firmly, hoping vainly to get down to some small
kernel of residual intelligence, all the while leading Blink in a big semicircle around it, making sure to keep
himself facing it. If he could get past it, it might resume its hungry wander up the ditch, and leave them in
peace. “But if you come after us, I will defend us, you hear?”
 It growled softly and loped a hopping stride closer. More than anything, it looked hungry.
 “Should we run?” Blink wondered, faintly. “We could outpace it.”
 “Don't be so sure about that.” Rae shot a glance back at her. “We have to get it to back off. If we look like
a bad meal, it'll lose interest-”
 The creature decided to inadvertently prove how little Rae knew about the average blight. Inflamed neurons
in what was left of its brain made it hyper-aggressive, and it was happy to try and get a meal out of whatever
under-defended, warm, moving flesh that presented itself.
 It took both laima completely by surprise, lunging straight for the least well armed of the two walking
dinners. Straight for Blink.
 It went at her with its mouth agape, snarling through bloodstained saliva, a gnarled shoulder crashing Rae
out of the way. He cried out in alarm as his knife flew through the air and disappeared into the long grass.
 As it turned out, it had in fact misjudged. The same bulldog spirit that had seen Blink willing to fight to
defend herself and her family against some of the largest, best armed warbirds on her homeworld was probably
what saved her life. Frightened though she was, some deeply-buried instinct took over, and instead of trying
to duck away, she came forwards to meet it, legs bent, fists balled.
 In that crucial split second in which it reached her, she lashed out a fist, delivering a solid punch to its nose,
twisting its head back and away to the side. It gave a startled yelp and tumbled away into the grass, leaving
behind a bright flash of pain down the back of her left hand.
 Blink backed away, awkwardly, holding her injured hand to her chest. “You stay back,” she instructed,
shakily, watching as it rolled back to its feet and grunted, shaking the stars out of its head and looking straight
back at her.
 The blight seemed disinclined to listen to her instructions. It was hungry, and had now tasted blood. It
crouched and sprang at her again, as she tried to dodge away, all teeth and snarling fury.
 “What are you doing, Rae?” she yelped, as it slammed bodily into her, knocking her onto her back. She
got her arm in front of her face just in the nick of time; instead of shredding her face, the beast's ugly ivory
teeth tore into her upper arm. “Help me-!”
 Rae's words came as though from a great distance. “I lost my knife-!”
 “Fuck your knife! Hit it with a stick or something!” Her shrieked words came out more like a sob than a
command. The blight snapped at her, teeth crashing together so hard they sprayed saliva into her face; she
struggled to keep her hands fastened around its neck, fully aware that her dwindling strength was all that was
keeping the monster from crunching down on her long, slender neck.
 It thrashed and bit at her, its fur and loose skin making it more like an eel to hold onto. Any second now,
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she'd lose her grip, and it would all be over in an instant of hot, bright pain-

No. Not today. I haven't come this far just to be a meal for you! Blink kicked frantically at its soft abdomen,
the claws on her toes raking a deep gouge through its skin. The blow hurled it backwards with a yipe of pain,
bright scarlet blood instantly welling in its fur. Blink scrambled away through the long grass, struggling to
regain her feet.
 The creature's aggression was almost blind – where a wild animal would have fled, it was already gathering
itself for another frenzied attack. She cast her gaze urgently around herself, clawing through the vegetation,
looking desperately for a weapon-
 It pushed off for a third lunge-
 At last Rae stepped in, just in time, swinging an oversized branch like a club and delivering a crippling
blow to the side of its head. This time, it didn't get back up – and one firm sweep of a hunting knife later made
sure of it.
 Blink sagged into the grass, at last letting go of the tears. “Oh, Primus, oh that hurts,” she wept, curling
forwards over her stomach, cradling her arm against herself.
 Shakily (Did I just kill that thing? I just killed it) Rae encouraged her over to the road. “Come on, hon,
come sit over here, out of the wet grass, that's it.” He somehow kept his voice miraculously even (I just killed
something) as he watched her crawl over. “Sit down, sit-... Let me see...?”
 Tearfully, she sat and watched as he cut her sleeve away. “I wish I'd kept my jacket on, now,” she half-joked,
miserably, trying not to cringe away as he teased fragments of torn cloth from her injuries.
 Typical proof of the concept that if anything could possibly go wrong, it would. As they'd travelled down
the valley, the weather had grown warm enough that she no longer needed to wear her fur jacket, and she'd
commented to Rae about how much she appreciated the warm weather – never suspecting that she might need
the tough, insulated fabric to protect her from those slashing teeth. Some deity out there somewhere evidently
had it in for her.
 After cutting away the bulk of the ruined, bloodied fabric, Rae unscrewed the lid of his water bottle and
gave the injuries a good rinse, washing off the worst of the various bodily fluids splattered over her arm.
 On the whole, the small woman had escaped with miraculously little injury. On her first punch, the blight's
jagged teeth had grazed the skin off her knuckles. The second attack had left the more serious injury, a good
sturdy chopping bite to the outside of her left upper arm – but even that wasn't so bad as Rae had feared. Its
teeth had only clipped her, really – instead of a series of deep, infected puncture wounds, it had scraped off a
layer of skin and dug a set of shallow grooves through the muscle underneath.
 “You know what? They don't actually look so bad as I feared,” he reassured, at last. “I know they're painful,
but they're mostly superficial, in the top layers of the skin. Once we've got them clean and dressed, both should
heal up without too much lasting damage. We just need to make sure we keep them clean, all right?”
 Blink nodded, trying to swab her face dry with the strap of her satchel, although she really wanted to
challenge him on precisely what he meant by 'not too much lasting damage'. She watched him rummage about
in his pack, finally emerging with a pump spray of pale blue fluid, and some dressings.
 “Sit tight, eh?”
 After another quick rinse with the remaining water in his bottle, he gave her a good, liberal spritz with the
blue liquid – antiseptic, it smelled like – and applied the shiny dressing on top, wrapping it in place with a
bandage.
 “There, all done. Feel all right?” he prompted, gently.
 “Sore, but-... it doesn't hurt any more than it did,” Blink confirmed, softly.
 Guiltily, Rae closed his arms around her in a hug. “I'm sorry I was so useless,” he apologised, faintly,
feeling her trembling against him. “I thought I knew what I was doing.”
 “Not your fault.” She rested her head against his chest, and sighed a faint acceptance of the apology. “I
obviously looked like a better meal than you. I never thought of it as a literal description, when Valdis called
fessine 'tasty'.”
 Rae chuckled, sadly. She'd been the one attacked, and she was trying to lighten his bleak mood with humour.
In a way, he wished she'd just... sit there and cry, so he could at least try and make amends. Not sit here like
a lummox and listen to her saving his feelings.
 “How about we try and make our way to the city,” he suggested, at last, hefting his pack onto his shoulder.
“We need to find somewhere safe for us both to rest up, calm those jangled nerves, and that looks like our best
bet. Right?”
 “All right...” Blink levered herself awkwardly to her feet, struggling to hide the way her knees were still
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wobbly and she felt like she might fall over at any minute. She followed him down the road a couple of paces
behind him, determined to at least try and make it the rest of the way to a comfortable bed before she let herself
collapse.
 Even Rae could see that the shock of the shock of getting her arm bitten half off had been enough to undo
all the progress she'd made so far, however. Her stride looked far weaker than it had been earlier in the day,
and her shoulders sagged into a dramatic downward curve. Her toes dragged on the old road.
 Switching his pack around so it was against his chest, he stopped and waited for her to catch up. “Come
on, hon. I'll carry you the rest of the way.”
 “I'm all right-”
 “No, you're not. You're gonna fall over any minute.” He crouched in front of her and let her sag against
his back, then looped his arms under her knees and picked her up. “See? Easy. You're light as a puff of down.”
 She let her chin rest on his shoulder, and sighed a brief tired chuckle. “Liar.”
 Once he was sure she was settled, he set off once again; it was hard work, but not so difficult as the words
swimming in his brain.

How AM I going to explain it to her? He sighed and concentrated on watching his feet move across the
ground.
 How indeed. It all sounded so simple in his head, but how should he break it to his friend? That the disease
that had ruined Hesger society, turned entire cities into ghost towns, and turned the population into screaming,
aggressive blights, like the one that had attacked them?
 Was spread mostly by being bitten.
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 “...are you sure they won't mind?”
 Perched on a tree branch and trying to pry open a double glazed window in the least derelict house they'd
come across thus far, Rae glanced down at his friend with a look of patient exasperation. “Blink-...” He gestured
to the rest of the housing estate with a long sweep of his arm. “Who is this ‘they’ you’re talking about, precisely?
All these houses are empty. Their owners have gone. There's nobody left to mind.” He turned his attention
back to his knife; the plastic shell of the window was still in remarkably good condition, all these decades after
being abandoned, and it did not want him getting in. “I know you feel guilty for vandalising the place, but it'll
be fine. Don’t worry.”
 Blink mumbled self-comfortingly to herself and fidgeted, standing in the overgrown garden below. The
long grass came almost all the way up to her knees, and she'd been bitten several times so far – all the way
through the fabric of her trousers! – by its resident horde of unhappy insects. The world seemed intent on
turning her into dinner for as many of the planet's residents as possible. Her left arm positively throbbed, now,
under its protective bandage, already dark and swollen, and she couldn't seem to divert power away from her
pain receptors. What was the point in getting damage warnings if acknowledging them didn't actually turn
them off?
 “Please hurry up, Rae,” she encouraged, quietly, unwilling to speak more loudly in case she attracted
attention. Before meeting that... that ‘blight’ creature... being outside hadn’t left her feeling anywhere near so
vulnerable, or unprotected. Now, every rustle in the grass, every shadow, every movement seen from the corner
of her eye? Another of the vicious predators, sizing her up as a meal.
 “Rrgh.” Up above, Rae's battle with the window reached a tipping point. The frame simply would not give.
Frustrated, he switched the knife around in his hand, and stabbed the handle at the glass, striking a good firm
blow in one corner. Both panes broke with a harsh jangle of sound, making Blink jump. Broken glass sprinkled
down into the remains of an overgrown flower bed.
 “See, what did I tell you? No problem at all, eh!” The spur grinned down at her.
 “Please don’t shout so loudly-!”
 He carefully knocked in the rest of the jagged bits, then reached through for the lock, which turned quite
easily in spite of what must have been decades of corrosion. “All right! We’re in,” he called down, pulling the
window wide open. “Not looking too bad in here, you know. Almost comfortable!” He vanished over the sill.
 Blink gave the tree a wary look, her gaze travelling all the way from the roots and up to the branch Rae
had gained entry with, and sighed. I might be able to climb that if I practice from dawn to dusk every day for
the next two months. Elegant and devoid of branches, the lower part of the straight, silken trunk had proved
no obstacle to the athletic Rae, who'd shinned up it with the ease of any monkey, but there was no way she
was going to get up there, not without help, not even if she'd been uninjured.
 “I don't think I can climb that,” she called up after him, but he didn’t reappear. “Can you throw down a
rope?” She fidgeted, shifting from foot to foot, unnerved by Rae’s continued silence. Don’t be silly. You know
they’re uncommon. You won’t have picked the only house in the suburbs with a blight living in it. “Rae...?”
 The big door in front of her rattled, startling her back a step, then clunked, and finally creaked open.
 She gathered herself to run, just in case. “Rae?” she queried, hopefully, leaning to one side in an effort to
see around it.
 The spur’s grinning face finally reappeared. “Magic. It’s got a lock on the inside,” he explained, wiggling
the latch. “No key required.”
 Relieved, Blink came closer. “Does that mean we'll be able to secure it closed again...?” She inspected the
heavy bolt in the lock, and ran her fingers over it. She could feel the telltale grittiness of corrosion under her
fingertips, but the bolt moved back and forth quite nicely.
 “Should do. I mean, the lock's not great, and it might go and seize up again once we shut it, but it should
keep us safe overnight,” he reassured, resting a hand gently on her shoulder. “And you need a damn good sleep,
hon. You look beaten.”
 “...I feel it,” she agreed, softly, slipping quietly under his arm and into the hallway of the deserted property.
The carpet still had a little spring left in it, under her feet, but the floorboards creaked ominously. “You think
we'll be all right in here?”
 “Sure, unless anyone still has a key, and you know I'm pretty sure that creature we ran into earlier didn't
have pockets...”
 Blink winced, awkwardly. “Please don't joke about it.” Unconsciously, her hand came up to cover her
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injury.
Ugh. Just be a moron again, why don't you, Rae. “Sorry, sorry. I wasn't thinking.” A sigh. “We'll be fine,

in here. Once the door is closed, they can't get in.”
 “Do you really think there might be more of those creatures around?” Blink shot an uneasy glance in both
directions along the street. Next time they came across one, the fight might not go in her favour.
 “I'm sure there might be one or two, but we can handle 'em.” Rae shrugged one shoulder, and gave his
friend an encouraging smile. “Chin up, eh? If you close the door, I can go lay a false trail for them.” He gave
her a gentle push back over the threshold. “If there's any around – and there might not be, we've only seem
one or two – they should be stupid enough to chase that around all night instead of trying to get at us.”
 She clung to the doorframe. “How will you get in-? You can't stay out there...”
 “Secret knock.” He rapped his knuckles against the door, then winked. “Nah, I’ll just climb the tree again.
We already proved they can’t climb, Bee, it’ll be fine. I’ll be back soon.”
 The door clunked shut with a satisfyingly heavy sound. He applied his shoulder and gave it a good hard
shove, just to check, and it refused to budge. Good.
 Rae turned to face out onto the middle of what was left of the street, and sighed, sadly. Would have been
a nice neighbourhood, this, once upon a time, before Hah'zeepti haemorrhagic fever came along and ruined it
all. Each house had once stood proudly in its own little patch of land, with a drive up to the front door, and a
garden outlined by a hedge or a decorative metal fence – all overgrown with weeds, now, and many choked
with brambles. And even this rather genteel neighbourhood hadn't been spared the wrath of an increasingly
violent populace – the hallmarks of rioting were clear in the crumbled walls and buckled roofs, the overturned
vehicles hidden in the vegetation, the windows turned to soot-blackened eyes. What must it have been like,
living here as your children and neighbours all slowly succumbed to violence and disease?
 Time had at least diluted and softened with vegetation the charred black eaves of burned out family homes.
Wrecked vehicles formed the scaffolding for fruiting vines to climb up. The grass had even reclaimed the
streets, the slim pale blades slicing relentlessly up through whatever tiny holes they could find, between the
stones of the tarred road. The wind ruffled through them and turned the road into a pale green-gold river.
 All right. Time to get to work. Rae jammed his hand into a deep trouser pocket and tugged out the contents;
a plastic bag, in which he’d put the trimmed-off ragged shreds of Blink’s shirt sleeve. He wasn’t entirely sure
why he’d kept it, perhaps to keep the blights from sniffing it out and following their trail? But now he’d got
it, he realised it’d make a good bait. Blights might have a good sense of smell, but they weren't exactly brainy.
If there were any in the neighbourhood, he should be able to get them running around in circles with this.
 He carefully tied the bloodied fabric around the end of a long stick, and set off down the road with it,
drawing an enticing zigzagging scent-trail down the grassy tarmac. No hungry monster should be able to resist
this.
 The neighbourhood was a maze of lots of little dead ends and blind turns, and Rae spent a lot longer out
than he had planned on, but eventually he managed to draw his trail in a big loop that crossed and muddled
itself several times, throwing the rag up into the eaves of a sad, crumbling single-storey property. This should
keep them busy. He made sure to follow the exact same route back to the house, hoping that a blight's sense
of smell wasn't so good that it'd be able to tell in which direction he'd gone.
 He returned to find Blink up on the top floor, looking out over the abandoned street, watching for his return.
He waved both arms at her, vigorously, and yelled up at her; “See, I’m fine!”
 She offered a vague, fleeting smile in return, and wiggled her fingers in a little wave, before touching a
finger to her lips – shh. He had to work hard not to roll his eyes.
 Using the claws on his toes like blunt crampons, he scrambled back up his tree to the broken window.
“There we go. Job done! Everything all right here, Bee?” He ambled across the creaky floor to the room he’d
seen her standing in.
 “I was just wondering,” she explained, softly, listening as he came up behind her, resting a gentle hand on
her shoulder. “What it would have been like living here, back then. Before everyone-...” Died. “-disappeared.”
 “Probably like everywhere else. Probably, like the staff sector in tiao'I spaceport. Mixed-species colonial
environments are the same the galaxy over.”
 “There used to be families here – families with children. There was none of that in the sectors of tiao'I that
I knew.” She pointed across the street. “There’s still toys, see?”
 Following the line of her arm, Rae could just about make out the metal frame of a swing, only barely visible
through the scrub. “Try not to go and upset yourself, hon. We don't know that they didn't just... grow up, and
move away, like children usually eventually do,” he reminded.
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 Blink gave him a funny look. “Please don’t treat me like I’m stupid.”
 “I’m not. I’m just saying.” Rae shrugged, defensively. “Children eventually grow up and move away. The
fact the parents never got rid of the swing doesn’t mean they all died before they got the chance.” Even though
that probably is what happened.
 “There was a family lived here, too,” Blink added, quietly, picking up a dusty little picture frame from the
windowsill. The picture was a still capture, showing two copper-hued adult ondrai, and their three children –
one of whom was still a downy little ball of brown fluff, its pudgy little arms caught mid-flail, stretching
excitedly forwards for the camera.
 “You need to stop doing this to yourself, Blink. What happened here happened years ago – long before
you and I ever met, long before Val and me arrived in tiao'I...” He sighed. “You can't help them now. Getting
upset because you think their spirits will be insulted or get us into trouble for breaking into their home? That's
not gonna help us survive this.”
 Blink's shoulder sagged, and when she spoke again, her words had dwindled down until they were little
more than a whisper. “It just reminds me of home.”
 Rae mantled an arm across her shoulders, and gave her a little squeeze. “And we’ll get you back there. I
promise. We just need to get through all this, first...”
 Blink remained silent. Although she trusted that Rae meant well, it was beginning to sound a bit like
something someone would say to get her to shut up.
 “Come on.” He used his free hand to stroke her arm, comfortingly. “Now we're in, we might as well see
if there's anything left in here that's worth using.”
 “Might as well,” she mumbled, and followed him dispiritedly away down the stairs.
 For a property that had been abandoned for more than twenty years, it was in pretty good nick. No running
water, of course, nor electricity, but the kitchen cupboards still contained a little food in the form of canned or
dried preserves, and more importantly, some fancy bottles of spring water. Enough of the elegant glass bottles
lined up under the sink to save them having to boil water clean for a good day or two.
 “Ah, brilliant!” Rae snagged one, gleefully. “I've been gagging for a drink.”
 Even after all those years of storage, the bottle still made the tiniest fizz when he unscrewed the lid, and a
small flurry of bubbles rose up inside it.
 “Haha. Looks like we’ve gone upmarket.”
 Blink made a dubious face, her delicate brows knitting together as she watched him pour the carbonated
drink into their cups. “Are you sure it's all right to drink this? It could have just... I don't know. Gone bad,
maybe.”
 “It's fine, it's meant to do that.” He tapped the bottle; the faded label was thankfully written in
Commonspeech. “Sparkling Spring, it says here.”
 She sipped, warily; the carbonated water had a strange, somewhat sour acidic taste to it. “Eech.” She
lowered the glass and stared down into it. “Tastes funny.”
 Rae laughed and accidentally snorted the bubbles up his nose. “Ow. Ahaha, yes, it does.” He smacked his
lips, thoughtfully. “I guess that’s the carbonation.”
 Blink hastily put her glass down. “I’m not sure we should really be drinking carbonic acid, Rae-!”
 “At least we can be reasonably confident it’s sterile, huh?” Rather than argue the merits of the lightly
bubbling water, Rae smiled patiently and uncapped a bottle of the plain, instead. “Here you go...”
 The two laima finally ‘pitched camp’ in the least-damaged room in the back of the property, facing out
over a ruined garden that looked more like pasture, now, the long grass crisscrossed with animal trails. The
single bed would only comfortably sleep one occupant, so Rae fetched an armchair from a room along the
corridor, manhandling it with difficulty through the slightly-too-narrow doors.
 Blink tried to help, but felt so completely washed out by everything that had happened so far that she was
next to useless. It was nowhere near evening, yet, but the idea of sleeping was such a tremendously enticing
one. Maybe it would allow her to escape the dull, throbbing aches in her arm and her brain, if she could go
dormant and just... not think for the rest of the day. She allowed herself to sag onto the mattress, as though
every bone in her body had simultaneously melted.
 Rae draped her with a blanket, and crouched in front of her, arms folded on the mattress. “How are you
feeling, Bee?” he coaxed. “Honestly.”
 Blink managed to force an exhausted smile, curling around onto her right side to look at him. “I'll be all
right. The pain is going away, a little,” she lied, quietly. “I just need to get some rest. Straighten my thoughts
out, a little.”
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 “All right.” He stroked her shoulder, gently. “But you tell me if you need anything.”
 She nodded, snuggling down in her blanket. For all her earlier optimism, looking forwards to sleeping in
a comfortable bed, the mattress was old, the springs inside rusted, and it smelt fusty, leaving her longing for
a cosy hammock in a tree somewhere.
 Home – her real home, and her family – felt a very, very long way away, both physically, and emotionally.
Not for the first time since the crash, she dozed off wondering if all their efforts to escape were even really
worth it.
 Half-remembered dreams plagued her sleep; it was almost a blessing when she rolled onto her injury, and
pain stabbed all the way up and down her arm, up into her shoulder and right down into her fingertips. It jangled
her rudely awake, and away from the nightmares.
 Night had at least drawn in, now, the shadows helping hide the poor condition of the room. Arm hurting
too much to go back to sleep, she instead lay and watched Rae sleep in the armchair; he didn't look especially
comfortable either, limbs all bunched up like a kicked spider. At least he was a good soul, in spite of his flaws
– she wouldn't have got so far if she'd been travelling with anyone else, that much was guaranteed.
 She wriggled her way off the edge of the mattress, keeping her blanket around herself, and made her way
over to the window across the creaky floorboards. The sill was just wide enough for her to sit comfortably on,
letting her painful left arm rest against the cool glass.
 A weak moon sat on the horizon like a thin, pale ginger fingernail, leaving the garden a world full of shifting
shadow. Although the garden remained empty for the most part, Blink sat and watched as life occasionally
came and went – flying nocturnal creatures hunted insects in the grass, and a small serpentine creature slipped
through the remains of the rusted chain-link fence at the end of the garden, a cluster of babies clinging to its
back.
 Dawn had just begun to stain the sky on the horizon a faint yellow-pink when a small group of quadruped
animals arrived, making their way along the trails through the grass; their pale coats seemed to glow in the
dim light. At the back of the group, one of the smallest individuals was moving along very slowly; it didn't
look injured, and it wasn't limping. Just... slow. Looks like I feel. Always behind, always slowing everyone
down. The rest of its tribe had already stopped to nibble berries off one of the scrambling vines in the far corner
of the garden, next to what looked like it used to be a child's playhouse. The largest individual in the group
hooted scoldingly, the hollow call echoing weirdly across the garden, and the slow one hastily scurried to catch
up.
 Blink at last looked away, cuddling down in her blanket. It all reminded her of home more than she cared
to try and explain, and not only because of the sorry, derelict houses, and struggling remnants of family scattered
around. It hurt to watch, because it hurt to remember.
 Thank you for trusting me with Serendipity. Skydash's last words to her left a phantom ache deep in her
chest. Blink covered it with her hand, and tried to ignore it; her daughter was in the best place possible for a
stable, loving upbringing, it would never have been fair to drag her away from everyone that loved her just to
satisfy her own wants. I promise I'll look after her.
 Dear little Dipps; one little groundling in a whole family of skyborne, who didn't seem to care that she
alone had her feet planted firmly on the dirt when everyone else had their eyes on the skies. Although she’d
been a surprise addition to the family in the first place, no-one would have suspected from watching them all
interact. She'd very quickly got muddled about who was meant to be “Ama”, and latched instead onto Skydash,
her brother's bearer; Blink became “auntie” to both babies. A crazy, moody auntie who was not there a lot
more often than she was at home, spending a big chunk of her time at school, but auntie nonetheless.

I could never think of anyone who'd be a better mother to my baby than you, Dash.
 Blink sighed and let her cheek rest against the soothingly cool window, trying to let herself drift back into
a doze. Although sad, and disappointed, she managed to stave off her tears, just this once.

I wonder if I'll ever see you all again.
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 Whether Rae's trick worked, or there simply weren't any blights in the neighbourhood, the two laima's rest
went undisturbed for the rest of the night. Rae was somewhat disturbed to wake up and find Blink asleep sitting
on the windowsill, and she in turn was disturbed to find she'd developed a painful crick in the neck for sitting
there, but after a flurry of reassurances from each other that no, they were all right and yes, the crick would
go away on its own, both finally packed away their belongings, and set back out into the city.
 The same procedure that they had used for getting to Kust, the two laima now used for moving through
the city. Every day, they would travel as far as they could, as safely as they could, until the sun had dipped
most of the way to the horizon, then they would call a halt, and find somewhere secure to rest. They travelled
shorter and shorter distances every day; the further they got into the city centre, the grander the buildings, but
the harder it became to find good ones for resting in. If they hadn't already been looted or destroyed, they were
completely impregnable.
 Travelling across the silent farmland hadn't been much of a problem, but the derelict, abandoned city streets
made both laima uneasy. Grass now grew on streets that should have been full of businessfolk and shoppers
and their vehicles. Trees sprouted in shop doorways, vines grew up buildings and blocked out their windows.
The woven nests of the flying wildlife clustered along the rooftops and in among the fancy stoneworks. None
of that had a patch on the empty silence, which was so total, it felt as though it had a physical presence, pressing
down in the ears. Even the calls of the native wildlife seemed reluctant to stir through the quiet.
 Their forward motion was also hindered quite significantly by Rae himself. The further they travelled, the
more determined he seemed to find some kind of long-distance radio, to call for help.
 Midday found Blink poking through the ruined remains of the stationery section of a department store,
while Rae hunted fruitlessly through the electronics. Like every other shop they'd tried so far today – and
yesterday, and the day before – the place had been stripped of anything useful by looters, particularly the
communications devices that Rae was so desperate to find.
 Loose sheets of ancient paper covered the floor, crackling underfoot as Blink walked around. Most of the
stationery was ruined – whether it was by a sprinkler malfunction, or rain, or something else, water had saturated
the remaining stock, turning delicately coloured pages into bricks of wrinkled, yellowed paper, most of whose
pages couldn't even be separated. They could still be useful. We could burn them for warmth, if we're still stuck
here in the winter. She sighed, not sure if it was the concept of being stuck forever, or the idea that it was
probably right, that made her sadder.
 A bright flash of yellow and orange caught her eye; up on one of the shelves, one notebook alone had
survived the flood that had spoiled all its comrades. Blink picked it up, turning it over in her hands. Still
wrapped in its protective film, the hardback notebook looked as though it had only just been delivered to the
store. It would be nice to keep it, she mused, running a finger down the cover. In a world where everything
else was wrecked, something nice might help keep her spirits up...
 “What have you got there?” Rae's voice wondered, very close by, making her jump.
 “Nothing!” Getting caught in the middle of thinking about keeping it triggered an instant guilty response.
“Just a, a... stupid bit of paper!”
 “I'm not about to arrest you for shoplifting, Bee,” her friend chuckled. “No-one is going to mind if you
keep it.”
 “I can't.” She hastily put it back down on the shelf, among the other stationery, and covered it over. “It
doesn't belong to me.”
 Rae covered his face with his hand and counted to five before speaking again. “Blink. I understand that
you feel guilty, that you weren't brought up to steal. But the place is derelict. Abandoned. If you don't take it,
it'll just sit there until the insects nibble through the film, and then it'll rot. That's if the building doesn't fall
down around it, or catch fire, or get flooded by a tidal wave.” He picked it back down off the shelf. “If you
take it, at least it's not being lost for nothing.”
 She tucked her hands up against her chest, suspiciously, watching him.
 “Ages ago, you told me that you'd always kept a journal, as a child. You put your thoughts in it, and your
pictures, and it always helped you when you couldn't think what to do, or say.” He unwrapped the film from
the notebook, gently tugged her wrist away from her chest, and placed the book into her hands. “Even if it
doesn't help you, when you get home? You can give it to your family, and it'll be the mother of all adventure
stories for your children to read. Mama's Adventures on an Alien World.”
 Blink sighed and stared at the object in her palm, leafing open the cover. Its pages rustled enticingly.
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 And if all else fails, and you die here? Maybe someone will find it, and take it home for you, so someday
your family will finally know why you never came home.
 Guiltily, she slipped the notebook and a handful of pens into her satchel. “I'm really sorry,” she whispered,
to anyone that might have been listening. “I promise I'll make good use of it all.”
 Rae stood out watching and waiting for her in the street. His features were pinched with disappointment,
in all likelihood because of his continued failure to find any of the electronics he wanted. “We're losing daylight.
We ought to think about finding somewhere to rest up for the night.”
 “We'll find a radio eventually,” she lied, feebly, trying to inspire hope in the same way he'd done for her.
“We'll find a shop that hasn't been looted and we'll call for help, and we'll be rescued. Right?”
 “Well said, that woman.” He smiled, gratefully, and gave her a little squeeze. “And if all else fails, you
can make one for us, huh?”
 Unsure how much of a joke it was meant to be – because more than once, Rae had alluded to her using her
“engineering brilliance” to make them a radio, or a ship, or some other useful electronic item – Blink just
laughed along with him, trying to hide her dismay. She'd tried explaining that she didn't think she could, that
most of her vast electronic storehouse of engineering knowhow had vanished with her giant body, and imagined
that he'd be crushed when he realised she wasn't just being modest.
 They made their way down another couple of short streets before Rae called a halt. “This looks like a good
place to stop for the night.”
 Blink moved closer to his side, and gave the elegant little stone building a quick visual appraisal. Vines
had grown up the windows, but the sturdy metal grids protecting the windows were still in place. The battered
front door stood ajar, but it looked like it had been forged of solid iron several inches thick. Just visible on the
other side of the twisted metal outer was a short hallway and then a more modest wooden one, apparently
locked. In all, it looked like a squat, urban fortress.
 The symbols engraved into plaques on either side of the front door told a different and surprising story.
“Is that a doctor's surgery?”
 “Yeah, I think it is.” Rae glanced down at her. “Should be pretty secure, right?” At her dubious glance, he
added, “...well, secure from hungry monsters, anyway.”
 Reluctantly, Blink nodded. “Unless they have a key, am I correct?” she echoed, hollowly.
 While Rae bent to do battle with the broken doors, Blink stood guard, watching up and down the street
with all her senses on red alert. She still hadn't quite managed to lower herself down, after being bitten-
 A rustle from above made her jump, startling her back away from the door. Expecting a creature to leap
down on her at any second, she was surprised to find the ledge-... empty?
 No, not quite empty. Up above, in among the weedy bushes that had sprung up in the guttering, she spotted
a small fuzzy brown head with two large, smooth, dark brown eyes, and two long jointed antennae. Some sort
of giant insect? And yet-... such a weird sense of alien intelligence in that face. She could have sworn it was
looking straight at her. “He-... hello...?” she greeted, in an uneasy little whisper.
 “Blink?”
 She glanced back down to find Rae watching her.
 “Is everything all right?” he prompted.
 When she looked back up, the insect had vanished. Disappointed, she nodded her agreement. “No, it-... it's
fine.”
 “Sure?”
 She smiled, tersely, and repeated; “It's fine.”
 “Well, that's good, because we're in. Come on, let's get in and get that door shut, eh?”
 At some point in the past, the surgery had been ransacked, and the dispensary stripped of all and any drugs,
but the small consulting rooms were still in fairly good order and after a bit of hunting, the sluice produced
some bottles of distilled water, antiseptic scrub and saline. One of the examination rooms even still had the
wide blue streamer of protective paper down the bed.
 They elected to use the last of the useful light to get Blink's injury cleaned up. Standing beside a dust-filled
sink in an old bathroom, Rae peeled back the dressing on her arm, and hmm-ed approvingly. “Looking better
already,” he said, and although it was only a marginal improvement, at least the inflamed, infected look of the
wound had disappeared.
 “You think?” Blink watched as he unscrewed the lid of the bottle of saline, and winced as he gently rinsed
the scrape clean.
 “Oh, definitely. This should heal up completely, in a little while.”
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 “It still hurts.”
 “...I know.” He bumped cheeks, gently. “I’m sorry. But that’ll stop too, eventually. Just give it time, eh?”
 Once her arm was finally dressed, Blink retired to the waiting room, whose chairs were old and had been
very well-used (and abused) down the years, but were at least still comfortable. On the low coffee table at the
centre of the square of seats there was a big pile of magazines. She remembered Rae had joked long ago that
it was like some unwritten law that all doctors surgeries must have a big pile of old magazines in their waiting
rooms, but until now had always figured it was mostly hyperbole, never once imagining it had such an sizable
element of truth to it! She leaned over the pile of magazines, wondering if there would be anything interesting
to read through while she ate supper.
 On top of the pile was a journal titled “Sublime”. It looked like a fashion magazine, if the photographs on
the cover were anything to go by, but one of the cover headlines caught her eye, staying her hand just before
she pushed it aside.

Kust University's Last Stand? the bold white writing blared, and just below that, We speak to the Science
Institute's Director of Medicine about Heff, and what we can hope for the future.
 Curious. Kust Science Institute was where Larissa had been heading. Blink leaned closer, pulling the
magazine across the table to herself, and leafed carefully through the brittle pages until she got to the article.
It wasn't much more than a brief editorial, but at least it might give her a clue about why “the Institute” was
so popular.
 She spread the magazine out on the low table, to read. In a little box in the top left of the article was the
author’s picture – a stylised piece of linework, but recognisable as a golden-brown ondraii, with similar looks
to a certain photograph she had seen very recently. Blink tried not to think about how it might very well have
been the woman in whose house they slept, that first night in the suburbs. Instead, she read on...
 It has been close to three years since the viral Hesgeri Haemorrhagic Fever escaped the government
laboratory in the south of Qaarra. Since then, “Heff”, as it has become known, has spread to all four corners
of the planet. Most people understand we are at a tipping point; some believing that we are about to lose the
fight and we should accept our fate gracefully, others standing firm in the belief we are on the verge of the
breakthrough vaccine that will save us all.
 With exclusive access to Kust Science Institute's medical director, Sublime's own science editor Umua asks,
is there anything left that we public can do to protect ourselves, or is it time we faced facts, and accepted our
fate?
 Dawn breaks on such a beautiful early autumn morning, it’s hard to believe all the fear and suspicion in
Kust is anything more than a bad dream. The nightmare soon reminds us it’s real, as my small team and I
arrive at the Institute’s peaceful grounds under armed guard, and have to endure the standard rigorous testing
procedure to ensure we’re both clean before they’ll allow us in.
 The medical director, an elegant kiravai cob called Daavi, meets us in the foyer. He looks like he's been
pacing for a while, so our delay in processing probably alarmed him. Even forewarned, it's surprising to see
him in the flesh – a defector from the kiravai imperium, the silver male towers over all of us, and it's difficult
not to feel a little intimidated.
 Politely, he bows to my photographer and I, and most of the tension dissipates. After a brief tour of the
laboratories, we get down to business.
 The main question on everybody's lips is: What should we do if a member of the family is bitten?
 “Unfortunately there's not a lot anyone can do, at the moment,” our guide apologises. “Right now, once
you have viral particles in your nervous system? That's it. That's why we're working to develop immune
antibodies, to halt disease progression. It won't cure the virus, but it will stop it getting any worse, and that
will hopefully buy us the extra time we need to produce an effective cure.”
 He sighs, and takes a sip of water from his glass. “The best thing you can do for your family, as callous
as it sounds, is get them immediately to one of the fever hospitals, where they can at least be monitored closely,
and get the care they need.”
 My doubt obviously shows in my face, because he raises his hands apologetically and elaborates;
 “I don’t deny that those places are unappealing – they have little money, and few staff – but allowing an
infectee to stay in your home as the virus incubates is doing nothing but putting your entire family at risk. The
only way we can prevent the relentless spread of the disease is by being a little ruthless ourselves. By removing
its path to new infectees, we can slow down the rate of new infections, or maybe even stop the disease clean
in its tracks.”
 But to achieve this, what you’re basically saying is that we should consign our relatives to the plague pits,
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I challenge. That it’s somehow kinder to send a frightened member of the family away – a mother, a son, a
cousin, a grandfather? To a prison, essentially, whose only inmates are infectees even more twisted and
mutilated by this horrendous disease. How can you ask that any sane person subjects their loved ones to that?
 Daavi bows his head. “I have no doubt that my opinion will make me very unpopular, miss Umua, but I
have watched too many people succumb to this disease. Misinformation is so rife, no-one knows precisely what
to do.” He spreads his hands, a gesture of pleading helplessness. “Madame si’Ventni kept her son from fighting
and killing when he developed the fever because the poor spur caught the placid form of the disease – and
we’ve proved it, histologically – but now there’s whole communities out there trying to spread the ideal that
all an infectee needs is to be treated with love and respect.”
 So families should not love and respect each other any more?
 “That is not what I’m saying, ma’am, as you know very well. While I applaud their optimism, gentle
treatment will not change disease progression. In fact, it will probably increase exposures, cause more deaths,
and speed up the spread. Once bitten, the majority of infectees will ultimately become aggressive, as their
nerves grow inflamed. No amount of kindness and tolerance will change this.
 He points at his computer, on which a model of the virus is turning. “People must not lose sight of the fact
that this-” He taps the screen for emphasis, “-is bioterrorism. This hideous disease was designed in a
laboratory, to create the most fear possible in the shortest time. I have spoken to a lot of dying infectees, a lot
of whom have been my own staff! And those that lose their minds and turn into animals most quickly are the
lucky ones. They don’t have to endure the slow decline.”
 So what chances do we have? How are we ever going to cure this?
 “This is an engineered virus, miss Umua, and natural immunity hasn’t yet had time to develop, but we are
beginning to see those with greater resistance, and they are our best hope of finding the final cure. That is
another reason it is so important that infectees are monitored – so we can find them. Track down the lucky
ones, and find out what makes them so special.”
 “It will be hard,” he acknowledges. “And the road is long. But I know the people of Kust are stronger than
this disease, and by working together? We may yet be able to cure the disease ourselves, without even having
a vaccine.”
 Blink sat and stared at the page in the magazine for a very long time, after she’d finished reading. It... didn’t
seem possible for the words she’d just read to be true. The little box of facts and figures at the side of the article
just cemented her despair firmly in place.
 ...most often transmitted through a bite... fatal disease... average 6 month life expectancy...
 She groaned and covered her face, miserably.
 Rae ambled through, at last, seeming oblivious. “Your shoulders look pretty stiff,” he commented, leaning
down over the back of the chair and bracing his palms against her back.
 Blink shrugged him off, roughly. “Don’t touch me.” It took every ounce of self-control not to bare her
teeth at him.
 “Yikes, all right. What’s got you so touchy, all of a sudden?”
 She glanced up from her magazine at him. “Oh, I don’t know. It’s probably nothing, since you don’t seem
concerned. I mean... When were you going to tell me, Rae?”
 “Huh?” He looked down at her. “Tell you what?”
 “Tell me about the disease, Rae. The disease they quarantined the planet for?”
 His face fell and she knew immediately that she was on the right track.
 “The disease spread by a bite? Just like I have in my left arm, right now, that you’re so happily telling me
will heal up any day soon!”
 Rae backed off, hands up, alarmed by the anger in her voice. “I-I was only trying to help you, Bee- I was
trying to protect you!” he stammered.
 “Protect me?! How is not telling me I have a fatal disease in any way protecting me!”
 “I-... but-... I just though you’ve, you know... got enough on your plate to be worrying about already. I
didn’t-... think you’d want to be worrying about this as well, you know?”
 “So when were you going to tell me? When I started to get symptoms? Or when I went psychotic? Or how
about when I got injured and bled to death?” She threw up her hands. “I have no more than six months to live,
Rae, and that’s the optimistic estimate! Six months before I lose my mind, fall down and die, and rot away
into the dirt, and I’ll never even be able to tell my family what happened to me!”
 “Blink, please-” He held out his hands, imploringly.
 “No. You stay away from me, do you hear?” Blink backed off, into one of the examination rooms. “I can
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do without your kind of help!” The door made a satisfying bang as she slammed it.
 Oh sweet mercy, what do I do now? She sagged against the door, sliding slowly down it into a crumpled
heap on the floor, and covered her face with her hands. The magazine said six months, but that was an average.
I could be dead – and certainly crazy – in just one...

 As she had half anticipated, Blink didn’t sleep very well, after her traumatic discovery. Her first few hours
were spent huddled up behind the door, unable to do anything but wallow in frightened tears, struggling to
process the idea that she was now infected, and quite possibly had only a few days left to live. A few days-!
Sweet mercy. A lifespan that could potentially have been unmeasurable, lasting as long as she had fuel and
could perform repairs, reduced to less than the blink of an eye. She’d never been forced to look so hard at her
own mortality before.
 Maybe I’ll be all right, she considered, struggling to reassure herself as she paced in endless loops up and
down the dark room. Maybe that creature wasn’t infected. I feel all right apart from the sore arm. And the
headache – but that might just be from the stress. And the upset stomach – but that might just be because I
haven’t eaten anything this evening. Maybe I’ll be all right.
 When she ultimately managed to get to sleep, her sleep was fragmented and disturbed by dreams. She woke
up feeling sore and awkward; her head throbbed, her back ached from the uncomfortable bed, and she wasn’t
even entirely sure which bit had been the dream. Infected? But I feel all right. Perhaps it’s a mistake.
 ...Must be a mistake.
 Plus, she felt terrible for shouting at Rae. The poor spur hadn’t been forced to follow her here; he’d chosen
to do that all of his own volition, wanting to help in spite of knowing he might be stranded here. And how did
she thank him? By finding one small misguided error, made in the hope of helping her, and shrieking at him
for it.
 Peeking out through the door, she found Rae had gone to sleep in the waiting room, sitting up with his legs
crossed, wrapped in a blanket. His head lolled backwards at an awkward angle, his lips hung open, and she
could hear him snoring, quietly. It looked... painful.
 Blink sighed, quietly, and sat down on the chair next to him, wrapping an arm around behind him.
 The uncomfortable spur stirred with a startled, half-swallowed snore, and a grunt of pain. “...huh?”
 “It’s only me,” she soothed, quietly. “It’s morning.”
 “I thought you didn’t want to talk to me ever again?” he challenged, with a drowsy glare, folding his arms
across his chest.
 “I’m sorry, Rae.” She leaned her head against his shoulder. She’d never been very good at swallowing her
pride and apologising for what she’d done wrong, and the words felt like burrs, sticking in her throat. “I didn’t
mean what I said, and I didn’t mean to shout at you. It was unfair, and unkind of me.” She could feel his stiff
arms beginning to relax. “You’re a good friend, and you’ve always treated me well. It was just... such a shock,
finding out.”
 Rae turned slightly towards her, and let her lean her head on his chest. “I was trying to work out how to
break it to you,” he explained. “I just didn’t know how I was going to explain, without really scaring you.” A
sigh. “Great plan, huh. Never rains but it pours. Guess I should have just... told you, and hang the consequences.”
 “Don’t apologise. It’s my fault, and I do appreciate you looking out for me. I’ve been an ungrateful brat,
half the time, completely taking you for granted, and you’ve just... kept on trying to keep me safe. I just-...
part of me wishes Frond had just... left me in the mountains to grey out slowly, or something.” Blink could
feel her voice fading, strangling off in her throat. Rae’s arms sneaked gently around her. “You’d have been
able to escape back home safely. It’s not like she saved my life, turning me into this.” She closed her eyes
against another flush of tears, determined to keep them inside, this time. “I’m still going to die alone, but now
I’m going to die horribly, as well.”
 He let his head rest against hers. “Not alone, Bee,” he promised. “And not horribly, if I can help it.”
 She let him stroke his fingers through her tangled hair, and tried to get herself to believe his words.
 For a while, they sat together in silence, each taking comfort from just not being alone.
 At last, Rae broke the silence. “You’re pretty chilly,” he commented, large hands smoothing down her
back. “Maybe we should sleep together next time. To conserve warmth, you know?”
 As he’d hoped, Blink’s face broke into a tired smile. “...don’t push your luck.”
 Awkward revelations about one’s mortality didn’t diminish the need to reach the Institute. Indeed, perhaps
the need to get a message offworld was even greater, now that Blink’s time was so limited. She sat in front of
the table, notebook on the dusty surface, and sighed, grimly, listening as her friend clattered around, getting
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their supplies ready for the day’s travel.
 A hand appeared in front of her face, and she glanced up just as Rae set a cup down in front of her; steam
curled daintily into the air. “It was nine sugars, right?”
 She smiled, and drew the cup closer, knowing he was teasing. “Thank you, Rae.” She sipped at the hot tea,
trying to concentrate on the sweet taste and not the bitter tannin. The drink had grown on her, a little – or at
least, it wasn’t quite so unpalatable as she remembered it being. The waxy emergency rations still hadn’t got
any better, although Rae had managed to find some confectionery in one of the stores they’d visited, which
did take the edge off the awful non-taste of the protein bricks.
 Still not really... processing. She rested her elbows on the table, then rested her head on her hands. Doesn’t
feel possible. Do I really have such little time left? An unpleasant, acidy nausea rose from her stomach. She
closed her eyes and breathed deeply, trying to steady her emotions and swallow the discomfort back down.
All the more important I use it wisely, I guess.
 Maybe I just need to start writing, and something profound will come out.
 It turned out to be a good thing she’d snagged a handful of pens at the same time as the notebook, because
out of nine, six had dried up and the seventh produced only sad, wispy grey lines. She tucked one of the precious
implements into the pocket of her satchel, to keep it safe, and uncapped the other.
 Opening the book carefully to the first page, she smoothed the pages flat with fingers that bordered on
tender. Nice, crisp, smooth paper. She tapped the pen against her pursed lips, and studied the blank page. “I
don’t know what to write.”
 “It’s your book, hon.” Rae settled on one of the chairs opposite, unwrapping his breakfast. “Write what
you like.”
 Blink sighed and glared at him. “Thank you for being so helpful, Rae. Whatever would I do without your
insight. Rrgh.” She rubbed her temples. “I just want to be able to do justice to my feelings. I don’t want to
waste the paper before I can-... before I-” The words strangled in her throat before she could force them out.
Die before I can tell my family how sorry I am, and how much I love them.
 Rae leaned forwards and tch-ed, attracting her attention. “Honeybee? Just... write. You don’t have to write
something so deep it’ll rival the greatest works of the greatest authors of all time. You don’t have to pen a
poignant treatise on love, life and the universe.” He threw up his hands. “Voi kyrpa, you don’t have to write
anything, if you don’t want. I accept it, it was a bad idea, maybe it won’t help you. Just stop tearing yourself
up for not doing justice to the paper you’re writing on – if I ever heard anything so dumb in all my life.”
 Blink pouted at him, nose wrinkled, but had to acknowledge the truth in his words. Better to get her thoughts
down in a slightly jumbled manner than write nothing at all.
 First, though; context. She tore the article out of the magazine as carefully as she could, trying to keep the
lines straight, and tucked it inside the front of her journal. Then, she started to write. Slowly, carefully, trying
to keep her unsteady handwriting legible.
 Yesterday morning, Rae persuaded me that it would be a good idea to keep a journal.
 I never imagined that today, this would be the first thing I would write.
 I’m sorry, Skydash. I never meant for things to turn out the way they did.

 When they finally decided it was the right time to travel again, leaving the heavily fortified little doctors’
surgery felt to Blink almost like stepping back out into a warzone, where any split-second of inattention might
lead to her standing on a landmine (or worse, bumping into one of the aggressive natives). It took an
unanticipated amount of effort to just persuade her feet over the threshold and into the street that had seemed
so... safe, before she’d found out about the fever.
 They made it only two more streets before spotting the unexpected company.
 Up ahead, two figures moved quietly across the grassy street, from a stand of delicate saplings and towards
the burnt-out front of what looked like a former clothing store. One was clearly a spur, and tall – probably
even taller than Rae – a ghostly pale figure with whitish skin and silvery hair that seemed almost to float across
the ground. His companion was so small, on the other hand, that the top of its head barely reached his elbow,
and its strikingly coloured skin suggested it – she? – was zaar.
 “Rae?” Blink was already backing off, back into the shelter of the vegetation they’d just emerged from.
“Let’s go around. There’s other streets.” It felt like her heart was trying to beat its way out through her ribs,
and her knees had gone wobbly. “We can’t go near them-... I won’t go near them! Not again.”
 “You know? I think these two are safe.” Rae mantled a stabilising arm around her shoulders, helping her
maintain her feet. “They’re travelling quite peacefully together, and they’re clothed. They don’t look like
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they’re infected-”
 “You don’t know that. You don’t know for sure! Last time, we thought it was j-just an animal!” Blink
clutched at his hand, frightened, trying to use her shaky weight to push him back around the corner with her.
Her ears had flattened all the way down against her head.
 “Well they’re clearly not animals, maybe we can reason with them-”
 In spite of their hushed voices, something obviously gave them away. The little zaar put herself in the
middle of the street and unhooked a nasty looking weapon from where it was slung on a strap around her
shoulders. “Who’s there?” she demanded, her voice carrying like a claxon through the still air. “Show yourself!”
 Rae lowered his voice to little more than a whisper. “I’ll go forwards and talk to them,” he breathed the
words straight into Blink’s ear, so closely that she could feel his lips brushing against her skin. “You stay
hidden. If they’re a danger, and you remain undetected, I’ll draw them off. All right?”
 Blink didn’t need to be told twice. She wriggled deeper into a tumbledown doorway, and hid herself behind
a screen of wide-leaved vines. “Please be careful.”
 “Either you show yourself willingly, or I come and find you!” The zaar was advancing, now – hesitant,
slow footsteps, but definitely coming closer. “Our leader has already told you that further incursions won’t be
tolerated peacefully!”
 After another glance at the aggressive little woman, Rae gave Blink a terse smile, and patted her foot. “Oh,
don’t you worry about that. Not after they caught us out once already...” At last, he drew back away from her,
and moved warily out into the street, knife in hand. “Hello,” he greeted, cautiously, at last getting a good look
at the two newcomers. Both of them had strange deformities – the zaar had a withered arm and hand, and the
laima was obviously blind on one side, where the bones of his face hadn’t developed properly.
 Rae didn’t get much time to wonder about the strange injuries, however. The zaar was in no mood to wait
for him to leisurely make a decision and amble over.
 “What’s your allegiance, stranger?” she demanded, in a tone that brooked no nonsense.
 “What-... my allegiance?” Thrown, all the carefully thought-out ideas circling in Rae’s mind evaporated.
“What do you mean?”
 “Did Tevak send you?” Her withered arm didn’t hinder her ability to wield her nasty little handmade spear.
 “Who?” Rae backed up a step or two. “No, no-one sent me. I’m not a-a soldier, I just shift boxes in a
spaceport. Well, used to.” He held out his hands, palms up. “I’m just trying to get down to the seafront. Can
I come past?”
 Silent up until now, the white spur finally spoke up, in a voice far softer than his smaller comrade’s. “Who’s
hiding in the bushes?”
 Rae froze. “There-... what? Hiding?” He laughed, nervously. “No one.”
 “Your friend would be better served by making his own decision to show himself. If we have to go in there
and get him, things might go worse in the long run.”
 “I’m not sure what you think is going-”
 “It’s all right, Rae.”
 Rae turned to find Blink had already wriggled out from her hiding hole, and begun to advance. Her knees
still looked bandy, but at least she wasn’t falling over. (Yet, anyway.) He hastily moved to her side and offered
his arm, which she leaned gratefully on.
 “So what are you doing here, if you’re not here on Tevak’s behalf?” the pale spur chased.
 “We’re just looking for some sort of radio, or something. I mean-... we’re lost. We crashed in the mountains-”
 Seeing the hardening glares from the two fierce strangers, Blink corrected, quietly; “I crashed in the
mountains. Rae followed me. He was only trying to help me.” She gave them a hopeful look. “I promise, we’re
not your enemy. We’re here by accident. Could-... could you help us?”
 The two strangers swapped looks.
 “I don’t know.” The spur rubbed the back of his head, awkwardly. “You don’t seem so bad to me, but
Odati has the final say, and she doesn’t take kindly to lawbreakers.”
 “...lawbreakers?” Rae chased. “But we’re no-”
 “Well, you’re here, aren’t you?” the zaar interrupted, folding her arms, not looking particularly happy,
although she’d at least put her blade away. “What part of ‘absolute quarantine’ did you not understand?”
 “I only came here to rescue my friend-!” Rae spluttered, unsure if he should be alarmed or indignant.
 The zaar turned her gaze onto Blink. “Then explain why you’re here, if it isn’t to steal things.”
 The fessine managed to hold her ground, and met the smaller woman’s gaze, steadily. “I’m an engineer,”
she offered. “I used to work on tiao’I, but I was abducted.”
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 The zaar’s striking features darkened in a frown. “Let me guess. Someone wanted your help getting into
the Institute.”
 “How could you possibly know-”
 “We’ve been getting a steady trickle of two or three wannabe thieves each year for the last... six, I think?
Ever since we figure the orbital quarantine went down.” The pale spur shrugged. “It’s more of a surprise we
don’t get more, right Hal? I guess that’s just greed, for you. Don’t want to share the prize, so they don’t tell
anyone the quarantine’s bust.”
 “Uh... I sent a message about the quarantine to a friend back in port,” Rae admitted, guiltily. “He’s a security
officer. I asked him to pass a message on to the Hesgeri Consulate, back home. I was hoping they’d fix it.”
 Bizarrely, the two actually looked... relieved?
 “You’re not angry?” Blink wondered. “That we might have blocked your only way offworld?”
 “Goodness, no. It was us, the population of Hesger, that imposed the quarantine on this world in the first
place,” the spur explained. “We closed our borders, to keep the disease in. Hardest vote they ever made us take,
right Halli?”
 The zaar – Halli, evidently – just nodded.
 “So why not call your consulate? Tell someone about it?”
 The spur smiled, glumly. “We would if we could. We’re, ah... well, pretty technologically limited, here.
There’s not been electricity in Kust for... fourteen years. We can’t get a message out.”
 Blink swapped a look with Rae. That was definitely not a hopeful sign, and could ruin their chance at ever
contacting Blink’s family before-... before the inevitable happened.
 “Listen, it’s not safe for us to be stood out here in the open, chatting like this. It’s a miracle you guys haven’t
been eaten already, out here on your own.” The spur waved his arm in a gesture to indicate the direction they’d
come from. “We’ll take you back to the Library, where we live, where it’s safe. We’ll get you updated on the
situation, and you can discuss with Odati how you proceed on from there. All right?”
 Rae smiled and gave Blink a little reassuring squeeze. “That sounds good. Thank you, uh-... sorry, what
was your name?”
 “Sarmis, but... just call me Sam. Everyone else does!”

 The Library was a beautiful old building, a well-tended jewel among the dereliction, built of rust-red bricks
and creamy white stone, now covered in scrambling vines, lush fern and thick green moss. The bulk of the
upper windows were intact, and the roof had almost all its tiles, although there looked like there had been some
major repairs in its recent history, too.
 As Blink and Rae grew closer, it became evident that the rugged old property was even more heavily
fortified than the doctor’s surgery. The very lowest windows had been bricked and boarded up, and the residents
had ringed it with concentric circles of heavy chain-link fence and barbed wire – getting in was not going to
be easy.
 “What in the world have we got ourselves into?” Blink wondered, in a frightened whisper, leaning closer
to Rae. “It’s like we’re in the middle of a battlefield.”
 “I’m sure it’ll be all right.” Rae gave her fingers a squeeze.
 Sarmis cupped his hands around his mouth and called up at the building. “Hey, Zee! We’re back. Drop the
bridge, will you?”
 Chain rattled, and a wooden structure unfolded from the Library wall, coming down to form an arched
bridge over the top of the fences. It looked quite ingenious – but a lot of hard work, too.
 Rae watched as Sarmis and Halli got the device into place, the flat top resting against the wooden posts
holding up the fence, and got it secured. “Couldn’t you make a, a... you know, a door in it?”
 Sarmis gave him a wry grin. “Never underestimate the cunning of a feral. They might act stupid, running
around biting owt that moves, but if they smell food? They’re amazingly resourceful in getting to it.”
 “What’s a feral?”
 “You’ve seen them, surely?” Sarmis helped Blink carefully climb the ladder. “The creature that’s left after
heff is done twisting your skeleton into funny shapes?”
 Blink cringed, involuntarily, her mind shooting straight back to the memory of the aggressive creature that
bit her. “I thought that was a blight?” She only just managed to keep from stammering.
 “No, no. A blight’s just a survivor. A carrier of the virus, if you like.” The pale spur touched his fingers to
his face. “How do you think I ended up like this? I wasn’t born with it.”
 “Most of us at the Library are blights. We call ourselves cognates,” Halli added, following Blink up over
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the bridge. “We were lucky enough – or unfortunate enough, depending on your point of view – to keep our
brains.”
 “So do you think you Boss-”
 “Odati.”
 “Yeah. Do you think she’ll let us stick around, for a little while?”
 “I don’t know. Let’s find out...”

 Sarmis left Blink and Rae sitting around the firepit in the middle of the grassy square in front of the library
while he went to fetch the group’s leader. Neither laima was entirely sure what they expected – perhaps a
strong medusi with an intense stare, or an ultra-clever unser with wild hair and eyes – but Odati matched
neither’s expectations. What finally emerged from the Library, and hobbled down the wide flight of steps at
the front, was a hunched-over vulline with a striking similarity to the blight that had taken a bite out of Blink’s
arm. In spite of her haggard looks, she was probably nowhere near as old as she looked.
 “Hello, there,” she greeted, suspiciously. “Newcomers, eh? Where did you young folk spring from?” She
slid a suspicious glance at Sarmis. “Not rejects from Tevak’s camp, I hope.”
 “No, marm,” the spur confirmed, with a curt shake of the head. “As I understand it, they’re, ah... recent
arrivals to the planet.”
 Odati growled softly to herself, sounding unimpressed. “New arrivals? You mean quarantine breakers?”
 Sarmis lowered his voice, although both newcomers could hear him clearly enough. “I’ve talked to them.
They say it was accidental, that one of them was attacked. They seem fairly genuine to me.”
 The old woman pursed her lips, thoughtfully. “Might I remind you that this wouldn’t be the first time
people have ‘tried it on’ with us?” She gave him a long, probing look. “You know we’re seen as a soft touch.
Just because they deny it, it doesn’t mean that they weren’t sent by Tevak’s group.”
 Sarmis spread his hands. “I did see the vessel come down, and their timeline fits quite well.” He leaned
closer. “Not to mention, it would be a lot of work for Tevak to manage to school two of his loyalists to this
degree – not to mention, where would he find two uninfected citizens? - for very little reward, as I see it.”
 “All right.” Odati nodded. “Thank you, Sam. I’ll go and talk to them...”
 Rae stood up to greet her as the old woman approached. “Hello, ma’am.” He pressed a hand to his chest
and bowed, respectfully. “Can I just say, we both really appreciate the generosity your group has extended us
so far. Even just letting us stay here for a few hours while we get our bearings would be really helpful, and-”
 Odati smiled and held up the hands not clutching a walking stick, slowing Rae’s babble of words. “Well,
since the two of you seem to be in a bit of a bind right now anyway, maybe we could extend it to a little longer
than a few hours. We just need to be sure of all the facts before we make a decision. All right?”
 “Sure, sure.” Rae nodded so hard, his head looked like it would fall off. “What do you need to know?”
 “Well, your history, for one. More importantly...” She groaned and lowered her awkward body onto a slice
of log, next to Blink. “You look injured, there. May I see?”
 “Of-... of course.” Blink turned slightly, offering her shoulder. “Um-...” She glanced warily up at Rae.
 “Don’t worry, I’m a herbalist. Closest thing we have to a doctor, right now.” Odati gently peeled back the
film dressing and the bandage. “That’s a nasty cut you’ve got, here. How long have you had it?”
 Blink flinched; the old woman’s hands were gentle, but the tugging as she peeled the dressing off the
weeping flesh was uncomfortable. “A few days, now. It still hurts.”
 “Were you bitten?” Odati wondered, quietly.
 Blink found she couldn’t meet the old woman’s gaze, and wasn’t even entirely sure why. Perhaps it was
just her manner – the sort that made a person feel instantly guilty, even if there was no reason for it. “Yes.
About... five days ago. We’ve slept four times since it happened.”
 “And how are you feeling right now?”
 “Groggy,” Blink admitted. “I think because I haven’t slept well.” She hesitated. “I only found out about
the disease a day ago. It was... quite a shock.”
 “Agh, I know how that feels. All right.” The vulline smiled, kindly, and patted her shoulder. “You just sit
tight a moment. I need to speak to Haaru.”
 Blink watched her hobble away, and sighed, feeling her shoulders sag.
 “It’ll be all right,” Rae reassured, squeezing her shoulder.
 Blink shook her head, slipping out from under his hand and rising to her feet, awkwardly.
 The wait felt like... hours, although it probably wasn’t much more than a dozen or so minutes, but for the
whole time Blink found she couldn’t stop pacing. She felt like a caged animal, walking back and forth along
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the innermost of the Library’s protective fences, fear making her knees weak, leaving a hollow, nauseous
sensation in the pit of her stomach. Please hurry up. Please hurry up and get this over with. She couldn’t think
straight, her mind wandering a thousand directions all at once.
 At last, Odati re-emerged from the building. Blink watched, feeling as though her feet were frozen in place,
as she made her way back over to Rae, and lowered her arthritic old body to one of the seats next to him. She
leaned closer to him to speak. Blink knew she shouldn’t listen in, but she couldn’t help it.
 “I have good news, and bad news,” she heard the old vul explain, softly. “The good news is, you can stay.
You’re healthy, strong, uninfected, and we always need fit young people to help out around camp.” She paused,
and glanced over to Blink, very briefly, barely long enough to catch her eye. “But your friend has to leave.”
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 Out of the corner of his eye, Rae was just aware of Blink’s knees giving way, where she stood by the fence,
and her collapsing to a heap on the floor. “Wait-... wait a second. Run that past me again?”
 Odati at least gave him a sympathetic look. “Your friend was bitten. If she’s caught heff, she’s a risk. She
can’t stay here.”
 “But she’s fine-! You can’t just... kick her out, just like that!” Rae dropped to his knees next to his friend,
who had already developed full-body shakes. He knelt behind her, trying to support her.
 “I know, and I’m sorry, but I have to think about my people, first and foremost. When the disease starts to
take hold, she will put everyone in danger again. Do you understand that?”
 “But you don’t know her history, you can’t tell her to just leave. She’ll die, out there!”
 “A person’s history makes no difference. Heff will treat you the same whatever you were before you caught
it, be it a murderer, or a saint.”
 “But she’s fine!” Rae pleaded. How to get through to her? Blink was already disintegrating, her tears starting
to turn into frightened sobs that seemed to come all the way up from her stomach.
 “She might be fine at the moment, but she’s only been incubating the virus for four days. She’ll soon start
to show symptoms, and when she does, everyone she comes into contact with else will be at risk.”
 “Oh come on-! Does she really look like such a threat you have to boot her out-?”
 Odati sighed. “Do you know what happens when someone catches the disease?”
 “Not precisely, no. But I do know that you lot already have it.” Rae pointed a finger. “You’re all carriers.
Precisely what harm will it do you?”
 “Heff makes people aggressive. Unnaturally so! Just because she can’t give us the virus, doesn’t make her
harmless!” The old vulline plopped her weight down on an old chair, nearby. “Almost all the deaths among
the uninfected were caused by violence inflicted by the diseased, back when heff was at its height. And half
of the deaths among infected individuals were caused by fighting other blights.” She sighed, and pinched the
bridge of her long nose. “I’m sorry. We can’t take that risk. She has to go.”
 “Fine.” Rae lifted his chin and glared, bullishly. “She goes? Then I go too. I’m not abandoning her now.”
 Whooping for breath, Blink struggled to force the shaky words out around the sobs. “P-please. Don’t-...
don’t make me go. Not yet-...!” She tried to calm her tears and only seemed to make them come harder. “A
little compassion?”
 Odati pursed her lips, sadly. “You don’t understand. This is a world where something as simple as
compassion can get you killed.”
 “Please. Please-...!” Blink stretched out for her, hands open, helplessly. “I promise, I’ll work hard, I’ll
make myself useful-...! Just don’t make me go-!”
 “It’s all right,” Rae wrapped his arms around her, glaring defensively over her head at the Library group.
“We’ve survived all right on our own so far. We don’t need them.”
 “Ma’am?” Sarmis had drifted up behind. “Could we not... maybe give her a day? To help get come to terms
with it all? If we even have to evict her at all.”
 Odati looked up at him. “So she can be even more traumatised, when she finally has to leave? How is that
kinder, Sarmis?”
 “How is it kind to immediately evict her, in the first place? It’s not necessary.” The white spur lowered his
voice. “We’ve not had new arrivals in such a long time, I think you might be overreacting.”
 “Trying to keep my people safe is overreacting? Well, it’s good to know you’re all so very grateful-”
 “We put our lives on the line every time we go outside the fence. Every time we go out there, to find food
or supplies or whatever else, we put ourselves at risk. And we know how to handle the ferals.” Sarmis glanced
at Blink, awkwardly, and dropped his voice another few decibels, until even Odati could barely hear him. “If
she loses it? If she gets aggressive? We’ll know how to handle her. She’s such a weedy little thing – you really
think she’s going to be a problem?”
 Odati sighed, frustratedly. “I really don’t like you trying to overrule me in front of everyone, Sarmis,” she
scolded. “I have a duty of care – to all of you – that I don’t take lightly. If I thought there was some other way,
do you really think I wouldn’t take it?”
 The laima backed down, ducking his head. “Of course I don’t think that, and I’m sorry. I don’t pretend to
be a good leader. I don’t pretend I can do your job better than you. I just do know that if we kick her out now,
she will die, and that’s for definite. If we let her stay, she’s got a chance, slim though it might be.”
 “A chance so wafer thin as to be almost non-existent.”
 “But it’s a chance! Odati... How do you know she doesn’t have the genes to survive? For all we know, she
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might end up cognate.”
 “Or, she might end up being the one that finally gives the disease to Sadie. Our only uninfected survivor.
Do you really want to be responsible if she ends up infected?”
 “Well why don’t we ask Sade? If she’s happy, I don’t see what the problem-”
 “I,” Odati raised a finger, interrupting Sarmis’ words, “...will go and talk to Sadie. You? Will stay here and
ensure no-one goes anywhere.” She pointed a warning finger before getting up with a mutter of pain.
 Rae watched her hobble away, gloomily. “Guess we’ve made an enemy for life, huh.” He let his chin rest
lightly against Blink’s head; she was still trembling, but not quite so hard as before.
 Sarmis plopped down in the grass nearby, cross-legged. “Don’t you worry about her. When she gets mad,
Odati has a terrible bark, but almost no bite.” A small smile tugged at the corners of his mouth. “She likes to
think of herself as a bit of a den-mother, looking after all of us rowdy younglings – ignoring the fact that almost
half of us are her age, including yours truly. Don’t you two worry.” His smile turned a little more genuine.
“We’ll sort something out.”

 “Busy making yourself unpopular again, I see, Dité?”
 Standing in the Library’s grand entrance hall, Odati turned to see a silvery-grey ondrai male approaching,
his legs even more crippled than her own, and with a heavy, muscular tail dragging on the floor behind him,
slowing him down. She shot him a hostile look. “Thank you for that observation, Haaru. You may have forgotten
that as leader of a people, sometimes you’re forced into making decisions people don’t like,” she retorted.
“Sarmis seems keen to overrule me, the wretched spur.”
 “About?” Haaru took up his place beside her, watching her with patient eyes. “Or need I not ask.”
 The vul gestured down into the square, where about half the residents had now gathered. “That skinny little
fessine he and Halli found wandering in the streets. He thinks it’s unkind to remove her, irrespective of the
fact she only just arrived, and may cause who knows how much trouble in the future.”
 He peered down at the group. “So in spite of knowing she’s infected, and may grow aggressive in the near
future, they want to let her stay?” he mused. “Interesting.”
 “Interesting? Idiotic, I’d say. Letting her stay here for even a day or two, until she starts spitting blood and
raging, puts Sadie at risk.”
 “My, all this sudden concern for Sadie. Is the resident conspiracy theorist actually beginning to warm to
the doctor?”
 Odati’s brow furrowed into a genuine glare. “She is no more a doctor than you are,” she huffed. “Just a
jumped-up little university dropout.” She lifted a threatening finger. “And that doesn’t help me decide what
to do with my other problem!”
 A brief little enigmatic smile flickered across Haaru’s long face as he watched the little cluster mill around,
below. “Let her stay,” he suggested, quietly. “Even if only just for now. There’s something about her-... I’m
not sure what it is, but I have the feeling she might be... useful.”
 Odati snorted her amused disgust, openly. “Oh, please. You really expect me to believe that? A pretty little
thing like that comes along, and you want to keep her around for some reason other than because she’s nice
to look at?” She pursed her lips. “I expected better from you, Haaru. Not... not the same sort of behaviour as
shown by those ridiculous men down there, flocking around with their tongues hanging out, hoping to get
lucky with the first real thing to stir their loins in years?”
 The ondran smiled, patiently. “I never pictured you as the jealous sort, Dité.”
 “Jealous?!” The vulline found all she could do was splutter, for a moment. “What in all Gavos’ names-!”
 Haaru chuckled. “...and if proof were needed, you now provide it.”
 “You really are ridiculous.” She folded her arms. “She’s no prettier than Aspazija, and you’ve never said
anything quite so silly about her before.”
 “Mm, maybe.” He lifted a finger. “But she’s new, and she’s stealing your thunder.”
 Odati sighed. “You’re right. Although I can assure you, I am not jealous.”
 Haaru bared his overly-long fangs in a grin. “So why not get back out there and prove it?”

 An awkward hush descended on the little group when Rae noticed Odati approaching.
 The older woman managed to find a smile from somewhere, for her. “Blink?”
 The fessine swabbed her face dry, and nodded jerkily. “Y-yes?”
 Odati sat carefully down on a slice of log, wearily. “Against my better judgement... I seem to have had my
mind changed for me. You can stay – for now. At least, until you start to demonstrate symptoms.” At the little
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murmur of approval, she raised a finger, and pointed it at the assembled group, half-threatening. “And I expect
all you gentlemen that were so keen to overrule me to hold up your end of the bargain. You’re all responsible
for keeping everyone safe. All right?”
 More of the library’s residents had begun to emerge, by now, although whether it was to investigate the
newcomers or in search of the food Rae could now smell, neither was particularly sure. Everyone showed the
same hallmarks of infection, with their twisted looks and awkward deformities, although some were worse
than others; some, like Sarmis, had minor deformities that probably impacted more on their senses than their
physical abilities. Others, like Odati, had more major skeletal abnormalities that crippled or removed the use
of one or more limbs altogether.
 And others had deformities that left them looking more like their animal ancestors – like the blight that
had taken a lump out of Blink, and like the fessine now approaching. Although elegantly tall and straight, and
perhaps even a little taller than Rae, the chocolate-coloured laima had a sharp face that jutted outwards more
like the muzzle of an animal, and small dark patches of fur showed on her legs, her arms. Blink unconsciously
drifted a few steps closer to Rae, trying to put him between them, alarmed – she trusted that after her brush
own with eviction, Odati wouldn’t let a dangerous feral stay in camp.
 Thankfully, in spite of her ferocious looks and pointed face, the fessine’s manner was pleasant, and
completely non-threatening. “Greets!” She held out a hand with stubby, deformed fingers. “You’re... Blink,
was it? And Ray?”
 “That’s right.” Rae took the hand and gave it a good strong shake. “You’ve kinda got us at a disadvantage,
here, miss, uh...?”
 “Aspazija. Well, officially. Most of the time I’m just Zee. It means ‘wonderful’.” She did a little twirl,
revealing the stub of a slim tail mostly-hidden within her layers of skirts, then curtseyed deeply, and rolled her
eyes. “Always figured it was a little ironic. My mam wanted a spur, you see.” She chuckled to herself. “So has
anybody adopted you pair of newlings, yet? Shown you around, shown you the rotas, got you a room, all that?”
 Rae shook his head. “Until a few minutes ago, we weren’t even sure we were staying.”
 “Yeah, I heard Mama Odati had her hackles up. Don’t you worry about her.” Aspazija gave them both a
reassuring glance. “She might bark loud enough to be heard a whole block over, but her bite isn’t even strong
enough to damage an over-ripe fruit.” She paused, and gave Blink a look. “Speaking of ripe...”
 Blink cringed back, not sure what the other fessine meant, and not sure if she should be worried, or insulted.
“S-sorry?”
 “Sweetie? You need a bath,” the other fessine explained, with a gentle grin. “You’ve been out there hiking
through god-only-knows what, and you’re not exactly fragrant right now, y’know?”
 Blink glanced down at her dirty clothing, and shot Rae a semi-reproachful glance.
 “Hey, don’t look at me like that, hon. Where would we have got the chance to take a bath while we were
travelling?” he scolded. “We found barely enough water to drink.” He looked back at Aspazija. “So what do
you do, all take it in turns to go down to the river?”
 “Oh, pssh. You think we live right back in the dark depths of history, or something?” the tall female scoffed,
and gestured up to the Library’s upper walls, where a series of black bars could be seen. “Solar heated warm
water! Although we only really get enough to last us... couple or three baths a day, tops, so we do it on a rota.
Sadie has control over that, so if we want to get you in, we better talk to her.”
 Sadie, who Blink remembered hearing Odati mention, turned out to be a remarkably undamaged dark grey
nyen hind, only as tall as Halli but with a far more wiry build, and stern blue eyes. She folded her arms as she
watched them approach. “There’s not enough room for an extra two folk in the middle of the rota, Zee.”
 “And-and it’ll spoil the rota if we just stick them in any old where,” the nervous little grey vul sitting next
to her pointed out, his tail anxiously thumping the ground. “Everyone will end up getting moved down a day.
And that’s if they even stay very long!”
 “Aw, come on, guys? It’s not that big a problem, is it. I was already going to say, she can use my ration
today, and if they stay, I guess we can re-jig things so they fit, yeah?”
 The vul flattened his ears and flashed his teeth, nervously. “Oh, like you need any excuse to stink.”
 Aspazija bristled up, irritably. “why don’t you just repeat that one for me?”
 Sarmis put himself between them, hands raised. “How about... Let’s get some food, first, then we can think
about baths. All right?”
 Although there ensued a selection of reluctant mutters, everyone thankfully backed down, and began to
make their way back down towards the square.
 “Aron cooked today. Should be good!” Sarmis rubbed his hands together. “Little drae used to be a chef,
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he can do wonders with even the most basic ingredients.”
 Joining the circle around the little brick-surrounded firepit, Blink watched quietly as plates got passed
around, and raised a hand in a polite stop gesture when one came her way. “Don’t worry about me. Thank you.
I already had something to eat before we met Sarmis and Halli.”
 A few seats further along, around the circle, Halli sat watching her, carefully, her own spoon already
halfway to her lips. “I’m sorry if it doesn’t fit your refined palate.”
 It sounded like a jab, but Blink at first wasn’t really sure what to make of it. “What? Oh-! No, no, it’s
nothing like-... I'm just not really hungry,” she apologised, quietly. “I think I'd like to get some rest, if that's
all right.”
 Aspazija held out the bowl. “You'll feel a lot better with a little food inside you,” she encouraged, gently.
“You don’t have to have much.”
 At last, Blink accepted the bowl, and a small plate with a thick slice of warm, coarse bread. It smelt good,
but then so had that tea, only to leave an ugly, bitter aftertaste in the back of her mouth. At least the protein
bars had looked safe to eat! She steered an unidentifiable lump of... something... probably vegetable, soft and
orange in colour... around in the thick brown gravy with the back of her spoon, still not quite sure if she dared
to eat it.
 Aware she had half the eyes around the circle all watching her, she struggled to find an explanation that
sounded believable. “I haven’t really had a good experience with food, so far. Mostly, uh-” She forced a laugh
that came out more like a cough. “Mostly protein bricks and a few sweets.”
 “Well, I can personally guarantee you, this is nothing like those horrible things.” The diminutive chef
waved his ladle at her, semi-threateningly.
 “Yeah; should at least try it, Honeybee,” Rae encouraged, not looking up. “It’s good. Really good!” He
wolfed the food down so hungrily, it looked like it was barely touching the sides. “The chef is pretty amazing.”
 Aron preened and mumbled something semi-dismissive into his saucepan.
 Blink rolled the spoon between her fingers, awkwardly. It felt like now, everyone was watching her, waiting
to see what she would do – and at the same time, her throat was contracting to a straw so thin she wouldn’t
get anything down it.
 Help came from an unusual quarter. “Do you all think that sitting there watching her is going to make her
feel better?” Halli scolded, leaning across in front of Blink and into most peoples’ line of sight. “Give her some
space, you lot.” She glared at everyone in turn until at last, the forest of watching eyes were all looking
elsewhere.
 “Thank you,” Blink murmured, softly.
 The zaar shrugged one shoulder. “Enjoy your meal.”
 Well, that was as clear an ‘eat your food and stop being stupid’ as Blink had ever heard. She ducked her
head between hunched shoulders, and bent to do battle with her psyche. How did you explain that you were
scared of eating, anyway? That in spite of everything your friends have told you, organic refuelling turned out
to be such an unpleasant chore, the idea of enduring a whole lifetime of obeying the whims of your stomach,
several times a day, no time off for good behaviour? She was having trouble seeing it as anything other than
a nightmare, plain and simple.
 And perhaps, another nail into her coffin. That the day she accepted this, she accepted her fate altogether,
and would soon enough find herself sleepwalking into her old age, following the whims of her stomach-
 Dash wouldn’t be scared of it, she told herself, sternly. And until recently, you wouldn’t have been, either.
Pull yourself together. You handled the tea, and you handled those horrible bars, you can certainly handle
this... mush.
 Bravely, she scooped up a little of it onto the spoon – depressingly, even just manipulating the utensils was
taking some getting used to! - and nibbled warily at it.
 ...she almost couldn’t believe it when the taste turned out to be... well... more than just palatable. No sour
or bitter aftertaste, no waxy texture that clung to her teeth – just a pleasant, slightly spiced thick broth, heavy
with vegetables and a small amount of pale, soft meat. She took a larger spoonful, unsure if it was just
coincidence or it’d all be so easy on stressed laima nerves.
 She glanced up to find Aron still watching her. His bristly, featherlike brown hair had all stood up, lending
him the look of a somewhat startled small bird. “Everything all right?” he chivvied, twirling his ladle awkwardly
in both hands.
 Blink managed a small, embarrassed smile, feeling obscurely silly. “I’m sorry, Aron. I didn’t mean to hurt
your feelings. It is good. I just haven’t had the chance to experience much apart from emergency rations, and-...
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I guess it just... put me off trying anything else. Thank you.”
 Mollified, Aron at last sat down with his own bowl. “There’s more, if you’re still hungry,” he offered,
breaking off a lump of the remaining bread.
 “Thank you...”
 “Glad you got the courage up after all, then?”
 “Hm?” Blink glanced up to find Halli taking up the vacated space next to her. “Oh. Um. Yes, thank you.”
She carefully selected a cube of vegetable and studied it for a second, before peeking out from under hooded
brows, and adding; “I didn’t mean to upset your partner.”
 Halli actually smiled, for the first time since Blink had met her; it lent her strikingly coloured features a
sort of sharp, mischievous look, like should belong to some sort of mythical forest creature. “He’s not my
partner. He’s a soft, silly little drae who hates criticism in any shape or form, and would have spent the next
few days wallowing in self pity. He’d have assumed that your refusal was because you don’t like his cookery.”
She relaxed a little, and stretched her legs. “What did you mean, anyway? With what you said just now.”
 “Uhm-...” That threw her; Blink’s brow furrowed for a second. “What did I say earlier?”
 “Not... experiencing food very well, or however it was that you worded it.”
 “Oh! That...” Blink carefully mopped up the last of the gravy with the remains of the slab of coarse bread,
trying to concentrate on the bowl and not the zaar’s intense stare. “Don’t worry. It’ll probably sound silly.”
 “You think? Try me.”
 Blink shifted awkwardly in her seat. “It’s just-... Before I came here? Before I was abducted, and my captors
crashed up in the mountains?” She kept her gaze fixed rigidly on her reflection on the spoon in the bowl. “I
was a machine-based organism.”
 Halli’s look became more serious; her smile turning into a concerned frown. “A machine?”
 Blink nodded. “It’s the only reason they took me, not because of any special engineering skills. And now
all of that is gone, anyway, so they needn’t have bothered.”
 “Pssh,” Rae snorted, turning away from his discussion with Aspazija. “They snagged you for your skills,
first of all, because you’re brilliant at it. You being inorganic was probably just an unexpected bonus.”
 Blink glared at him, although it lacked heat. “I wish you’d stop saying that, Rae. A lot of what I used to
know was lost when Frond did this to me.” She touched her hand to her chest, for emphasis. “I’m no more an
engineer now than you are.”
 The spur kept his expression neutral, but reassuring. “The fact that you’ve never yet had to use that
incredible brain since you came here doesn’t mean it doesn’t work any more, Bee.”
 By now, half the dining party had clustered closer, to join the little circle around Blink. As soon as the first
person had got over their surprise and started to ask for more specific details, the questions came thick and
fast – So you’re synthoid, really? You don’t need to eat? And the bite, it doesn’t matter? Alarmed by the flurry
of voices, and having difficulty tracking all the questions, all Blink could do was sit and stare, confused, mouth
open.
 Halli put up her hands for quiet. “You could all give her a chance to answer your first questions before
asking more,” she scolded, and the hubbub thankfully dwindled.
 Blink’s voice remained subdued as she began to explain. “I don’t know how she did it, and I don’t know
what it really means. I-... I don’t even know if it’s reversible.” She turned her hands, to study her palms. “This
is-... it’s like a... I don’t know how to explain it. Like a cloned body, and my brain was downloaded into it, or
something.” She shook her head. “All I know is that I’m definitely biological, and... definitely confused.” And
definitely not happy, right now, she added, although she kept that last part to herself.
 “Wow.” Aspazija made no effort to hide her amazement. “That’s... crazy. I have no idea how you’ve not
already gone completely out of your mind. I’d probably be running in big circles wailing, still.”
 Blink’s lips curved in a humourless smile. “Give it time. It’s only been a few days.”
 Aspazija set a gentle hand on her knee. “Well, if you ever need help with anything – and I mean it, anything
– you know where I am, right?”
 “Count me in, too,” Aron agreed, shyly, although he did immediately go pale and look like he’d swallowed
his tongue, suddenly having everyone’s gaze land on him. With his hair all defensively puffing back up into
a thistledown, he added; “I cooked the first proper meal she’s ever eaten, I think that counts for something. So
I’d like to try and help.”
 Touched, Blink felt the heat rise in her cheeks, and ducked her head in a futile attempt to stop everyone
seeing her blush. “Thank you. I-... I’d appreciate that. It’s taking a lot more time to get used to than I thought
it would.” She turned her hands over again, with a sigh. “This body doesn’t always do what I tell it to. I’m not
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used to not having control of most of my basic functions. I’ve never had this problem before, when I upgraded-...
downgraded...? Whatever I should call it.”
 “A new body is an everyday occurrence, for you?” Halli wondered.
 “Well... not really.” Blink looked over at her. “But it is a recognised fact of life in my society, that sometimes
you might have to. We... we don’t grow, like you do. We start out little, and... usually go through a series of
refits and upgrades as we get older. Plus, our bodies can be changed as our requirements change.” She forced
a smile and joked, feebly; “Any change is usually for the better, though. I don’t-... really know how to...
interpret... this.”
 “Well, we’ll try make sure it’s not a change for the worse. Right guys?” Aspazija decided, and a murmur
of agreement met her words.
 Blink smiled, guiltily. “Aren’t you forgetting something? I was bitten. Any day now, I’m going to go mad
and start randomly attacking people-”
 “If that happens, we’ll deal with it as it comes,” the other fessine interrupted. “Until then, we need to make
sure you have as good a time as we can manage. Right?”
 The flurry of nods, including from gruff little Halli, were reassuring.
 One thing still preyed on Blink’s mind. The shock of her near-abandonment had pushed it to the back of
her mind, but now there was nothing to take her mind off it. “Who is Tevak?”
 Aron flicked an ear; his hair had only just begun to slick back down, and now he was puffing up again.
“How do you know about him?”
 “Halli wanted to know if he’d sent us. I wondered how big a threat he was.”
 “He controls a group a little like ours,” Sarmis explained, quietly. “Survivors, I mean. But, that’s about
where the similarity ends. You’re lucky we found you, because if you’d wandered too far and bumped into
them-...? Well, I don’t know precisely how they’d have treated you, Blink – although I can make an educated
guess – but Rae would most definitely have been attacked. It’s how they decide their group’s hierarchy.
Newcomers are seen as threats to their social structure.”
 Rae took a moment to digest the information. “They’re blights, right? Are they cognate?”
 “Aggressive, and probably not the smartest, but yeah. They kept most of what little wits they had when
they recovered from the virus.”
 “So... if they’d attacked me...” He left the sentence dangling, hoping someone would fill in the blanks he
didn’t want to look at.
 “You’d have contracted heff, yeah. We might be survivors, but we’re all still carriers. Sadie reckons our
viral load must be low, since we don’t spontaneously bleed out like most infectees do, but you’re never
completely clear of the disease once you’ve had it.”
 Blink dropped her gaze to the floor, and tried not to let her shoulders sag too obviously.
 Rae gave her shoulder a tiny squeeze before turning his attention back on the pale spur. “How likely are
we to come into contact with them?”
 “So long as you don’t go looking for trouble? Probably not that likely, to be honest. Their group is a fair
bit bigger than ours – there’s twenty four of us, but maybe... forty, I guess, of them? We try not to get too close
to count.” Sarmis offered a strained chuckle that fell uneasily flat. “But when you remember that Kust used to
be a thriving city that could comfortably serve a couple of hundred thousand people?”
 Rae nodded his understanding. “Yeah. Forty doesn’t sound like that many.”
 “Right. And Tevak’s people have the bigger territory to patrol, too. They’ve claimed... I don’t know, maybe
half the city? All the way from our northern border, up to the river, and then inland, halfway to the suburbs.”
 The notion of territoriality made Blink uneasy. “So... have you ‘claimed’ a bit of the city as well?”
 “We have to,” Aron explained, quietly. “Without a defined border, there were more disagreements over
who ‘deserved’ to have what they found. They used to accuse us of stealing from them, and... well, we ended
up fighting over everything. They’re bigger than us. Stronger. And some of us, um... aren’t cut out for fighting.”
 Looking at the small male, it was fairly clear he was referring to himself with the ‘some of us’.
 “The Library is our home – and our base of operations, if you like – but it’s not the only land that we’ve
claimed,” Sarmis elaborated. “We’ve lived here seventeen years, give or take – if we had to rely on what we
could store here, we’d have run out of food years ago, and that’s just to start with. We need an area we can
forage through for supplies, and there’s still plenty of good stuff around to use, if you know where to look.”
 “If we help out, how will we know which is your land?” Blink asked, quietly. “And which is theirs?”
 “Well, you’ll never be asked to go out on your own, to start with, and any time you go off foraging, you’ll
have a guide with you. If the worst happens, though, and you get separated from your guide or have to go out
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alone, we’ve circled our territory with a fence, a bit like the Library perimeter, just not so high and not such
good quality. It’s pretty useless for keeping people out – I mean, even blights just hop over it, no problems –
but it makes a good visual indication of what’s ours. Keeps us safe from accidentally straying onto their land,
and means none of Tevak’s lot can come into our territory and claim it was ‘just a mistake and they didn’t
realise’.”
 “What about Tevak’s group? Do they have fences?”
 “They don’t bother with ’em. I guess they welcome the opportunity to fight to defend it?” Sarmis shrugged,
spreading his hands. “None of us want to test the theory about what’ll happen if we wander further than we
should. We keep inside our borders at all costs. To be honest, we try and stay right here, inside the Library
grounds, if we can. Not a whole lot can get through our perimeter.”
 Rae shifted in his seat, awkwardly. “Has, um... has anyone tried?”
 Reassuringly, Sarmis shook his head. “Well, the bugs occasionally come through – they just fly over the
fence – but they’re not a bother. Of Tevak’s group? Not recently. I think the last time anyone from the other
group bothered was a few years ago, and then only because Tevak thought we’d got into the Institute and he
wanted our prize. If they wanted our land, I don’t doubt they’d take it, but it’s not as good as theirs, so they’re
not interested. Not such rich pickings. They have better shops to loot, in their territory, and better game to
chase around in the parks.”
 “They did have the zoo, as well,” Aron added, “until they ate all the stock.”
 Blink wrapped her arms around her knees, uneasily. “Are you at war?” she asked, quietly.
 Sarmis made a face and waved his hands, as though trying to conjure up the words he wanted. “Mmm,
well, not precisely...”
 “What does that mean?”
 “It’s not so much a war as a... wary cease-fire, I guess. They’re hostile and unfriendly, think we’re an
assorted crowd of rejects and weaklings that they don’t want polluting their group anyway, and will fight us
if they see us, maybe to prove they’re still the strongest, I don’t know? I guess it’s another hangover they kept
from the infection. But they don’t overtly intrude into our territory on purpose. There’s plenty of land to go
around, after all. We mostly hold each other politely at arms length, and try to pretend our rivals don’t exist.”
 Rae knew what Blink was really getting at. “Do you think we would have been seen as a threat, when we
came through?”
 “You came in through the suburbs on the south of the minor river?”
 Rae nodded.
 “Then nah, I’m pretty sure you’ll have been okay. They don’t seem to want the land that far out. Too far
away to defend easily, and there’s nothing much out there that’s worth fighting over. They probably won’t
even know you’re here, yet.”
 “You mean they’ll find out?”
 “Mark my words, Tevak always eventually knows what’s going on everywhere in Kust. It’s whether or
not he cares about it is the important bit!”
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 After showing Blink briefly to what would eventually be “her apartment” – a tiny square room barely large
enough for a bed and a small cupboard, but with a good undamaged window and a mossy windowsill outside
– Aspazija dragged the smaller fessine away for the bath she’d already threatened her with.
 The bathroom looked like yet another “repurposed” room that had probably never been intended for what
the residents now used it for, but didn’t seem to be suffering any damage for it. Clothed in a mosaic of small
dark blue tiles, the walls glistened as though already wet, and a set of small mirrors had all been carefully
placed together to form a single giant one that took up most of one of the shorter walls. The bath itself was a
smallish white affair, probably metal under a coat of slightly-chipped porcelain, freestanding on little metal
feet, with a clever array of plumbing to avoid the laborious job of ferrying buckets of water back and forth. A
small charcoal stove, currently unlit, stood in the far corner, its chimney passing out through a bricked-up
window, presumably to keep the temperature tolerable during the colder months.
 The black and white tiled floor felt sufficiently cold to the touch that Blink could feel it through her thick
pads. “Brr!”
 Aspazija grinned, unhooking a pipe from a socket in the wall and swinging it out over the bath. “You’re
lucky it’s still summer. The floor in here gets bitter, in the winter, we have to put down a wooden raft that can
get slippy.” She turned a tap and after an awkward, painful-sounding groan and a series of reluctant clunks,
water began to flow. “The tub won’t take long to fill. Come choose a soap.”
 “I-... what?” Blink tore her fascinated gaze from the swirling water that had already begun to pool.
 Aspazija had already opened a storage cupboard in the wall next to the stove, to reveal a treasure-trove of
little bottles of colourful liquid. “There’s nothing worse than running out of soap, believe you me. Or toilet
paper, voi kyrpa, that one’s the worst. Anyway. We usually bring back toiletries and things if we can’t find
any good food, and anything that goes unclaimed gets put in here.” She chuckled to herself. “Good thing is,
there’s never a shortage of soap. We might not have any flour, half the time, and no good green vegetables in
the depths of winter, but we’ve always got shampoo.”
 All the bottles looked to be full. “Do you have your own, then?”
 “Mm-hm, and I keep it in my room. If anyone gets their grubby mitts on my stash, I’ll know about it.”
Aspazija bared her teeth in a fierce grin. “We explained to you how folk that stay here eventually go out to
forage, yeah?”
 “Like Sam and Halli?” Blink studied the label on the closest one; deep red, in an elegantly curved bottle.
 “Yeah, that’s it. Well, if it’s not food, you get first pick of what you bring back, and a lot of people usually
end up having a favourite. This is stuff we brought back that no-one’s put a claim on yet.”
 Blink looked askance at her, one brow raised. “So you’re giving me the pick of the rejects? Thank you,
Zee. I feel so... flattered.”
 Thankfully, the other woman took it in the humour it was intended, and cackled impolitely. “Of course!
That must be what it is.” She glanced down into the bath, and nodded to herself, turning the tap closed again.
The pipes shuddered and clunked as the water stopped. “There we go. All ready! Got your towels and everything?”
 Blink nodded.
 “Great. One last thing.” Aspazija headed to the door and patted the handle. “You might wanna invest in a
little security, before you start stripping off.”
 “S-stripping?” Blink glanced down into the water, unconsciously recoiling, and imagined the warm liquid
taking a layer of skin off. “I-I thought it was just a bath-!”
 Aspazija obviously intuited the problem, rolling her eyes. “Your clothes, hon.”
 Blink ducked her head, feeling the colour rise in her cheeks again.
 “So, as I was saying. Security.” Aspazija grinned, tapping a finger on the little lock on the door. “This is
more of a politeness than anything, it’s rattly and weak and doesn’t always stay shut if folk lean on it. Mostly
it’s an indicator that someone’s in here, so you don’t get some dirty spur come barging in off a field somewhere
and getting an eyeful of what you don’t want him ogling. If you get in a fix, there’s a key hangs outside, so
you can always holler and have someone come rescue you.”
 Blink bit her lip, somewhat alarmed. “You think I might need rescuing?”
 “Agh, no. We’ve just had a couple of folk fall asleep in the tub, is all.” The taller woman chuckled, softly.
“Which is why, if you stay here too long, y’might get someone banging on the door to check you’re all right.
Anyway! Enjoy yourself.” She winked, and finally vanished out down the corridor.
 The instant she was alone, Blink hesitantly turned the lock on the door, and watched the bolt slide into
place. The screws all rattled loosely as she did so, and she could imagine them all popping out like stressed
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rivets if someone leaned too heavily on the door. Well, it won’t come to that, she reassured herself. If it’s been
like that as long as Zee says it has, it won’t spontaneously break just because the new girl is using the bathroom.
I hope.
 Just taking off her jacket was a major task. Haven’t been naked since Rae found me in Happenstance’s
hold, she mused, sombrely, struggling to get out of her trousers without falling over. For that matter, I haven’t
yet changed my clothes, even. Not really. After a split-second pause, her subconscious added; ...no wonder I
stink.

She still hadn’t quite made up her mind on how she felt about the fact that the spur had seen her at her most
vulnerable; embarrassed, maybe? Or just... grateful he’d covered her up and saved her from freezing to death.
Nudity seemed such an odd taboo in so many biological cultures – as a machine, she’d never worn clothes.
Wearing them now still felt awkward – an unnecessary extra exterior covering that wasn’t really needed in
this warm weather, except to stop other people seeing your skin-
 She caught a glimpse of herself in the mosaic of mirrors, and turned to get a better look.
 For the first time since arriving on Hesger, she got the chance to get a good look at her new body... and
had to fight the urge to immediately hide behind the towel. Such an anaemic, insipid little scrap of flesh! Small
of stature, unremarkable of build, and as drab as a second-rate landscape painting from which most of the
colour had been washed. Breasts so small and flat, she felt she could have easily passed for a spur, if she wore
anything remotely baggy. Her scruffy, straw-coloured hair looked more like someone had dumped a well-used
mop down on her head. And of course, there was that ugly wound on her left arm, stark as an inkblot on her
skin; she cringed backwards, seeing it properly for the first time, and feeling a phantom of that initial pain
shoot down to her fingertips.
 Spectacularly plain, as one of her aunts used to describe herself. Only her eyes were remotely interesting,
and only because of their colour, the same pale, intense turquoise as her optics had been. According to Rae,
no laima had blue eyes. He kept trying to insist she was pretty, but she couldn’t see it.
 She turned away, not wanting to look at herself any more, and feeling weirdly ashamed, not even able
really to explain why to herself. Skinny little femme, you look like you can’t decide if you’re grown up, or
adolescent.
 The bath seemed like the safer option to think about. Something she’d had no experience of doing in her
whole life, it was going to be an... interesting experience. Perhaps. She hoped. Of course, she’d bathed before,
but irregularly, usually only when her paintwork was dirty. And whether the water was hot, cold, in-between?
Not a problem. So long as it didn’t stay on too long and encourage oxidation and corrosion, any temperature
was effective.
 Recent experience had taught her that to skin? A surface covering packed with far more types of sensors,
and more of them, than her exterior plating had ever had? Cold was unpleasant at best, and downright painful
at worst. She didn’t want to find out how much worse “hot” could be.
 Of course she trusted Aspazija not to do anything to harm her, but Blink still took a while to gather up
enough courage to touch the clear liquid. She first touched the pool with a finger, and when that failed to cause
pain, swept her whole hand through the water – probably just a little warmer than her interior temperature,
and not too hideously deep. It was more than adequate to get her clean, and hopefully shallow enough that
she wouldn’t drown in it. She set the two little bottles of soap on a freestanding rack at the end of the bath and
steeled herself to climb in. I’m going to slip over. I know I will.
 In spite of the slippery porcelain, she thankfully had no such problems. Clutching the sides of the tub for
support, she managed to successfully get one foot in, and then the other, without falling on her aft.
 ...the sensation as she carefully lowered her small body into the warm water was unexpectedly pleasant,
and Blink could finally see why Aspazija had mentioned people falling asleep in the water; it cradled her so
gently, it felt like she was floating on air. Even her injured arm suddenly didn’t feel quite so bad. “...mmh.”
She let her head rest back against the cool porcelain, sliding down until everything but her head was submerged.
She let her thoughts float away on a warm, half-dreaming fog, for the first time in her new life feeling completely
relaxed. It felt like her whole body had just become one with the warmth surrounding it.
 At last, the water cooled enough that just lounging artfully in it wasn’t quite so pleasant. Maybe I had
better get clean, she mused, struggling to sit with sleepy, heavy muscles that responded only slowly. Uugh. Do
not want to get up.
 At least the soap had a nice smell; the bottle hinted at flowers, but she lacked the perspective to comment
on how accurate it was, and just appreciated the scent. It made her wonder what the utilitarian gelatinous green
cleanser she used back home smelt like. She squirted a small quantity onto a scrubby little brush, on the end
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of a stick, then applied the bristles carefully to her dirty arm. In spite of the short, stiff bristles, it didn’t actually
hurt as much as it looked like it was going to.
 At last clean and dry, Blink peeked warily around the door to check if the hallways were empty. Once
satisfied that they indeed were, she crept out of the bathroom wrapped in a selection of towels, leaving a damp
trail of compact laima footprints down the hallway’s thin carpet until she found her room. The room might
have been small, but the bolt on her personal door felt more reassuringly solid than the bathroom lock had, as
she slid it closed. She felt... weirdly vulnerable, right now, and it was good to be safe and secure in her own
little haven of calm.
 Turning, she found a selection of clothing in a selection of sizes heaped on her bed – underwear, a pair of
trousers, a loose all-in-one shirt and a kind of sports jacket. The scrap of paper accompanying the heap looked
to be from Aspazija; her stubby fingers made her handwriting difficult to read, but the note was clear enough.
Your old ones were filthy! So I dumped em in the washbasket. You can have em back when their clean again.
You should find something thatll fit you in this lot.
 Dressing wasn’t quite so difficult as it had been before, even if her claws did insist on catching in the legs
of the trousers, again. Comfortably dressed, even if the clothing was a little baggy, Blink settled on the bed,
and carefully took her notebook out of her satchel. After chewing thoughtfully on the end of her pen for a
minute or two, she began to write:
 As I have no idea what the date actually is, any more, I think I will call this just Day 2. I hope it will make
sense to whoever reads it.
 I’m glad my second entry can be a little more positive than the first. I suppose I can officially call myself
a member of the Library community, now? Most of the people seem to have welcomed me, although I don’t
think their leader, Odati, likes me. I don’t think I can blame her, really – she has to look out for everyone here,
and I don’t know when I’m going to turn into a dangerous monster. :(
 It still makes me feel ill, thinking of the sickness lurking inside me. Is this what they mean by nausea, where
your insides feel hollow, and it feels like there’s acid and a bad taste at the back of your mouth? It’s horrible,
whatever it is, but I suppose I have to face facts sooner or later. I can only hope that I lose my mind quickly,
so that when I finally grey out, I’m too stupid to know anything about it. Frond said she changed me to save
my life, but all she has really done is bring my final shutdown even closer. I’m still not sure if I feel angry with
her, or just sad that she sacrificed herself for no reason.
 I suppose in a way, I should think of it as a blessing that I know what my fate will be. I won’t have to go
through this new life, getting older and slowly breaking down as all my systems wear out, wondering when it
will finally happen.
 The Library is truly beautiful. It looks almost like it’s in a symbiotic relationship with the plants and people
living around it. And the people here seem so friendly! I would never have imagined it possible, after reading
in that magazine about how terrible the disease is, and speaking to them about the hardships they have all
endured, but here is living proof. I hope that if I survive, I can be as well-adjusted. I know the odds are stacked
incredibly heavily against me – less than a hundred cognate survivors, out of a population of hundreds of
thousands? - but while I feel... fairly normal...? I can cling to that little hope. Maybe it’s a good sign. (It might
be all that keeps me sane?)
 I just wish I’d not been so pathetic, and found the courage to contact my family before this all happened!
I don’t know how I’ll ever do it, now, even if by some miracle we find a radio. Hi Dash, I’m sorry I abandoned
you and never called to see how you were, oh and by the way, I’m dying, on a world so far away that even if
you wanted to see me again, you’d never get here in time. But how are you? ^_^

She angrily crossed through the last few sentences, and immediately regretted the horrible mess of stark
black ink it left. Carefully, she started again on the next line down, thinking harder about what she should
write.
 I really need to make one last big effort to contact them, while I still can. I don’t want to plead for a rescue,
like I know Rae wants me to do, because I am too far away, and I can’t put them through the torment of coming
here just to find me dead. I don’t know how I’ll even begin to explain what happened without letting on the
truth, but I need to tell them how sorry I am for running away, and being such an intolerable monster with my
jealousy. Not for me, not because of my own guilt, but so they can maybe get some closure, so they don’t spend
the rest of their lives wondering. Why crazy auntie Bee never spoke to them ever again, whether I was hurt or
died or something equally horrible. Whether I don’t love them any more.
 I’m so sorry, Skydash. I never meant to put your through all that emotional torture. You were always my
best friend, even if I did ruin things between us.
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 And I’m sorry, too, RJ. It was never your fault, and it was cruel of me to put the blame on you. You were
just a convenient outlet for me to direct my own insecurities at. You’re a good man, and you always deserved
her more than me. I’m sorry I was too blinkered by my own jealousy to see that before it was too late.
 Blink drew in a sigh, and rubbed her temples, quietly. She was experienced enough with this body now
that she knew a headache coming on when she felt one. Like a leather strap around her temples, slowly being
tightened.
 She stared down at the scribbled mess in her journal, and had to bite her lip, angrily. You’re supposed to
be thinking carefully about what you write, she scolded herself. Not ruining every page with incoherent
ramblings. Just three pages in, and you’ve already permanently spoiled it.
 She groaned out loud to herself and set the notebook down, pinching the brow of her nose. Stupid Blink.
Stupid book. Just... go outside and talk to Rae or something. Let him know you’re all right.
 Sadie was unfortunately the first person she bumped into. The little hind was barely half her size, and yet
she left Blink feeling strangely intimidated. Which, the taller female thought, was fairly ridiculous, especially
when she considered that the she’d barely shared any words with the nyen at all, yet. “Um-... Ha-... have you
seen Rae?”
 “Your friend? He’s out on the landing,” Sadie explained, pointing with her tail. “Enjoy your bath?”
 There was something ever-so-slightly accusatory about Sadie’s question. Blink ducked her head, and
mumbled something ambiguous and mostly incoherent before sloping away in the direction she’d been shown.
 The landing turned out to actually be a wide, outdoor balcony, partially covered in soft moss and surrounded
by a stone railing, on which were a mismatched selection of well-weathered wooden chairs and loungers. Rae
had spread a blanket out over the cushion of moss and sprawled out on it, a moth-eaten pillow under his head;
Blink padded over to join him, enjoying the feel of the soft little plants under her tired, sore feet. It made a
strange but welcome change to be able to sit outside, and not have to worry about being attacked, and just
watch and enjoy it as the sun descended and stained the sky a glorious array of pinks and golds.
 Rae opened one eye at the sound of her approach, and grinned up at her. “Smelling good, there, girl.”
 Self-conscious, Blink averted her gaze and settled primly next to him, legs crossed. “It’s only soap.”
 “Eh, soap beats dirt, any day. Feeling better after your dip?”
 “Yes, thank you. Being clean is a lot more comfortable.”
 “Haha, I hear you there. I can’t wait for my own turn in the tub!” The spur rolled over onto his side and
reached clumsily for something in the moss by his side. “I figured now was as good a time as any to celebrate,
a bit. Now we’re safe. Here.” He held out the object, which turned out to be a large, dusty bottle. “Have a
drink.”
 Blink took it carefully, as though it might bite. “What is it?” The squat, near-spherical brown glass bottle
weighed heavy in her hands, taking up both of her cupped palms. A fair quantity of liquid, perhaps a fifth of
the volume, had already gone from inside; whether it hadn’t been full to start with, or Rae had drunk it, she
wasn’t sure, but he certainly didn’t look like he was in full command of his senses.
 “It’s called bérz. I snagged it from that house, when we first came into the suburbs. Good quality stuff!”
He leaned across and tapped a wobbly finger on the little gold rosette printed into the wrapper, close to the
neck. “See?”
 “Yes, but what is bérz?”
 Rae pursed his lips, brow furrowing in a thoughtful frown. “Y’know, I’m not really sure. It’s a kinda...
liqueur, or wine, or something, I guess? I think the natives make it from nectar from flowers, or something.”
He smiled, reassuringly. “It’s nice, whatever it is! Try it, try it.”
 “It’s not going to over-energise me, is it?”
 Rae gave her a blank stare. “Uh?”

What was that word? “Make me... inebriated?”
 “Oh, you mean drunk! Haha, it might do – it’s made me tipsy for sure!” Rae’s laughter seemed
inappropriately loud. “Just try it. It’s good! It’ll help you relax.”
 Warily, Blink removed the stopper, and sniffed at it. Underneath the pleasant, sugary aroma there lurked
a harder, almost chemical smell that she took to be the alcohol. She pulled her head back and lowered the
bottle, put off. “I’m not sure I want to ingest this. It doesn’t smell like it’s good for you.”
 “Oh, pssh. It’s alcohol, Bee, it always smells a little bit strange.”
 Blink sipped at the drink, even more cautiously than she’d sniffed it, and found that the liquid was definitely
not as sweet as it had smelled – in fact, it had a hard, volatile taste that lingered in her mouth, and she had to
force herself to swallow it, leading to a fit of spluttering. “Ugh,” she coughed.
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 “See? Good stuff, huh.”
 Blink gave Rae a funny look, handing the bottle back to him. “I suppose. If you like that sort of thing.”
Her mouth still tingled unpleasantly.
 Rae took another good swig from the bottle before replacing the stopper. “You need to relax, Honeybee,”
he soothed, stroking one hand down her good arm. “You need to make the most of things, while you’re still
healthy, right?”

Thank you for reminding me of my mortality, again. Blink dropped her gaze into her lap and sighed, softly,
trying to banish the thought. “Maybe.”
 He shuffled a little closer, so she could lean back against his arm. “I mean, it’s beautiful out here. There’s
nothing to run away from. You need to rest, and relax, and have a good time. You deserve it. You’ve been
through a lot.”
 Blink let herself sag back against his arm. Maybe he was right. He was a nice enough person. A little...
inebriated... but nice. Especially after she’d said some fairly horrible things to him, before. She wasn’t sure
she’d have forgiven him quite so easily, if-
 Rae’s words bumped her rudely back down to the ground. “Did I ever tell you how pretty you are?” he
murmured, close to her ear.
 Not precisely able to pin down why his words unsettled her, she leaned a tiny bit away from him. “Yes,
you did, a couple of times.” She squeezed out an uneasy laugh. “That-... that was enough for me to get the
point.”
 Rae chuckled, his breath warm against her neck. “You can never tell a pretty girl how good she looks too
many times, in my opinion.”
 “Well, I’m not going to be pretty for much longer, am I, once the virus kicks in.”
 “Aw, of course you are.” He stroked his fingers clumsily through her still-damp hair. “You’ll always be
beautiful, with those lovely eyes, and hair, and everything. And even if the virus does hurt you, I’ll still
remember what you looked like.”
 She caught his hand with a strained chuckle and guided it gently but sternly back into his lap. Thankfully,
it stayed put. “Thank you, Rae. But you really didn’t ought to talk like that. You’re drunk, and I don’t want
you to be embarrassed around me later.”
 “Me being drunk doesn’t make you any less attractive,” he challenged, but fortunately that was all he had
to say on the matter before changing the subject. “What are you gonna do when we get away from here?”
 “What do you mean?”
 “When we make a radio, and call Valdis or your folks or something, for a rescue. What are you gonna do
once we get off Hesger?”
 “I’m not really sure.” I don’t think I’ll live that long. “I’d like to find Frond’s people. Try and get my real
body back. I mean... I’m not sure I like this one. It doesn’t always... function, properly.”
 “Ach, I can understand that. I wouldn’t wanna be fessine either. Certainly not one with your looks, in my
society. Might as well kiss your engineering career goodbye right now. Your ability to do what you want, too,
while you’re at it.”
 Blink shot him a glance. “What do you mean?”
 Rae gave her an unexpectedly serious look. “I told you about our how our genders work, right? Medusi
are top, spurs just below, and fessine, ah... kind of... at the bottom of the social pile?”
 Blink nodded, and confirmed, quietly; “it was a while ago, but yes.” That nausea was coming on again.
 “Right. So you wanna keep right out of our society. Stick to places like tiao’I where your gender won’t
work against you.” He wrinkled up his nose. “We laima might have a lot of good things going for us, but
there’s a lot of skeida, too. The only way a little fessine like you is gonna get a good life in laima society is if
you get married. You’ll never really get anywhere without some rich medusi’s backing, and no medusi is gonna
support someone she’s not got some kind of, of... financial investment in.” He snorted. “Not that you’re gonna
have problems attracting attention. A sweet little thing like you won’t last minutes. Good looks, great little
body, young and fit and everything? You’ll be snapped up the second you get off a transport.”
 Blink studied her fingers. “Why is that such a bad thing? Maybe-... maybe I’d like to be part of a family
again.”
 “Family? Pssh. Property, more like. You seriously wanna be part of some... air-headed, vacuous,
babymaking harem? Because that’s what it’ll be.” He waggled a semi-threatening finger at her. “Come on.
You’re not some vapid bimbo. I can’t see you ever being happy like that, not even if you were at the top of
the heap, living the most pampered life with your every wish taken care of so long as you do your duty and
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pop out a nice healthy stream of heirs for your wife. You deserve better than that.”
 Blink shuddered, involuntarily. After she’d been so destructively jealous of the single other person that
made up hers and Skydash’s “trine”, she couldn’t imagine what it would possibly be like with lots of other
women to compete with. Her brain would probably go into a jealous thermonuclear meltdown.
 “I’d make sure you got better than that. I’d look after you,” Rae promised, earnestly, in the silence, with
one of those awkward, drunken smiles, and added, with a laugh; “plus, I can’t get you pregnant!”
 That unsettled her more than anything he’d said so far. “Are you implying you want a sexual relationship
with me, Rae? I-... you know I have a partner.” Had a partner, Blink. Past tense. Didn’t change the sentiment,
significantly. “I don’t think I could betray her like that.”
 “Psh! Yeah, like you can do anything with her any more.” He flapped a dismissive hand. “I’ve seen you
punch through plate steel, hon. If she’s anywhere as big as you were, she’d probably accidentally tear you in
half, if you two try and get frisky.”
 “That doesn’t mean I don’t still love her.” Blink glared at him. “Besides. You’re a mech-... I-I mean, a
male. I just-... I... don’t-... I’m not attracted to-... I don’t think it would work.”
 “Aw, come on,” he soothed, placing his hands gently onto her shoulders and squeezing. “People are people.
Gender’s just a, a-... concept. I bet I can surprise you. And you’re so strung out. At least let me try help you
relax a smidgen.”
 “Rae-”
 “I won’t hurt you,” he murmured, softly, continuing to rub her shoulders. “I only wanna help.”
 When his lips brushed tenderly down the side of her neck, she had to push him off. “Rae! I’m sorry-...
you’re a wonderful friend, and you’ve been so kind and patient with me.” She leaned away from his mouth.
“But I’m not interested in anything more. I don’t-... I don’t like you that way!”
 The spur was in no mood to take ‘no’ for an answer. He pinned her arms, gently, curling his arms around
in front of her, and nuzzled his lips into the side of her throat, up along her jawline and into the little hollow
under her ear.
 This called for desperate measures. The instant he was close enough, Blink bit his ear – not hard enough
to break the skin, not even hard enough to hurt, but certainly hard enough to be felt.
 He dropped her so fast, she might as well have been hot. “Ow! Argh, skeida! What was that for!”
 She used the second of distraction to scramble out of arms reach. “I asked you to stop it, Rae! I told you,
I don’t-... I don’t want to spoil our friendship, and I don’t want a relationship.”
 He glared up at her, massaging his eartip. “Right. That’s totally all it is, huh. Friendship.” He snorted.
“You’re still clinging to that friggin-... woman, that’s what it is. The one you ran off and abandoned!” He
curled his lip, baring his teeth. “She couldn’t have made it plainer she’s not interested in you if she wrote it in
the sky with friggin’ fireworks!” He spat the words out, like sharp little chunks of poison. “No wonder she
hooked up with that guy! Such a whiney, clingy, depressive little waste of space as you would make me do a
runner, too. You’re just too freaking obsessed with her to ever see what you were doing!”
 Blink’s voice dwindled to a trembly whisper, as though her words were trying to hide away deep in her
chest. “And there was me thinking you were being nice to me because you were my friend, when it was all
just a trick to get me into bed with you,” she whispered, faintly, through a constricting throat. “Even if she
can’t love me any more-... it doesn’t mean I have to love you.” She backed towards the doorway, hoping to
escape back into the Library. “At least you were right about the bérz; it does relax you. Certainly relaxed your
tongue! Without it, I might never have worked out what you really thought about me!”
 “Aw, Blink-... come back here a second-” Rae reached for her, apparently finally realising what he’d done.
“I didn’t mean-... lemme explain...?”
 “No. No, you’ve done quite enough explaining for the evening!” Blink managed to get through the door
before he could regain his unsteady feet, and fled for her room. The door closed with a satisfying clunk and
the bolt shot home just as he caught up.
 “Blink? Bee...? Come on. Open up. Please? I just wanna talk-... please don’t be like this. Bee!”
 Blink curled up under her blanket and watched as the door handle rattled, dreading that the lock would
break, like the one on the bathroom door, but it held up to the abuse and at last, Rae’s muffled words faded
away.
 Frightened and angry at Rae’s words, and frustrated by the way she’d already managed to ruin her journal,
sleep took a very long time to finally take hold. Her last coherent thoughts, as she drifted into an uneasy
dreamland, were this is it. This is the disease finally taking hold. I tempted fate, thinking I was clear, and this
is my punishment.
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 A strand of perfectly-placed sunshine streamed down through Rae’s window and nudged him awake. For
a few moments, he wallowed in a muggy soup of what’s going on, where am I, am I dreaming? until finally
he shook off the cloak of sleep and opened his eyes-
 The beam of light promptly slammed like a flare into his face. He groaned and rolled to one side, trying
to use a forearm to shield his eyes from the lance of solar energy that seemed intent on searing his retinas.
Surely it was only morning-! Was the sun really that bright? Ugh.

At least I made it to my room, somehow, without getting lost and sleeping in a corridor, or something.
Although he had an abstract sort of memory of bumping into Sarmis in the dead of the night, which probably
explained him getting back safely. The white spur looked like the Library’s resident ghost, which had amused
him far more than it ought to have. (Although it didn’t seem quite so funny in the light of morning.) So far as
he could work out, Sarmis had caught his arm and steered his weaving path down the corridor, and dumped
him off in his room with the stern suggestion that he “sleep it off before he got into more trouble.”

More trouble? That would imply he’d been in trouble already. Great. Their first day here and he was already
causing problems. He grunted his annoyance and closed his eyes against the sun.
 Most of the evening was a blur; he remembered going out onto “the landing”, as they called the roof terrace,
crashing on a blanket with a bottle of bérz, watching the sun begin to set, and that was pretty much it. There
must have been a lot of alcohol involved, though, because this morning, he felt absolutely wretched. His head
throbbed; it felt like his brain was trying to burst out through his temples, and waves of pain seemed to
accompany each heartbeat. His stomach felt like someone had turned it inside out, mashed it down into salty
sand, and then stitched it back in, the wrong way around. Not to mention, someone seemed to be moving the
floor around under his bed, and even dilute, cloud-filtered morning sunshine felt like a magnesium flare. He
burrowed his head under his pillow and groaned, pathetically.
 At last, his painful head and groaning stomach persuaded Rae he ought to get up and tend to their hurts.
They’ve gotta have painkillers, he reminded himself, tottering unsteadily along the hallway, supporting himself
with the wall. I bet Odati has some fancy medicines that’ll kill this headache, being a doctor. Most doors –
including Blink’s – were once again open, and empty of their inhabitants.
 He followed the soft murmur of voices down the wide staircase, and around a corner. On the ground floor,
in what looked to have once been a storage room but now contained a selection of big tables and chairs, and
packets of food in the open-fronted cupboards, he found a handful of residents, most of whom were eating
breakfast. Halli was drawing something on a big sheet of paper – looked like a blueprint of some sort – and
Aspazija stood facing a window, wielding a hairbrush. No sign of Blink, just now, although he was sure he’d
heard her voice.
 Rae scratched at the back of his head, awkwardly, and slunk through the door. “Uh... morning, guys...”
 The room went quiet when he entered, and Rae couldn’t help his wince. Great. So something did happen,
and everyone knows what it was, except me.
 “Uh-”
 Halli interrupted before he could say anything else. “You can choose your breakfast from the cupboards
over there.” She pointed at a stack of assorted crockery, next to which were tins of fruit and cereals.
 “Uhm-... thanks. Do, uh... does anyone have any medicine for a headache?”
 “You’ll have to speak to Odati later. She’s out in the garden, and she’s busy, right now.”
 “...thanks.” Deflated, Rae moved away to the crockery cupboard to find something that his stomach
wouldn’t object to. The fruit looked quite acidic, and the cereal was dry. Of course there’d be no fresh dairy
products, so many years since the farming community collapsed, but he couldn’t help a little flutter of
disappointment. He picked out a packet of sweet biscuits and the least acidic-looking of the juices, and turned
to find a seat, as far away from the hostile glares as he could manage.
 At last Aspazija moved, to fiddle through what looked like a selection of hair ties, and he spotted Blink;
she  sat at the table closest to the window, looking out, her back to the door, poking dispiritedly at a bowl of
fruit and some sort of muesli.
 “Bee?” He approached, warily.
 Aspazija shot him a warning glare as he came closer, continuing her careful brushing. The taller woman
seemed to be trying to get the smaller one’s long, straggly hair under control; it had been brushed ruthlessly
straight, and half of it pulled up into a pigtail on the side of her head, the other half still laying neatly against
her back. Thankfully, the hair tie she held in her mouth would keep her from drowning out Blink’s soft voice
with her own hard tones.
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 For her part, Blink didn’t even look up at him; just cringed away, a tiny bit.
 Cringed.
 Rae groaned, inwardly. Damn. What did I do? “Uh, Bee... can... can we talk?”
 “I don’t really want to talk to you,” Blink mumbled, quietly. “Not right now.”
 “But-... I didn’t... mean... what happened.” He stumbled across the words. “I was drunk. I don’t even
remember what I did. I can’t have been-”
 Blink filled the gaps, bluntly. “You touched me inappropriately, wouldn’t stop when I asked you to, and
insulted me when I refused your advances.” Her quiet words felt like physical punches.
 “Skeida. I’m sorry, Blink. I just-... I was drunk. I didn’t mean it.”
 She didn’t look impressed by the apology, giving him a sad shake of the head. “You don’t even remember
what you said, Rae. How can you be so sure you didn’t mean it?”
 “Because you’re my friend. I wouldn’t have hurt you on purpose, I promise-”
 Blink stood the spoon on its end and rolled it between thumb and finger. It looked like she’d barely eaten
anything from her bowl – just mushed it up with the spoon until it was an unattractive, lumpy puree. “Well,
some of the things you said to me last night were very unkind. You must have meant some of it, or you would
never have thought about saying it in the first place.”
 “But drunk folk say stuff they don’t mean all the time. It’s what it does to you-”
 The small fessine gave him a sideways glance, trying not to move too much while Aspazija carefully looped
the decorative elastic around the second of her bunches. “You weren’t always drunk when you said I was
pretty,” she reminded.
 “What difference does that make? You are,” he protested.
 “Perhaps. It still makes me wonder if the only reason you wanted to help me was because of that,” she
accused, quietly, “and you thought you stood a chance at a sexual relationship with me. That if you were kind
to me, you might stand a better chance at finally wooing the frigid little lesbian into bed.”
 “Aw, come on!” Incredulous, he gave her a despairing glare and rolled his eyes, exaggeratedly. “You’re
my friend. Do you really think I’m that shallow?”
 “Before last night, I would have never thought that. This morning, I-... can’t really say for sure. For all I
know, it was the only reason you followed me here in the first place.”
 Rae bared his teeth, ever so slightly, hurt by the accusation. “Well that’s blatantly ridiculous-!”
 “Is it? To you, maybe-”
 “No, not just to me. I get that you’re hurt, and I’m sorry, but that was a moronic thing to say.” He could
feel the hair on the back of his neck rising, hackles bristling up defensively. “When I followed you – knowing
that I was putting myself in danger, for you, and might get attacked by the quarantine field, even if I didn’t get
stuck here – you were still a machine, if you remember! A machine, Blink, as big and as heavy as a small
truck!” He threw his arms up, and she flinched away, as though expecting a blow. “What tortured universe are
you living in right now, to think I’d have followed you because I wanted some kind of freaking... sexual
relationship!... with something that could have crushed me into a bloody pulp without straining herself? It
would have been like having a relationship with a baggage cart!” He hesitated and added, before he could suck
the words back; “And you’ve got more on-board baggage than any of the vehicles I used to work with!”
 Blink actually bared her teeth at him, although her lip was trembling. “Which you knew about, from the
very first time we met. If you found that so offensive, you should have said something back then, not, not...
wait until I was at my most vulnerable to remind me what a horrible person I am.”
 “And again, my point just sails over that empty little head, doesn’t it. I followed you here to help you,” he
snapped, more harshly than he’d intended, but his head was starting to throb again and it was worsening his
irritation. “Because I liked you, as a person. I felt sorry for you. I was worried you were hurt, or worse. I could
have cut my losses and carried on with my life, when you vanished, but oh no, I wanted to try and help you
get out of whatever trouble you’d got your melodramatic self into. And now, because of you, I’m stuck here.
Possibly-... no, probably... forever! Stuck on this plague-ridden planet where the first wrong turn might land
me with an irreversible, incurable death-sentence, and all you can think of is boo hoo, Rêdovan was mean to
me-”
 “Well, I’m terribly sorry for being abducted against my will,” she whispered, voice trembling in a mixture
of sorrow and utter fury. “Next time, I’ll have to request that my attackers let me make an entry in my schedule
so you don’t have to worry about me. Oh, wait! I’m going to be dead, soon, anyway. How convenient for you!
You won’t have to follow me anywhere, ever again.”
 “...what’s going on in here?”
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 A hush fell over the whole room, and every pair of eyes turned to find Odati leaning on her cane in the
doorway. In spite of the question she’d broken the argument with, her stern expression said she knew precisely
what had been going on.
 “Maybe you two need to stay apart, for now,” Odati suggested, looking seriously at both Blink and Rae in
turn. “Until you can treat each other civilly, again.”
 “Good idea.” Rae stood up so hard, his chair clattered away behind him. “I have the mother of all headaches,
and I could do with some fresh air. And I could do without being watched by everyone!” He shoved past the
concerned crowd of residents, and the Library’s main door banged loudly behind him.
 Blink sagged in her chair, trembly. Her hands wouldn’t stop shivering.
 Odati turned to her. “Are you all right?”
 Blink opened her mouth to speak, but nothing actually came out except a quiet little croak.
 Odati settled on Rae’s discarded chair. “It’s all right. You can talk to us.”
 “It-it’s probably nothing. It’s just-... I’ll be all right.” Blink studied her lap, for a moment or two, hoping
that if she ignored her fears they’d go away – until Odati reached across and took one of her trembling hands,
and her nerve broke. “I’m scared that I’m starting to get symptoms,” she admitted, hollowly. “And you’re
going to kick me out.”
 The vulline squeezed her fingers. “Well I can’t guarantee that you’ll start to present in the same way other
people have, because heff comes on a little differently in everyone it infects. But I can reassure you that these
aren’t the normal symptoms of the disease.” She smiled, hoping to reassure. “This was just a quarrel.
 Blink shook her head. “But we’ve never argued like this before,” she admitted, faintly. “Little minor things,
of course, but never yelled at each other over something so... petty. Are-... are you sure it’s not...?”
 “Quite sure.” Odati smiled, sympathetically, and patted her shoulder. “And I’m sure you’ll both forgive
each other, given a little time and space to think,” she soothed. “I imagine it’s because you’ve been able to
relax for the first time, and have been able to think of things other than just trying to survive, which has allowed
unresolved tensions to come to the surface.”
 “...you think we were already angry with each other?”
 Odati inclined her head, her hands open, palms up. “It’s possible,” she agreed. “A little explosion of temper
like that doesn’t come from nowhere. But then, both of you were each other’s only company for quite a few
days, and you’ve been making your way through a very stressful, abnormal situation. Some frayed tempers
are to be expected.”
 As soon as Odati had satisfied herself that calm had returned, and gone about her business, the room began
to slowly empty of its other occupants, as well. Aspazija bumped cheeks and murmured that she’d be outside
if Blink needed anyone to talk to before finally taking her leave.
 Finally, Halli was the only one that still remained in the small dining room, using the table to support her
drawing pad. She was working on something quite intricate, delicately drawing hair-thin black lines with a
small dip-pen held in her right hand, and holding her paper down with her deformed left. Blink couldn’t help
a tiny wince – the disease had left her left arm barely usable with that useless ‘mitten’ of a hand, bearing a
tiny stub of a thumb, and three of the remaining four fingers fused together, as though reverting to an ancestral
wing. Blink couldn’t help wondering what horrible mutilations the virus would leave her with, if she survived
it. Certainly wouldn’t have to worry about Rae making any more inappropriate advances, I suppose, if it makes
me ugly.
 Blink steeled her nerve and politely peeked over the fal’s shoulder. “Um. What-... what are you designing?”
she wondered, quietly.
 Halli looked back at her; there was a very slight suspicious tilt to her eyes. “Why do you want to know?”
 Blink flinched her head back towards her hunched shoulders. “I-... interested, that’s all. It looked like a
schematic, and I-I thought I might be able to help.” Her voice shrivelled a little further, her confidence taking
another knock. “I don’t have anything to do to earn my keep, yet, and-... I could help a little with any engineering
work.”
 Fortunately, Halli’s stern features did ease a little. “This is a little pet project of mine, if you like,” she
explained, turning the paper a little so Blink could see better. “For the last few years, on and off, I’ve been
trying to design a sort of small turbine – wind, water, doesn’t matter. It’s just so we can have a little supply of
electricity, to run the water pump and for the lights at night. It’d be good if we don’t have to use candles or oil
burners any more. Never much cared for candles in the first place, but I always though using flames to light
the hallways of a library was a poor idea. All those books would burn lovely.”
 Blink’s ears perked a tiny bit, all of their own accord. “You build things?”
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 “After a fashion. Mostly I’m just another forager, but I used to be a mechanic, before the disease,” the zaar
explained. “I worked in a depot in the south of Kust, fixing private vehicles and the public conveyances. I try
and use my abilities to make life easier, here, but my bad hand limits what I can do.” She flexed the deformed
‘flipper’ at the end of her left arm, for emphasis.
 “I might be able to help. I still have both my hands, and I’d like to be able to use my skills to help out-...”
A sudden flash of memory left Blink feeling deflated. “Uh... that is, if I can remember anything useful. Sorry.
I keep forgetting I’m not what I used to be.”
 “I’m sure you’ll be able to remember what you need to know. You remember doing things, correct?”
 Blink frowned, trying to think how to do the commoner things she used to do; it was reassuring to note
that Halli’s words did ring true. Although there had to be a hundred things she couldn’t recall, there were plenty
of things – useful things – she did remember the procedure for.
 “And even if you don’t remember much, your experience means you’ll still be more useful than most of
the other Library residents,” Halli added, with a disappointed little shake of the head at her extended ‘family’.
“Most of the time, this has been a one-zaar job. They try and help me look, but only end up hindering, so I
haven’t been able to find all the supplies I need, and those bits I have found, no-one’s been able to help me
with. They’ve tried, can’t fault them for that, but no-one here really has any idea about engineering. A
hairdresser, a herbalist, a chef, a policeman, what do they know about building stuff.”
 Blink found a little smile from somewhere, for her.
 “I was going to head for one of the city scrapyards, as soon as the sun was full, and it was a bit safer to be
out and about. Will you come with me?” Halli invited. “It’s within our territory, and close to the beach. It’s as
safe as anywhere in the city. Probably safer, actually, as most blights hate water, and try avoid the beach.”
 “That would be nice. Thank you.”
 Something in her voice obviously gave Blink away, because Halli swivelled in her chair, to give the fessine
a serious look. “Are you feeling any better?” she coaxed. “I heard what he said to you, last night. I can imagine
how you felt.”
 “I’m-... I’ll be all right. I think his words hurt because they were true.” Blink studied her fingers, laced
together in front of her. Tears stung at the back of her eyes. “About me, I mean. Being such a jealous obsessive
that all I was doing was pushing my best friend further away.” She tightened her jaw and forced a smile. “At
least I know now. And if-... If I get to see her again, I can take steps to make things better again.”

Voi kyrpa, that hadn’t been a nice experience. As if the hangover wasn’t bad enough, now he’d made his
friend angry with him. Not that he wasn’t equally furious with her, of course, right now, for being just as
bull-headed as him... but that knowledge didn’t help the guilt, so much.
 Hurting both emotionally and physically, it was hard to think about anything, right now, let alone how to
patch things over with Blink. For a little while, Rae wandered distractedly about within the library perimeter,
head thumping, nauseous. His stomach growled emptily; distracted by the argument, he belatedly realised he
still hadn’t eaten breakfast. At last he discovered a wonderful cool set of mossy steps on the shady side of the
Library, and collapsed onto them, to try and soothe his aching head.
 He’d lost track of how long he must have laid there before a voice intruded on his world. “Hey.”
 Rae grunted, dismissively. “Not interested; go away.”
 “Fine, I guess I’ll take these headache tablets away with me then.”
 Rae’s eyes shot open. “What? Wait-!”
 The owner of the voice turned out to be Sadie; she stood in front of him, tailtip twitching, holding out a
glass of water and a small dish, in which sat two large white tablets. “Just don’t tell Odati I gave you these,”
she instructed, sternly, handing them over, but her lips had quirked into a lopsided smile and Rae suspected
she was joking. “It’ll get me a day of hard labour as a punishment.”
 “Thank you, thank you...” He swallowed both tablets in one go, with a swig of water. Smooth though they
were, they felt more like boulders, scraping their way down his throat and slowly disintegrating as they went.
He groaned and pinched the bridge of his nose. “Ugh.”
 “Serves you right for drinking too much,” the hind quipped, settling her small backside onto the moss next
to him and curling her tail around herself. “And these are the best tablets we’ve got, so unless you don’t mind
another stonking headache, take more water with it, next time.”
 “Ugh, agreed.” Rae let his head rest back against the moss, trying not to move until the painkiller had
kicked in. “Don’t want a repeat of yesterday evening, that’s for sure.”
 “Yeah, I gotta say, they were some impressive fireworks between you and your missus. I heard you across
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the other side of the building.”
 Rae groaned. “Brilliant. I guess that means everyone knows about it.” He opened one eye a crack, and
watched her shrug with one shoulder, then added, although he was later not sure why he sounded so defensive;
“and she’s not my wife.”
 Sadie smiled, enigmatically, and spread her hands. Whatever you say.
 Rae let his eyes drift closed again with a dismissive grunt. The cold moss felt good on the back of his neck,
and arguing just felt like too much hard work. “So how come you’ve not caught this stupid disease anyway?”
 “Better sense of self-preservation than everyone else, I guess?” The hind wrinkled her nose. “I learned
self-defence early on, plus I know a lot about blood, and how viruses spread – comes with the job – but I think
I basically just got lucky, to be honest.”
 Rae gave her a thoughtful look. His gaze was first drawn to a set of pretty sharp fangs in that little mouth,
but she seemed to instead be indicating the long, intricate piece of skin-art that seemed to flow all the way
down her right side, from the back of her neck, below the cropped sports shirt she wore, and on down under
her waistband. “...tattoo artist?” he guessed.
 Her lip curled in a grin. “What was the giveaway?”
 “Probably just good at guessing,” he drawled, amused. “I also guess you’re gonna say you did your own
tattoo?”
 “Yep – and it goes all the way down, sweets.” She pouted, playfully, and batted her thin eyelashes at him.
“Wanna check it out some time?”
 Rae winced. “Uh-... n-no thanks.” Not after that screaming match I just had.
 “Actually, the tattooing job was more of an act of desperation,” Sadie admitted, grimly. “Since I spent
pretty much every last credit to my name on getting here. I couldn’t go home, couldn’t pay the rent. Should
have anticipated that no-one would want to employ me, right? The tattoo parlour was the only place that’d
take me on.”
 “...you came all the way out here, without even the guarantee of a job? I didn’t realise Hesger was that
good.”
 “We-ell, I wanted to live in Kust, because I wanted to be involved at the Institute. I’d heard good things
about the place – wanted to be involved, you know? I might look like your average dirty, underhanded little
nyen brat, but I trained as a haematologist.”
 “Really?” Rae gave her a serious look, frowning slightly. “You’re a doctor?”
 “Yep. Graduated from a top university with the best grades in my yeargroup.” She touched a hand to her
chest, then snorted. “Buut, no-one wants to employ a nyen. I knew I didn’t stand a hope at getting a proper
job, but they didn’t even want me as a go-fer. I applied for a technician’s post at the Institute at least six times,
and at least six times they turned me down. I guess they were scared I’d steal all their research and then sell it
on to their competitors.” She shrugged. “Ironic, really. Probably what saved my life, them not wanting to
employ me. Everyone else that worked at the Institute caught it.”
 For a while, silence descended. Whether the cause was the cool moss, the tablets, or just being able to stop
thinking, for a while, Rae’s headache did begin to lessen. His stomach still growled, impatiently, but on its
own that was more tolerable. He shot a sidelong glance at his companion, through slitted, suspicious eyes.
“Odati wouldn’t really punish you for giving me something for my headache, would she...?”
 Sadie laughed. “Nah, you got me. That was a bit of hyperbole on my part,” she apologised. “Make no
mistake, though; Odati’s dislike of ‘real’ medicine is legendary. She’ll certainly punish your eardrums if she
thinks you prefer those nasty chemicals it to her mumbo-jumbo.”
 Rae sighed, inwardly. Was there really nowhere left in the galaxy that wasn’t rife with politics? “Might I
be right in thinking you’re not the best of friends?” he wondered, tiredly, trying to work out how to explain
he didn’t really want to be involved in their quarrel. Skeida, he didn’t want to be involved in his own politics,
let alone someone else’s.
 Thankfully, the nyen didn’t seem inclined to push him into taking a side. “Just making sure you’re
forewarned, so you’re less likely to end up in her ‘bad books’ as well. She makes it no secret that she hates
the sight of me, and won’t think twice about telling you I’m the root of all evil, so I guess it’s only fair I get
to return the favour.” Sadie waved her hands, ambiguously. “Mostly, I try and keep out of the way.
Unfortunately, Odati’s the best we’ve got, medicine-wise. When all the industry here stopped, so did making
drugs. We have to rely on her friggin’ herbs.” She clicked her tongue, annoyedly, and rolled her eyes.
 “...do they work?”
 “Your guess is as good as mine. I just pick up packets of pills, if I can find ’em, when I’m out foraging.
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Plenty of ’em are still good.” Sadie gave him a wink. “It’s probably why she gets so annoyed with me, I haven’t
taken on her noble teachings and keep handing out freebies.”
 Rae snorted, and rubbed his temples. “Please tell me you didn’t just trick me into helping your anti-Odati
campaign?”
 “What? God, no.” Sadie looked honestly dismayed at the unintended image she’d created. “You just looked
like you were suffering. I might have got bitter and twisted after all these years, but I’m not gonna hold my
supplies back from someone who needs them – especially not when their alternative is a stern telling-off, and
a bit of tree to chew on.” She sighed and rubbed her head. “I don’t know. Brings out the worst in me, that old
harridan. I don’t even dislike her that much, for all the grief she gives me.”
 Rae watched her, silently, hoping she’d fill the silence all by herself. She might catch herself out, too, if
she’s making it up.
 “Sometimes I don’t even really know why she gets my hackles up the way she does. She’s nice enough,
when it suits her, loves to play den-mama to all us little lost survivors, and is pretty good as a nurse. At the
same time, she is the biggest conspiracy theorist I have ever known. If it ain’t natural, plucked caringly out of
the dirt, then she doesn’t wanna know about it. It’s all just some evil plan from the big chemical manufacturers
to make megabucks selling half-rate cures to desperate people. Even now, she thinks I bribed someone,
somehow, which is why I never caught heff – how dare a dirty little failure like me escape the disease, when
the sweet, loving old earth-mother caught it.”
 Rae grunted, quietly. Sounded more like a personal vendetta than anything he’d need to personally worry
about. “Well, she’s been nice enough to me – and Blink, too, eventually. And that was after she found out my
friend had the virus. I thought she didn’t like ‘criminals’, quarantine breakers?”
 “Oh, don’t you be fooled. That old lady is no saint.” She rolled her eyes, exaggeratedly. “She used to own
a little health and beauty shop down in the tourist district, near the park, and made her money from phoney
tinctures made out of weeds, so far as I can tell. She’s hardly one to rag on the doctors – she sold rubbish like
crystal healing sessions, to ‘balance your energy fields’, cheating folk out of their hard-earned wages. Mark
my words,” Sadie waggled a finger, for emphasis. “Everything she does has an ulterior motive. Question
everything.”
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 Blink wasn’t precisely sure what she’d been expecting, when Halli had explained that the scrapyard they
were going to head to was the smallest and closest of the three in their district, but the towering mountain of
old metal that confronted her left her almost speechless. If this was small, however big must the largest one
be? Piled high in front of her was everything from kitchen appliances to vehicles to lengths of battered old
cabling and industrial equipment, all equally algae-covered and rusted together and overgrown with
opportunistic little weeds. Twenty years of being picked through for supplies had barely dented it.
 Halli’s voice broke her from her stupor; “Here; you’ll want to wear these.”
 Blink turned, to find Halli with her arm outstretched, holding two small bag-like objects on the end of a
set of strings. “Beg pardon?”
 “I know you laima have tough feet,” the smaller female explained, “but there’s plenty of bits in there which
are sharp enough to slash even your toes.”
 Blink took the objects, which revealed themselves to be a kind of very simple leather ‘shoe’ with a thick,
probably metal-lined sole. “Oh, thank you.” She carefully slipped her feet into the leather ‘bootlets’, and laced
them around her ankle. “I hope I don’t fall over.”
 Halli glanced back at her. “Why would you?”
 Blink smiled, awkwardly, and took one hesitant step forwards, to check how her balance felt. “I’m not very
experienced in walking on these legs, yet, let alone walking with things attached to my feet.” Although she
didn’t feel particularly stable, she managed to at least stay standing. It felt very strange, the way her toes
automatically flexed and tried to grasp at the smooth interior of the shoe, the way they did to help her balance
when she went barefoot. Just another learning experience, Bee, she reassured herself. You’ll get the hang of
it.
 The scrapheap was truly a treasure trove of discarded metal, born of desperation to keep the streets and
public buildings usable. If something stopped working – a lamp, a refrigerator, a vehicle, a transformer in an
electrical substation? It just got removed and dumped in the heap, presumably with the ultimate aim of having
someone come along and sort it all out later, once the virus had been defeated.
 Of course, when the virus won the battle, the heap of broken-down equipment and vehicles stayed right
where it had been dumped, rusting away into the dirt. Blink swallowed over an awkward lump in her throat –
had Frond not ‘changed’ her, she might have ended up in here herself, out of fuel and slowly corroding into
terminal immobility like a big broken doll.
 Halli had already begun to rummage through the heap for her supplies; Blink steeled her nerve, shook off
her distracted, depressed frame of mind, and climbed unsteadily into the heap.
 By noon, a small pile of supplies had grown up in the clear spot where they’d left their bags, including a
small electric motor that looked like it might still work, with a little tweaking. Halli couldn’t help grinning
about that – since the old diesel-powered generator they used finally ran out of fuel, it had become a laborious
daily task, operating the manual pump to fill the water tank in the Library attic just so they could have running
water. All they needed now was a turbine or some sort to attach to the motor, and they could use the regular
strong sea breeze to power the pump, instead.
 From somewhere just above where Blink was working, something chirped, sharply, followed by a muted
buzz, like would come from vibrating equipment. The fessine glanced up, concerned that something was going
to fall on her head-
 Staring down at her was the same small, fuzzy brown face as she’d seen before, at the doctor’s surgery –
only this time, it was attached to a torso, and very clearly had its dark-eyed attention fixed on her. It waved its
antennae and clicked its horizontal beak, sharply, and squeaked again for emphasis.
 Blink jumped backwards, alarmed, and almost lost her balance. “What-...?”
 “It’s all right.” Halli’s voice spoke from close to her elbow, keeping low to avoid startling her further. “It’s
only a bug. It wants to come past you.”
 “A bug?” Blink couldn’t tear her gaze from the small creature above her head. “It’s a very big bug-!”
 “Well, that’s more of a nickname. They’re actually called danata, but the laima in the Library group took
to calling them bugs, and it stuck.” Halli caught her arm and coaxed her a step or two backwards.
 “Are-... are they dangerous?” Blink watched as the small creature climbed out of the heap, revealing a
lightly striped golden-brown fuzzy body, with six segmented limbs and a set of delicate, translucent wings.
The reason for the nickname ‘bug’ became immediately apparent – danata were apparently descended from
insects. It looked like a giant, bipedal honeybee, complete with a stinger.
 “They have the potential to be,” Halli confirmed, “but we’ve always treated them with respect and they
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seem to appreciate it. They’re fairly non-confrontational, so long as you don’t act aggressively towards them.”
 The two women watched as the danata climbed past, carrying a mass of scavenged wire that it had carefully
straightened and tidied into a big loop, and now carried over its shoulder. It bowed politely and flicked its
wings as it passed, but that was the limit to which it paid them any attention.
 “Do they understand us?” Blink wondered. Another three danata had emerged from the scrap, by now, and
now stood in a small clear patch of ground waiting for the first to join them.
 “I think so.” Halli nodded. “People of Hesger used to trade with them, apparently. We’ve never been able
to confirm it ourselves, at the Library, because they don’t speak a word of Common – I don’t think they can,
physically – and don’t seem inclined to start to trade with us, either.”
 Watching the little group of insect-people discussing their finds, Blink was intrigued by how small they
were. If standing on a level surface, the head of even the very tallest of the little creatures would have barely
reached halfway up her leg. It intrigued her to know how they planned to get their own little selection of
supplies back home to wherever they lived.
 “I think we’ve found enough, for now,” Halli decided, wiping her grimy hands clean on a rag. “We won’t
be able to carry much more. There’s usually plenty of food on the beach, and it’s fairly safe. Blights don’t
seem to like the sea, very much. Let’s go find something to eat, then we can head back.”
 Blink smiled. “That would be nice...”
 The beach was only a short walk away. Expecting a wide, smooth expanse of golden sand, Blink was a
little surprised to instead find a fierce, rocky shoreline, built of jagged boulders. There was a little sand, but
only in small patches, dotted among the rocks. Thick growths of green seaweed made the ground slippery, and
tiny crustaceans coated the rocks, the thousands of shells leaving the shore looking like someone had covered
it in gritty grey clay.
 It was so nice to get the ‘boots’ off, Blink mused, kicking her toes free and giving them a good stretch.
Useful though they were, they left her feet feeling cramped and stiff. The sand beneath her feet felt pleasantly
cold and damp, and soothing to her sore pads.
 Halli too had abandoned her boots on the damp sand, and now sat up on one of the taller stands of rock,
dabbling her feet in one of the ubiquitous rockpools. She looked... oddly sombre, with her lips pursed and a
faraway look in her eyes.
 Blink hesitated behind her. “Is everything all right?”
 The zaar glanced down. “Hmm?”
 “You just looked sad.” Blink climbed gingerly up to sit on one of the damp boulders next to her. She could
feel the rough, scratchy texture of the tiny crustaceans coating the rocks through even the thick fabric of her
trousers. “I’m sorry if I’ve done anything to hurt your feelings. I know I’ve not really been very useful, yet-”
 Halli’s face creased in a small smile. “It’s nothing you’ve done,” she reassured. “I’m just thinking.”
 “About?”
 Halli’s smile faltered, and she directed her gaze back out over the ocean, quietly. “I had a family, once,”
she explained, wistfully. “A long time ago. We had a little boat, and used to come down here in the summer
to fish, sometimes.” After a pause, and a cough to clear her throat, she added; “I lost all three of them.”
 Blink found she suddenly wasn’t really sure what to say. Of course, she should have anticipated that at
least some of the Library’s inhabitants had lost people they loved, but it still came as a bit of a shock to actually
hear it. “Do you miss them?” She blurted the words out before she really realised what she was saying. Stupid
question, of course she does! “I’m sorry, that was a stupid thing to say. I-I just meant... do-... do you-... we can
go back if you want, I just-”
 Fortunately, Halli interrupted before she could dig herself in too deep. “It’s all right. It was me that suggested
we come down here. I just...” She shrugged one shoulder, and smiled, sadly. “I’m used to not coming here
with anyone. I forgot how it affects me, sometimes.” She inhaled a long, steadying breath, before going on. “I
really should have got over it, by now; it all happened a lifetime ago. Everyone had to get on with life, as best
we could, just like we do at the moment. The world wasn’t going to stop turning just because people were
getting sick, we all still had to eat and keep warm and try to keep safe. I went out to work, and my husband
did his best to look after our two younglings, but I lost all three in the end.” Halli shook her head, reluctantly.
“Heff doesn’t discriminate. If you’re warm blooded, you’re a target.”
 Spontaneously, Blink gave her a hug. “I’m sorry.”
 “What are you sorry for?” Halli chuckled, tiredly, but let her head rest against the taller woman’s chest.
“You didn’t give it to us.” She sighed, softly, returning the gesture. “...but thank you.”
 Blink could feel her trembling, very slightly. “I didn’t mean to pry.”
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 “You weren’t to know.”
 The zaar’s quiet reassurance didn’t help the guilt that weighed like a physical substance on Blink’s
shoulders. She kept her arms around her, gently brushing the flat of her palm down her back, and wishing she
could hum, reassuringly, as she’d always done in the past. (Annoyingly, this new voice didn’t seem able to
generate the same soothing harmonics that she was familiar with, just a dull, monotone drone.)
 “Some days, I wish I’d followed them,” Halli admitted. “Or lost my mind like everyone else, at very least,
so I didn’t have to think about it. I still dream about heff giving me wings, so I can fly away some day.”
 “Well-... I hope you don’t fly away, just yet,” Blink said, quietly. “Maybe I’m being selfish, but I’m enjoying
your company.”
 Halli finally lifted her head from Blink’s shoulder, and coughed, trying to get rid of the tightness in her
voice. “You said you had a family, back home?” she prompted, hoping to change the subject.
 Blink nodded. “Yes. Well-... sort of,” she clarified, at least managing to laugh, grimly. “I don’t think I
deserve to call them family, as I haven’t made it very easy for them. They don’t deserve all the problems I’ve
caused them.” She studied her toes, and wiggled them slowly against the chilly seaweed. “It all seems like I’m
whining about nothing. In comparison to everything people here have gone through, you know?”
 Halli gave her a look. “You don’t seem like the sort to just whine about nothing.”
 Blink laughed, uneasily, and shifted her shoulders. Poor Halli had lost everyone she loved, under the most
horrible circumstances imaginable, and here she sat, whining bitterly about the most trivial, inconsequential
things. “Then I’m sorry I’ve misled you. Rae will confirm I rarely have anything important to get upset about.
It’s probably having a genuine problem to be upset about that’s shocked me into silence.”
 Halli nodded, thoughtfully, but remained quiet, to encourage her to go on.
 Having the zaar’s polite, understanding gaze on her made Blink unrealistically uneasy. She felt the need
to blurt out excuses to prove she didn’t really have anything to worry about. “My bearer had to bring me up
on his own, because my sire thought I was an obstacle and didn’t want me. Then, when I grew up, I fell in love
with my best friend.” Giving a voice to the words left her feeling... hollow. “I couldn’t bear the idea of sharing
her with someone. I turned into a horrible jealous clingy obsessive that just pushed everyone away.” She sat
on her hands, to keep them from trembling. The gritty surface of the shellfish-covered rocks pressed into her
palms – the discomfort gave her something to concentrate on. “I thought it was best to remove myself, before
I destroyed everything.” She drew in a steadying breath. “Now I won’t even get the chance to tell them where
I am, before-... uh, before anything happens.”
 “If you had the chance to speak to them,” Halli wondered, “would they come here for you?”
 Blink looked away, quietly. “I don’t know. I’ve not called them in months,” she admitted. “I wouldn’t
know what to say, apart from ‘sorry’.”
 Halli bumped her with her shoulder, and reminded, gently; “that’s a good start.”
 Blink glanced down at her, but Halli was looking away again.
 “I hope you get your chance to speak to them,” the smaller woman went on, without any hint of duplicity.
“It’d be nice to meet them, someday.”
 “Yeah,” Blink agreed, faintly. “It would.”
 Halli cleared her throat, awkwardly. “Look at me. I suggested we come here for something to eat, and
managed to distract both of us from actually eating,” she scolded herself. Fetching her knife out of the sheath
strapped to her thigh, she flattened the blade against the rock, next to what Blink had originally taken to just
be a bubbly, algae-covered discolouration, and carefully sliced off one of the ‘pebbles’. “Here.”
 “What is it?” Blink took it, gingerly. Holding it close to her face, she could see that it wasn’t actually solid,
but lots of individual overlapping plates, all growing up from the bottom.
 “A little plant. I forget the proper name.
 “What do I do with it...?”
 “Well, we were discussing eating, so...” Halli demonstrated, slicing off another of the little round plants
and popping the whole thing into her mouth.
 Warily, Blink copied, nibbling carefully at it; the waxy skin refused to yield to her teeth, at first. Pushing
it to the back of her mouth, she bit down more energetically, and the tiny round succulent exploded into a mass
of juice and tiny seeds in her mouth; she made a startled noise and almost spat it out, reflexively.
 Halli chuckled. “That caught me out first time, too,” she agreed. Brushing her hand through a tough little
plant growing in a shallow gully between two rocks, she added; “these are a little more palatable.”
 “I expected it to be solid,” Blink admitted, around the awkward mouthful, chewing carefully at the
individual seeds. “It... doesn’t really taste of much, either. Sort of... watery sugar.” She plucked up a couple
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of branches, and nibbled, dispiritedly. “It tastes like the sea smells,” she commented, quietly, studying the
finely divided branches and rolling them between thumb and forefinger. It looked almost like it was made of
plastic; fat, shiny and slightly translucent. “Sort of... salt, and mud, and seaweed.” Such a fragile thing, life.
Ended so easily.
 Halli leaned closer, and covered Blink’s free hand with her deformed ‘flipper’. “It’ll be all right.”
 Blink waved the straggly little branches, as though for emphasis. “How can it be? I’m like this stupid little
plant. Any day now, heff will come along and tear me up by the roots.”
 Halli kept her gaze steady. “Because you’re laima, you’re stronger than you think, and you have friends
around you. We’ll make sure you survive this.”

 The two women might have avoided the beach, had they realised they were being observed. Up on the roof
of a distant tower-block, keeping careful, suspicious watch over Library territory, a small male nyen sat by a
telescope, watching them with undisguised curiosity.
 So the Library had someone new in the group, eh? He licked his lips. Just the sort of thing the boss should
be made aware of. Perhaps they were survivors of that crash, a few days ago? Zinovy had seen the vessel come
down, in the mountains, but assumed that the occupants had died, or else escaped this wretched planet in the
smaller vehicle that followed it. Newcomers were just what the stagnant, boring city of Kust needed. And
women were just what one bored, sex-starved little hart needed...
 With their unusual, lab-built genetics, nyen tended to catch heff and bleed to death in very short order.
Where the average life-expectancy of any other species was at least a few months, most nyen with heff were
lucky to hit twenty days. Zinovy was one of few exceptions to the rule, and not only did he survive, he actually
came out stronger for it – strong enough that he fancied himself as a future leader.
 Tevak was the boss, of course, and Zinovy obeyed the gold-skinned giant without question – wouldn’t
dare act up, at least not openly! He actually valued keeping his body in good health – but that didn’t mean
Zinovy had to like him, or like his policies. His dark, suspicious little eyes were constantly roving for an
opportunity to knock Tevak off his pedestal, and take over. One day the giant brute would make a mistake,
and when he did, Zinovy would be in there, twisting the knife.
 He reapplied his eye to the telescope. One of the two on the beach was familiar to him – a fierce, aggressive
little fal who didn’t seem to be scared of anything and had on several occasions actually squared off against
him, when he’d intruded on her territory. She had lightning reflexes and wasn’t slow to use the little knife she
usually kept with her. He twitched his tailtip, irritably; she’d almost cut it clean off, once, with a lucky blow
from her blade, and a phantom reminder of the pain echoed right to the tail’s sensitive tip. She wasn’t what
interested him, though; if he never bumped into the aggressive, violent little whore ever again, it’d still be
soon.
 No, it was the newcomer that had Zinovy watching, rapt. Pretty little fessine, looked like – pale skin,
daintily built, nice little breasts, sand-coloured hair pulled up into bunches (or maybe ‘handles’?) on either
side of her head, and not too outlandishly tall, either. Pleasantly pocket-sized, in fact. The sort that could be
tucked away in a cupboard without any great fuss.
 And more importantly, apparently not bearing any hallmarks of infection. He licked his lips, curiously.
His tribe had precious few females, right now, and those that they did have – those that behaved like women,
anyway – were either ugly, or violent, or both. No sweet, meek little women to warm the bed of a needy male.
The only remotely good looking one had turned into a shrieking, flame-haired banshee that let no-one touch
her except Tevak and Asnate, and used her position as the boss’s favourite to keep all the others in line.
 Of course, he’d have to tell Tevak; trying to sneak this new little pretty thing into their building would
never work, and would probably earn him a beating, but if he played it just right, he might be allowed to share...
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 It took Blink and Halli three days of solid graft to finally get their cobbled-together wind turbine working
properly and generating enough electricity to run the pump and hallway lights. Three whole days of hard work
that left Blink with shredded fingertips and a layer of ground-in dirt that felt like it went all the way down to
her bones – and took about as long to scrub off – but somehow achieved the impossible. For those three days,
Blink managed to almost completely forget about the doom hanging like an anvil over her head, and the
unexploded bomb in her blood.
 The pair got a little cheer when the water pump ran for the first time in months – a cheer that made Blink
go scarlet and hide her face, but for the rest of the evening left her with a sort of proud, elated glow at finally
making herself useful.
 Satisfied, but filthy and totally exhausted, Blink curled up where she fell, not only too tired to eat the supper
Aron had prepared, but too tired even to make it to her own bedroom. She now lay sleeping quietly on one of
the threadbare old sofas opposite the cooking pit, leaving Rae to boggle at how she’d ever managed to get
comfortable enough to do so on cushions that seemed to be more spring than padding, when he returned from
helping with the evening clean-up.
 On a rickety old wicker stool on the opposite side of the fire, Odati sat and watched the young woman
sleep, a thoughtful frown creasing her brow. Rae watched her unfold a scrap of paper, and tip a carefully-
measured portion of tea – looked like that painkiller she made of ground-up bark, for her rheumatism – into a
mug of steaming water, clanking her spoon in the cup for so long it became obvious how distracted she was.
 It left him a little concerned about what might be preying on the vulline’s mind. “Hey,” he whispered,
trying to keep from disturbing his sleeping friend.
 Odati glanced up at his approach, grimacing briefly at the taste of her tea. “Hello, Rae.” She smiled and
moved her cane off the chair next to her so he could sit. “How are you?”
 “Oh, I’m all right.” Rae plopped down in the seat. “You just looked worried. Is there a problem?”
 “I’m not sure.” Odati tapped her forefingers against her lips. “I don’t think so, but-... well I’m really not
sure what to call it. I don’t want to be too hasty.”
 “Oh, god. Is this it?” Supper suddenly felt more like a hot stone, weighing down his stomach. “She’s getting
sick?”
 “That’s just it. She should be.” Odati pursed her thin lips and shook her head, spreading her hands in a
gesture of helplessness. “She should have got sick days ago – developed cramps, at least, if not started to get
belligerent and hallucinate. But she isn’t.” She shot a wary sidelong glance at him. “It’s been several days
since she was bitten. You’re sure it was a blight that did it?”
 Rae nodded, trying to work out what the vulline was getting at. “Well, as sure as I can be,” he clarified. “I
couldn’t identify the creature, and I can’t think what else would have been so blindly aggressive.” After a
fruitless second or two waiting for her to go on, he prompted; “You think I might have been wrong?”
 “I don’t know.” Odati shook her head. “But I’m beginning to wonder if what her friend did to her had some
other side-effects,” she mused. “If you can turn a machine into a living being... who is to say you can’t make
them immune to a particular disease, too?”
 Rae straightened up. “What?”
 Odati took a long time to compose her thoughts before replying – carefully, slowly, as though still sounding
it out to herself, working out if she believed it, even as she said it. “I think... that Blink is immune.”
 “That’s impossible.”
 The two looked around to see Sadie glaring at them from her seat in the shadows, just outside the circle of
light from the fire, her eyes glowing with the eerie green of reflected firelight. The tiny candle she used to light
her reading seemed to make the shadows around her even deeper.
 “No-one has ever been immune to heff,” the hind reminded, flatly. “Out of literally millions of infections,
you guys are living proof there’s only been a handful of very lucky survivors. Don’t you think we’d have had
someone with immunity before now, if it were possible?”
 “Under normal circumstances, I’d have agreed with you, but this is far from a normal situation-”
 “Oh come on. A laima catching heff is not unusual-!”
 Odati narrowed her eyes. “Now you’re being intentionally confrontational, Sadie. You know Blink’s
situation is more complicated than her just being another laima to catch heff-” She swallowed her rant before
she could get too involved in it, then sighed and pinched the brow of her nose. “Does it really sound so unlikely
to you? We’ve happily accepted that a machine could be made organic, and yet you refuse to consider the idea
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that the otherworldly power that managed it is powerful enough to give her immunity into the bargain?”
 “Well, we’re taking that with a great big dollop of faith, too,” Sadie retorted. “The fact she says she was
a machine doesn’t mean she’s not just very convincingly deluded.”
 “I used to work with her back in tiao’I, remember?” Rae cut in, quietly. “When she was a machine.”
 Sadie levelled an unimpressed glare at him. “Yeah, and you’ve got a crush on her so bad, you’d support
any lame-ass story she cranked out if it improved your chances of getting into her pants.”
 Hurt, Rae pursed his lips and hunched his shoulders. “She’s not attracted to males, if you forgot,” he
muttered, adding something sulky under his breath about it being a drunken mistake anyway, but didn’t overtly
challenge Sadie any further.
 Odati put up her hands, hoping for quiet. “Irrespective of whether we believe the rest of her story, and yes,
I accept that it’s... a little outlandish,” she pointed out, softly. “Just look at the timeline. She was bitten eight,
nine days ago. If this was a normal infection, she would be well into the incubation period, but she hasn’t even
started developing the first signs of sickness.” She gestured at the sleeping fessine. “She’s literally a picture
of health! Even if you don’t want to believe the rest of her story, you can’t argue with the facts sleeping right
there in front of us.”
 The two women matched glares, for a few moments, and Sadie at last backed down. She closed her book
with a quiet snap and blew out her candle. “Well, I sure hope you got it right, Odati,” she said, standing.
“Because if you tell her and you’re wrong? You’re gonna completely destroy her.”
 “You are sure about this, right?” Rae chased, uneasily, giving Odati a pleading look the instant Sadie had
disappeared indoors. “Maybe-... maybe we shouldn’t tell her, just in case... Not just yet, any way. I don’t want
to hurt her any more-”
 “Rae-... I do strongly believe in what I’m saying,” Odati repeated, more definitely. “I can’t think of any
other possible explanation. For someone with such a bad wound from a blight, to not develop symptoms after
all this time is unheard of – even if she was going to develop the placid form of heff, and even for a laima.”
She rested a gnarled old hand on his knee. “I know we have no way to prove it, yet, but I really think we should
tell her. It would be unkinder to keep this from her, to force her to spend even longer sitting wondering what
is going to happen, and when she’s going to get sick.”
 “But what if you are wrong, and we get her hopes up for nothing? I didn’t tell her about the significance
of the bite, straight away, and finding out from a magazine almost completely crushed her. I’m surprised she
still trusts me!”
 “Rae.” She took one of his hands in both of hers, and squeezed his fingers. “Trust me. I’ve seen too many
people get sick and die, and I know what to expect. I know it seems impossible, but I do have confidence that
this is the only possible answer.” She gave him a reassuring smile. “I think deep down, you believe me, too.
It makes too much sense for there to be any other solution.”
 “Blink did tell me Frond said she did it to save her life,” Rae confirmed, reluctantly. “It sounded ridiculous
at the time, because it put her more at risk of dying than she was as a machine, but... it does almost make sense,
now.”
 “We’ll have to make sure we take very good care of her,” Odati emphasised. “Her immunity makes her
incredibly valuable. She could be exactly the key we need to crack the cure.”
 Rae sighed, and scuffed at the dirt with his claws. “Some good that’s going to be, if we can’t get a message
offworld,” he groused.
 “Oh, I have every faith that people will come back here, even if it takes some time. We just need to make
sure Blink is kept safe until then. After all, a blight doesn’t have to infect you to kill you,” she reminded. “And
to lose someone so very special would be a tragedy.”
 Rae pursed his lips and nodded, but inwardly doubted how well it would go down. Even if her every need
was going to be attended, Blink was not the sort to sit patiently in a padded room, safe and secure, until some
mysterious time as her unique gift could be put to use. Sitting being waited on hand and foot was not her way
of doing things – she needed to be out, up and active, fixing things, being useful.
 “I’ll explain things to her,” the spur offered, keeping his concerns to himself. “She’ll probably need carrying
indoors anyway.”
 “Of course.” Odati nodded, and squeezed his shoulder. “Just make sure you’re not out too late, dear. The
fact we haven’t had a blight over the fence since Sarmis redesigned it doesn’t mean we never will.”
 Rae dropped into a crouch next to her chair, and for a few seconds watched the slow rise and fall of her
small chest. They’d stayed apart, the last few days, trying to give each other a little space, and he’d missed
having her company. It felt good to see her looking so placid, so relaxed. Her face had slackened in sleep, but
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the smallest trace of a satisfied smile still clung around her features; he couldn’t help smiling too, before
reaching out and giving her shoulder a little shake.
 The smile vanished as she stirred. She grunted quietly and put up her arms, in a warding-off gesture, flailing
a tired hand in an ineffective attempt to push him away. “...g’roff,” she slurred, barely awake. “...try’na sleep...”
 “Bee? You need to wake up,” he chased, gently. “You need to hear what Odati said. She says you’re not
going to get sick.”
 She blinked drowsily up at him just the once before closing her eyes and trying to hide her head under her
arms. “...m’really sorry Rae, but I think you’re a dream, so I’m gonna go back to sleep.”
 He gave her another little nudge, trying to keep her attention until she’d woken up properly. “This is
important, Blink-!”
 “...’nless I’m on fire, it can’t be that important you have to hassle me right now,” she protested, her voice
thick and drowsy, squinting up at him. “I’m really tired, Rae.” She rolled onto her front and hunched a shoulder,
defensively, keeping her arm in front of her face; her intense blue eyes glittered hotly from under her arm.
“Can’t it wait until morning.”
 It was a fair point – couldn’t it just wait until she’d had a good night’s sleep? Poor thing was exhausted,
barely able to stay awake, let alone keep her head up off the sofa.
 No, he finally decided, because both Odati and Sadie knew the old vulline’s theory, and he didn’t want
Blink to end up finding out after everyone else in the Library did – much as he wanted to trust the other two
women, he imagined this would be far too exciting news for either to keep quiet about. So not only would
finding it out from someone else be a nasty shock, because he had no doubt she’d suddenly get accosted by
everyone asking questions, when she finally got up, it also wasn’t fair for her to be the last to know!
 “You’re immune.” He held her blearily hostile stare, seriously. “You were bitten, but you’re not going to
get sick, because Frond made you immune to the disease.”
 For a few disbelieving seconds, she just stared at him, lips open. Then she sat up – bolt upright – as though
waking from a nightmare. “What?”
 “You haven’t got sick yet because your body has already fought off the virus. You’re immune. You won’t
–can’t – ever catch the fever.”
 Blink shook her head, having difficulty processing it. “You’re not just saying that?” she challenged, in a
voice barely more than a whisper. “To teach me a lesson, for rejecting you?”
 “Aw, Bee.” He took her hands into his own. “I know I messed up, and I could never say sorry enough to
hope to fix it, but do you really think I’d be so cruel as to do that to you?”
 She dropped her gaze, and shook her head.
 “I promise, I’m not making it up. I was just discussing it with Odati, while you were asleep. She says it’s
the only explanation for your continued good health, and I agree with her.” He settled on the chair next to her.
“Frond must have known about the disease, and fixed your immune system so it wasn’t a threat to you, any
more.”
 “Are you sure?” Her features had paled so much, it made her eyes almost luminous. Her ears had flattened
right down against her head, shocked. “I-I mean... how is it possible, I-... I thought no-one was ever immune-”
 Rae chuckled tiredly to himself. “We all have our priorities so messed up, lately. Frond turns you laima,
something maybe as complex as changing your structure right down to the atomic level, and we accept it
without batting an eyelash. Someone says they think she’s made you immune, too, and we want irrefutable
proof before we’ll even consider it.” He enveloped her in a spontaneous hug. “I’m just glad you’re gonna be
all right.”
 For a second or two, Blink remained frozen – a startled statue in his arms. Rae was just getting concerned
that he’d gone and spooked her again when at last she relaxed, letting her arms drift stiffly up around him and
resting her chin against his shoulder. She sat trembling silently for a very long time.
 “She-... she said she had to change me to fit the world,” Blink mumbled, faintly. “I just assumed she was
confused, putting me at risk of the disease instead of at risk of stasis, but she must have known.”
 “It wouldn’t surprise me,” Rae agreed. “Last time I met her, she was pretty cryptic. She probably didn’t
know how to make a straightforward explanation.”
 Blink let her arms drop, bonelessly, and sat forwards on her own. She rubbed one eye with the heel of her
hand. “...my brain hurts.”
 “After all that? I’m not surprised.” Try as he might, the spur couldn’t even begin to imagine what thoughts
must be whirling through his friend’s head, right now. In a period spanning less than 10 days, she’d experienced
more trauma than he had in his whole lifetime. Out of the corner of his eye, he watched her sway, precariously,
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forcing him to jump to catch her before she toppled off the chair. “You look like you need your bed,” he pointed
out, carefully propping her up.
 “I’m all right,” she protested, but the effect was ruined when she punctuated it with a yawn so wide and
so deep, it looked like her jaw was on the point of breaking. “All right. Maybe.”
 “After three days of non-stop hard work? Definitely, I’d say.” He scooped her up off the chair, and carried
her carefully across the overgrown square, to the Library steps. She felt like a rag-doll in his arms, all her
muscles gone slack and tired, and almost as light. “You’ve definitely earned your keep this week, huh.”
 She chuckled, feebly. Without lifting her head off his chest, she drowsily pointed out; “You can put me
down now, Rae.”
 “I know I can, but maybe I don’t want to. Besides, you won’t make it to your room, if I put you down, will
you?” He backed into the Library’s front door and scooted it open with his hip. “You’ll just find a corner to
crawl into to sleep, and complain about being stiff all tomorrow.”
 The little lights in the dark hallways proved that the wind generator was working very well; what had been
pitch-dark corridors yesterday were all now lit with delicate accumulations of little bulbs, just strong enough
to see by – mostly dainty strings of low-energy LED fairy lights, salvaged from shop somewhere, in shades
of white and blue and pink.
 Rae smiled at them as he made his way up the stairs and along the corridor to the ‘apartments’. Not only
did they remind him of the decorations his mother had put up around the family home when he was little, back
on Tejiva, they also proved an important point; See, I told you there was still a smart brain in that little head.
 Blink’s apartment was almost as far away as possible while remaining on the same floor, the last room but
one, right up the far end of the corridor and close to the big decorative hallway window that looked out over
what had once been a garden; his own room was on the next floor up. He set her down on the mattress and
covered her carefully with her blanket. “You sleep well, now, you hear?”
 “I don’t think I’m going to be able to get to sleep at all,” she confessed, snuggling down into her covers.
“I’m struggling to know what to make of it all.”
 “So don’t try and make anything of it, just yet.” He smiled. “Sleep now, and think about it in the morning.
You look knackered, hon, I bet you’re snoring before I even get back out into the corridor.”
 “Would you... maybe... stay a little while, with me?” she wondered, faintly. Although it was too dark to
see if she was blushing, her voice sounded like it was trying to hide down in her chest, and Rae guessed she
probably had gone pink again.
 “Sure,” Rae agreed, affably, lowering himself to the thin carpet next to the head of the bed. “You wanna
talk about anything?”
 “Not-... I just... I’m sorry I bit your ear,” she whispered, faintly. Her lips were close enough that he could
feel the air move as she spoke. “You, um. Alarmed me. A little.”
 “You didn’t hurt me. I promise.” He dabbed his fingers against her nose, and felt her nudge it into his hand.
“And I’m sorry I said nasty things to you,” he replied, quietly. “I know I said I was drunk, but... I guess I was
frustrated, too. You worry me, Honeybee, and I couldn’t work out how to get you to see it the same way I did.”
 “You don’t need to be worried about me-...” she protested, very quietly.
 “Except I am, Bee,” he interrupted. “I know you don’t like to make a fuss about things, and you don’t think
it’s important enough to bother other people about it, but people do care.” He glanced sideways, to meet her
gaze. “Why do you think I was so keen to get you talking to Sunbeam again?”
 “Skydash,” Blink corrected, softly, but didn’t seem inclined to interrupt otherwise.
 “It’s not because I wanted to watch you suffer, or rub your nose in it when you lost your nerve,” Rae went
on. “I was getting worried about you. You were self-destructing, slowly, on your own – I kinda hoped that
once you’d talked to your friend, you might feel better about yourself, maybe even think about going home.”
He snorted. “Just wasn’t expecting that Larissa woman to come along and scupper things.”
 He felt her nod, where her head rested against his hand.
 “You need someone, Bee,” he emphasised, glancing sideways to see the dim gleam of the hallway light
reflected in her eyes. “Being alone isn’t what your brain was designed for. You need someone to look after,
and be looked after by.” He sighed, and let his gaze drop to his knees. “I kinda stupidly thought I could be the
one to do it. I guess being drunk made me think I stood a chance, haha.”
 Her little hand crept out from under the covers, and he felt her fingers squeeze his shoulder. “...thank you
for caring about me, Rae.”
 “You’re my friend, Honbee. Of course I care about you.” He leaned as close as he dared, bumping noses.
“And I’m gonna find some way to get you to see you’re stronger than you think you are if it kills me.”
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 In spite of her exhaustion, Blink slept very poorly. Dreams plagued her sleep; dreams about finally going
home, but taking heff with her, and accidentally spreading it – first to her world, and then, worst of all, to her
family.
 The Library main door banged softly, rousing her from the nightmare of seeing everyone she loved
crumbling slowly away before her, literally disintegrating into rust in her hands. After several bewildered
seconds, sitting fruitlessly scouring the gloom for what had woken her and wondering where everyone had
gone, reality sank back in.
 Blink allowed herself to flop back against her mattress, panting, unsure if she was relieved to be out of the
nightmare, when waking dropped her straight back into another. It felt horribly disconcerting, the way she
could feel her pump pounding in her chassis, and her whole body felt twitchy, as though full of too much
energy. Was this what they called fight or flight? It was horrible, whatever it was.
 Wait. The Library door? Who in their right mind was going out at this time of the morning? Or more
importantly, who was breaking in? Blink rolled onto her front and crawled to her window, to peer out into the
gloom, but the dark was impenetrable. The sullen rind of moon hung so low to the horizon that the shadows
extending away from it were more like glimpses into the Pit, and only the thinnest seam of dawn lit the horizon,
the smear of such dim orange proving it’d be hours yet before the sun finally rose.
 Not fully understanding the hollow sensation of alarm building in her stomach, Blink crept to her door,
and surreptitiously slid the bolt across. She curled back up under her blankets, but couldn’t quite shake the
crawling sense of unease that seemed to have flooded her veins. Even as her consciousness began to float away
once more, she was still holding her breath, straining her ears for the slightest of sounds... but was so close to
sleep that the low, animal snuffle of heavy breathing along the bottom of her door, and the soft rattle of her
doorhandle, blended away into her dreams.
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 Whether it was due to residual adrenaline still pumping around in her blood, or just discomfort left over
from bad dreams, Blink woke unrealistically early the next day. For what felt like an interminably long time
(but was probably only a few minutes), she just lay and stared at her ceiling, watching as the golden
early-morning sunlight pouring in through her window slowly got stronger. She groaned quietly to herself and
rubbed her temples with both hands, trying to massage away a little of the tension that seemed to have built
up in her brain and around her eyes.

I really wish I could work out what went on, last night. Everything had blended together into a confusing
mess of poorly-recalled reality and half-remembered dreams.
 Immune? Not going to get sick – really? Ugh. She covered her face. Much as she wanted to feel happy,
like common sense said she should be... her brain hurt. So many conflicting things to try and untangle in her
mind. Part of her wanted to dance and laugh and sing, that she would get her second chance to do all the things
she’d run away from. Another part wanted to just curl up and hide away, not daring to believe it, until she got
concrete proof that it wasn’t yet another mistake, designed to crush her spirit even further into the dirt.
 Blink rolled onto her stomach and slid inelegantly off her bed, then stumbled her way downstairs, using
the wall to prop herself up. Her legs were so heavy and stiff, it felt like there must be lead in her toes. The
sound of heavy breathing and gentle snoring emanating from the various bedroom doors just seemed to rub
her nose in how exhausted (and how unable to sleep) she herself was. She grimaced and concentrated instead
on keeping her feet moving across the carpet. Didn’t seem possible that someone could be so tired, but so
cripplingly awake.
 She arrived downstairs to the empty dining room she’d expected, judging by all the sounds of snoring
above. Fingers of sunshine breaking through the vine-covered window gave the old furniture a warm,
watercoloured golden glow far more romantic than she felt anything here deserved. She poured herself a small
glass of pale yellow juice from the carton at the end of the counter, hoping the sharp, zesty taste would clear
the confused fog of sleep from her head, and sat down with it at the table, but ended up just staring blankly at
it, turning the glass quietly between thumb and forefinger.
 Immune. Why didn’t Frond tell her? Would it have really been that difficult? It wasn’t like she didn’t have
time, because they’d talked quite a lot in the minutes before Frond had put her plan into action. Blink propped
her head in her hands and heaved a sigh. Yet another bombshell to try and come to terms with. She half hoped
that it had just been a particularly vivid nightmare – it might have been disappointing, but at least she could
have understood it.
 Now she had to somehow completely up-end her whole world, and come to terms with a whole slew of
new facts. You’re not going to die imminently. You are instead going to live for – potentially, at least – a very
long time, stuck on a quarantined planet, with no way home, no way to call your family, essentially trapped
between two rival groups fighting each other over the few measly resources that are left, surrounded by the
sick and the dying.
 Even if you help develop a vaccine, there’s no guarantee you’ll ever get out. What good is being immune,
when soul-destroying boredom will kill you far faster than any disease could?
 Blink groaned pathetically to herself and let her head drop to the table.
 It was going to be a long day.

 Blink’s breakfast juice still sat in front of her nose, untouched, when the Library’s more long-term residents
began to stir. She listened to the feet thumping on the worn floorboards, and closed her eyes, wondering if it
wouldn’t have been better to stay in bed. Maybe if she pretended to be asleep, they’d leave her al-
 “Skeida, Bee! You’re immune?”
 Stifling a sigh, Blink levered her heavy eyelids back up, to find Aspazija’s concerned face very close to
her own. “It looks that way,” she confirmed, reluctantly, not sure if she felt up to discussing it. “According to
Odati, anyway.”
 “But that’s-... it’s incredible. Amazing! No-one-”
 “-...has ever been immune before, I know.” Blink covered her face with her hand. “I’m sorry, Zee. I really
don’t feel like I’m capable of discussing it, right now. It’s all a little overwhelming.”
 Aspazija slid into the next chair along; she looked a little hurt at the rebuff, but Blink couldn’t bring herself
to feel sorry for it. “You don’t think it’s wonderful?” she asked, faintly. “I-I mean... I didn’t mean to annoy
you, it’s just so... amazing.”
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 “Honestly?” Blink rubbed her temples. “It’s so mind-blowing, I’m not really sure what I should be thinking.
Mostly trying not to think at all.”
 Aspazija bit at the inside of her lower lip. “Sorry you had a rough night.”
 Blink pressed her lips together into an ironic line that wasn’t quite a smile, fixing a half-hearted glare onto
her juice glass. “How could you tell.”
 “Sorry.” Aspazija smiled, sympathetically. “Your eyes just look really sore, hon. I’ve got some gel which
might make ’em feel better, if you want to use some...?”
 Blink grunted and rubbed the heel of one hand against her face. Another annoying little aspect of biological
life to get used to; it wasn’t just damage that triggered pain alerts. Even doing nothing whatsoever could make
you stiff and sore. “That’d be nice,” she agreed, sagging in her chair until she was sprawled over the table.
“Thank you.”
 “Hold tight, I’ll go fetch it-”
 “No, no. If you don’t have it on you, it’s all right, it can wait. Have your breakfast first.” Now she’d been
prodded into a semi-alert wakefulness, Blink had no desire to drift back into a doze again – if she couldn’t get
properly to sleep, she had the feeling that dozing with a muggy head and aching back would just make things
worse. “Ngh.”
 Aspazija picked through the fruit in the basket on the sideboard, and selected the least dented one. “Bad
dreams?”
 Blink closed her eyes again, and let her chin rest on her folded arms. “Dreams? I couldn’t sleep,” she
groaned, softly. “I’ve never had this trouble going offline before. When I need to rest, I just engage my
dormancy protocols, and that’s it. Last night, I must have woken up every hour or so. I feel worse than I did
before I went to bed.”
 Aspazija leaned closer to rub her shoulders, gently; the top of the other fessine’s back was tight with a
series of hard knots of muscle, probably from a mixture of bad sleep and hard work. “You have a lot to think
about,” she sympathised, squeezing her fingers and trying to coax the worst knots to relax. “I don’t think I’d
sleep well, either.”
 Blink made a feeble groaning noise, letting her forehead rest on her arms. “All I want is a little stability,
right now.” Her voice came out muffled by her clothing. “Instead, every time I think I have things straight in
my mind, my world turns in the opposite direction.”
 Aspazija kept up her gentle squeezing until Blink’s breathing deepened into a doze. “What do you think,
Sadie?” she wondered, quietly.
 “Hm?” The hind sat in her usual corner, keeping out of the way. She flicked her tailtip, irritated, drumming
warningly against a chairleg. “So you guys want my opinion now, huh?”
 Aspazija gave her a pleading glance, as if to say not now? “Come on, Sayd. You don’t have to take your
squabble with Odati over into everything else you do,” she reminded. “You know more about heff than anyone
here. What do you think?”
 The hind spread her hands. “Well, who am I to argue with the Library’s resident healer?” she drawled.
“It’s something that’s never happened before, but if Odati says she’s immune, then who am I to argue?”
 “Do you just not like for her to be right?”
 Sadie’s drumming picked up, subtly – like the warning sound of a defensive rattlesnake. “Well, for one,
that’s not what I said. What I said was, it’s never happened before, and it seems unlikely.”
 “She’s here, and she’s alive, and she’s not got sick yet. Why is it so unlikely?”
 “I don’t know, maybe because heff was designed to be incurable, and no-one – out of a population of
millions – has ever been immune before? Pssh.” Sadie took a nonchalant bite out of the fruit she’d chosen for
breakfast. “Come on. We’re supposed to believe a bit of handwavium from an omnipotent alien, who just
happens to have now died so we can’t question it, in a story we’ve got second, third hand from this girl and
her would-be mate, instead of all the science we’ve learned in all the years since the blood fevers were
released?” She waved the fruit in a one-armed shrug. “Isn’t it more likely we’ve got a very confused little
fessine, here, who may already be cooking up a bout of placid heff – maybe already sick, maybe already
hallucinating, I don’t know? I mean, frick, she’s got a surface wound on her shoulder that her friend only thinks
was caused by a blight! She might be just another psycho!”
 “Rae saw it happen. Blights are pretty easy to identify, if you’d forgotten.” Aspazija dropped her voice to
a near whisper, moving a little closer around the table. “And it’s kinda rude, don’t you think, talking about her
like she’s not here?”
 Sadie waved her concerns away with an idle flip of her hand. “Give me an armful of her blood and the key
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to the Institute, and I’ll tell you for sure if chickie, here,” she pointed with the tip of her tail, “is immune. No
magic tricks, just good honest science. Sure, I wanna know for definite as much as anybody, but I’m not gonna
swallow up the fewments Odati is dropping without some proper proof.”
 “We don’t know for absolute definite sure that no-one’s ever been immune before,” Aspazija challenged.
“I mean not everyone that died did so because they caught heff. Some got killed in the rioting.”
 Sadie inclined her head. “See, this is why I don’t make a habit of volunteering my expertise,” she growled
out, with a little glare. “If it doesn’t fit into your preconceived little worldview, then you don’t wanna know.”
She put up her hands, as though in despair. “Story of my freaking life.”
 “I appreciate it.”
 Both women glanced down to find Blink watching them, quietly. Sadie had the decency to look embarrassed
for assuming the fessine wasn’t listening.
 Blink managed a tired smile. “Thank you, Sadie.”
 “For being rude about you because I thought you were asleep?”
 Blink propped her head on one hand. “For being honest. I’d rather not be told everything is all fine, when
we all know it isn’t – not really.”
 “Odati might be right, you know...”
 “Or I might just be another crazy fessine with an over-active imagination-”
 From out in the corridor there came the scramble of footsteps, and the main door banged, noisily. All three
glanced in the direction of the hallway, alarmed.
 “Sounds like trouble,” Aspazija pointed out, unnecessarily, following the noise; Sadie hastily followed
her, fruit clutched between her teeth and carrying a carton of juice in the curling tip of her tail.
 Blearily, Blink followed them, very nearly falling off her chair when her legs failed to keep up with her,
and trying not to drag her toes. She knew she wouldn’t be much use in a fight, if there was trouble brewing,
but she didn’t want to be caught completely off-guard. She bumped into Odati – almost literally – in the Library
foyer; the old vulline looked just as alarmed by the commotion, reluctantly joining Blink in the Library window
to look out.
 The instant Blink got a good look outside, the reason for the noise became apparent. On the far side of the
triple fence that formed the Library perimeter there stood an individual she hadn’t yet met, a giant that towered
over everyone, including Sarmis – Blink suspected the top of her head would come barely to his elbow. Covered
in a pebbly gold skin, and with huge claws on his splayed toes, he looked more like some kind of prehistoric
monster than a fellow survivor of the virus.
 Immediately fully awake, Blink sucked back a gasp, her hand flying up to cover her mouth. Although she’d
never laid eyes on the monster before, she knew instinctually who he was.
 “Stay back, dear,” Odati whispered, urgently. “No need to tempt fate.”
 Blink had no intention of arguing. She could only imagine one person that would cause such alarm in the
Library, and didn’t want to advertise her presence to him. “Is that Tevak?”
 Odati just nodded, at first. “It would be best you didn’t let him see you.”
 “I didn’t plan on it.” Blink shrank back further, trying to watch the goings-on outside via a little window
alongside the door. She couldn’t deny that the stranger had rather roguish good looks, with that squarely
powerful build and thoughtful brown eyes – but he made her shrink down, inside. She sensed that he’d treat
her like just a warm, convenient piece of meat, if he ever got his hands on her.
 A handful of Library residents, Rae included, had gathered uneasily in the square in front of the building,
headed by Sarmis, who stood on the other side of the fence, as close as he could get to the stranger, pacing
agitatedly up and down; he looked like he was gearing up for a physical confrontation of some kind.
 “You’re in our territory,” Sarmis pointed out, unable to stand still. Blink could see his balled fists trembling.
“If you don’t leave now-”
 “You’ll do what, exactly, huh Ghost?” the giant interrupted, before Sarmis could get very far. His face
spoke of an individual trying to be friendly, but his voice emerged as barely more than a guttural snarl. “I’m
outside of your stupid fence, ain’t I? Maybe I got lost.” He spread his hands in a dismissive gesture.
 “What do you want?”
 “Ohh, nothin’.” He leaned on the fence, meaningfully; the sturdy wire bowed under his weight. “I just
wanna see these new folk what have arrived. The ones you’re keeping away from us.”
 “How do you know about them?”
 Tevak smiled a slow, reptilian smile that wasn’t echoed in his eyes. “Come on. When does anything happen
in your little farmstead that I don’t hear of? My sneak spotted the lass when she was down on the beach. I just
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wanna see if she’s as pretty as he reckons.”
 Back in her hiding place, Blink flinched. People really were going to keep chasing her around until she
found a way to make herself ugly.
 Odati patted her shoulder, reassuringly, before slipping past her and down the steps. “We’ve already done
introductions for you, Tevak,” she explained, raising her voice and staring him down, unafraid. “No-one seemed
inclined to come looking for you.”
 “After you and your lies?” He waved a dismissive hand, idly. “I ain’t surprised. So much for ‘it’s only fair
we let ‘em decide where they wanna be’, right? Who knows, maybe your new girl would rather be with us.”
He puffed up his chest, a little, trying to look more impressive than he already did. “With a real male, who
can look after her properly.”
 “You can’t look after anything properly,” Odati corrected. “Particularly not something delicate. ”
 “I got a firm hand, Deets. Just being strict doesn’t mean I don’t got a gentle touch, when I wanna.” He
flexed long, slim golden fingers, and licked a claw. “I can be properly delicate with the ladies. Just ask my
girls.” A long, forked purple tongue flashed out over his lips. “Gimme a few moments alone with your baby
girl and I betcha I can convince her.”
 “I don’t mean to interrupt,” Rae cut in, warily – the giant seemed to have shocked his voicebox into
assuming only a near-whisper. “But, um. My friend doesn’t much care for men – not in a romantic sense, at
least. You’ll only be wasting your time.”
 Tevak directed his cool stare onto the spur. “And you’re the voice of experience, right?” He curled his lip,
dismissively. “Can’t possibly imagine why she’s not interested in you, newling. Get more meat off a jet of
cold water.”
 Rae pursed his lips and backed down, embarrassed. Although he could think of plenty of insults to counter
the names he’d been called, that would involve riling this mountain of muscle, and those slabs of steak it had
for hands would probably crush his face off with very little effort. Making an enemy at this stage of the game,
barely a few days in? Yeah, no. Particularly not in this role as unofficial “ambassador” of tiao’I.
 Tevak smirked at his early victory. “Wow. If that’s enough to beat you, you really gotta grow a spine. No
wonder that old woman let you stay, when she kicks any other healthy male out.”
 Rae glanced back at Odati.
 The old female rolled her eyes. “One, male, Tevak. And he was a thief. I have no patience for criminals.”
 The giant snorted and looked back at Rae. “You wanna watch that one.” He gestured a claw at Odati. “She’s
more tricky than she looks.” He leaned into the fence again. “Now are you guys gonna give me what I want?
Because all this talk, talk, talk, ain’t gonna make me forget.”
 “You’ve seen our newcomer already-”
 Tevak’s bark startled even Odati into silence. The crest of straggly green feathers on his head flared up
into an aggressive halo that made him look even bigger. “I ain’t stupid!” He laced his fingers through the wire,
and laid down his ultimatum, his voice a low rumble of threat. “Either you guys bring the girl out, or I climb
in there and look for her myself.” He hooked the claws on his right foot into the mesh, for emphasis. “Or did
you forget I already proved this stupid wire ain’t gonna stop me?”
 “You just try it,” Sarmis growled, backing off a step or two so he had room to manoeuvre, sunlight glittering
off the knife that suddenly appeared in his hand.
 “Why, you gonna poke me with that toothpick if I don’t?” Tevak bared his very prominent, very sharp
teeth.
 “... it-... it’s all right, Sarmis.”
 Everyone turned to find Blink descending the steps, very carefully, trying to keep her trembling knees from
giving way beneath her. “I’m not scared,” she lied, softly. “I don’t mind saying hello.”
 The white spur shot her a brief, concerned glance, but kept most of his attention on Tevak.
 Tevak smiled, satisfied, demonstrating a mouthful of irregular teeth. “Well, you should be scared, sweetie,”
he growled, amused. “Skinny little thing like you should be scared of everything, on this nasty mud-ball world.”
He lifted his chin, approvingly. “You’re the other newling, huh?”
 Blink struggled to meet the hungry stare. “I’m just a visitor-”
 “Well, you should come ‘visit’ us, some time.” He leaned closer into the fence and licked his lips. “We’d
look after you real good. Wouldn’t even make you work for our, ah... protection.”
 The way he looked at her, as though he were sizing up a head of livestock, made Blink’s skin crawl; she
ducked just behind Rae. “I’d rather stay here, thank you.” It took a supreme effort to keep her voice from
trembling. Rae put his hand out for her; her fingers closed like iron bands around it. “I like the people here,
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and I don’t mind working.”
 “Yeah, yeah.” Tevak laughed. “Well, you wanna watch who you shack up with, sweets. Not all the folk
here are so noble as they pretend to be.”
 Blink steeled her nerve. “If the stories they’ve told me about you are true, you don’t seem to know the
meaning of the word. So I’m staying here, thank you. Away from you.”
 A look of displeasure flickered across his face. “Oh, you’ll change your mind about where you’re staying
soon enough, you snooty li’l brat.” He pointed a threatening claw. “And I’ll be sure I’m there to see it.”
 Halli joined Sarmis at the fence. “All right, Brute. You’ve said your piece. Now leave us alone.”
 “You better watch your step, Tiny.” He stabbed a finger at her. “The only reason I’m not over there, planting
my foot in your face, is that I’m outnumbered.”
 Halli bristled, the hair on the back of her head fluffing out. “You keep thinking that, you big co-”
 Sarmis clapped a hand over Halli’s mouth, before she could say anything to infuriate Tevak any further.
“Go away, and we won’t come over there after you,” he suggested, softly. “Don’t mistake our unwillingness
to fight for cowardice. As you rightly pointed out, you’re outnumbered.”
 Tevak grunted, dismissively. “Whatever.” He met Blink’s gaze, briefly. “Be seeing you, sweets.”
 Sarmis watched their unwelcome visitor disappear down the grassy high street. “Not if we can help it.”
 Blink finally let herself breathe; only once Tevak had disappeared did she finally release Rae’s hand from
the crushing deathgrip she’d had it in. He gave her a wary smile, propping her up until her wobbly knees got
their strength back.
 “So, uh.”
 They turned to find Sadie watching, sucking nonchalantly on the straw in her carton of juice.
 “You wanna explain what you meant by ‘visitor’?” the hind wondered.
 “...yeah, Bee.” Aspazija came awkwardly closer, scratching the back of her neck. “Was that just for Tevak’s
sake, or are you actually, y’know. Don’t want to be here, any more?”
 “She doesn’t have to stay here,” Halli guessed, sombrely. “Not now she’s immune. She can go anywhere
she wants.”
 Uncomfortable under the weight of every questioning gaze out in the square, Blink studied her laced fingers.
“Well, it’s true, in a way,” she confirmed, quietly. “I am, technically, still mostly a visitor. I do ultimately want
to get back to my family, if I can get in touch with them. And-... this is your home, I shouldn’t take it, or any
of you, for granted.” She bit her lip, and glanced up around herself. “I’m sorry if I seemed ungrateful for your
kindness. I don’t plan on going anywhere, unless you want me to leave.”
 “...we don’t want you to leave,” Halli confirmed, quietly; Blink responded with a small, grateful smile.
 “Besides, it’s not like there’s a lot of places we could go, if we did want to go anywhere,” Rae joked,
cautiously. “The only place we wanna go is the only place we can’t get to, right now.”

 Blink remained uncharacteristically quiet all the way up to supper – listening to the conversations flowing
around her, but not really reacting to any of it.
 “What are you thinking about, Bee?” Aron prompted, watching Blink carefully wipe the same small piece
of bread around her supper bowl for the fifth time.
 “Hm?” The fessine glanced up.
 Aron smiled. “Welcome back.”
 “I’m sorry, what?”
 “You seemed to be away on a cloud. I just wondered what you were thinking about.”
 “Oh!” Blink smiled, sheepishly, finally eating her last chunk of bread. “Sorry. It’s-... nothing, really. It’s
probably just silly.”
 “Try us.”
 Blink studied her bowl for a minute or two, aware that everyone nearby was watching her again. “I just-...
I’m going to try and get into the Institute,” she explained, steel underlining her soft words. “I think it might
be my only chance to get in contact with my people.”
 A collective noise of surprise rose from the group.
 “No-one has got into the Institute in the last twenty years or so,” Sadie pointed out. “God knows we’ve
tried enough times, their security is just too tight. What makes you so sure you can?”
 “Well, I’m not sure.” Blink smiled, sadly. “I’m just determined to give it my best shot. Even the best
security has to have a hole in it somewhere – a back way in, in case anything goes wrong – and I want to think
I stand a fair chance at finding it.”
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 Sadie smiled a lopsided, toothy smile. “If you do get in... would you let me come with you?”
 Blink held her gaze seriously. “Of course I would. I’d give you that blood sample, too.”
 Sadie actually looked embarrassed, looking away and scratching the back of her neck. “I kinda thought
you wouldn’t have heard me say that, seeing as you looked mostly zonked.”
 Odati cleared her throat. “I hate to be the bearer of bad news, but you do all realise that if word gets out to
the Hesgeri consulate that Blink is immune, her worth as a person will suddenly be vastly less than her worth
as a commodity?”
 Blink frowned, her ears folding warily back. “What do you mean?”
 “There’s something in your blood that prevents you from catching a killer disease that has decimated a
dozen worlds. A chemical so rare, there are governments who will stop at nothing to keep it safe. Do you really
think they’ll let you remain free?” Odati shook her head, tailtip twitching. “If you let word get out, they’ll
come along and snatch you up so fast, your feet won’t touch the ground.”
 “I can’t keep something so important a secret, Odati-”
 “But-... you don’t wanna be locked away in some government facility for the rest of your life, do you?”
Aspazija wondered, faintly. “We’ll have to kidnap you, so they can’t find you.”
 Blink shook her head. “But if I’m the key to the cure? I want to – have to – give this world the best chance
I can. Yes, all right, I have an ulterior motive. Perhaps it’s purely selfish, but once we’ve cured the disease,
and trade is opened back up, I can get back out there.” She glanced up at the stars. “I need to find my family.
I’m going to get off this world, and I’m going to find my family, and I’m going to spend my last days with
them. If I can never find Frond’s people? So be it.” She studied the circular pattern scarred into her palm, and
ran her thumb carefully across the intricate white lines, fine as a fingerprint. Her voice dwindled to a murmur,
barely audible. “At least I’ll have ensured their last memories of me won’t be such bad ones. They won’t grow
up thinking I abandoned them because I was ashamed of them.”
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 Blink awoke next morning to a clap of thunder so loud and overhead, she was mostly convinced the Library
was actually exploding, and promptly fell off her mattress, tangled in blankets. She spent several seconds
cowering under the bed, lost in a bewildered fog bordered by dreams she couldn’t quite remember, trying to
work out who was bombing them, and why. She could feel her racing heart pounding against her ribs, as though
it were trying to break all the way out, stopping her thinking straight.
 At last, reality had gently shredded away enough layers of sleep to let her wake up all the way, and the soft
growl of thunder outside reassured her that they weren’t under attack at all. Peeking out of her window, she
found her view of the street significantly obscured by raindrops. A family group of sad, soggy little animals
had taken shelter in the corner of her mossy windowsill, just in the lee of the gale, out of the rain; they looked
warily up at her, but seemed more scared of going back out into the rain than they were of her.
 Speaking to her friends over a late breakfast, Blink found that it was actually rather routine, for this time
of year. Unpredictable summer thunderstorms regularly blew in off the ocean, bringing with them a maelstrom
of stinging hail and cold rain that forced everyone to sprint for shelter indoors, lest the deluge beat them flat
into the mud. For the rest of the day and well into the evening dusk, the thunder raged impotently outside,
beating electric fury against the Library walls, but the stone held firm under the onslaught.
 The storm left the sky bruised and purple as it passed. The thunder might have exhausted itself, but the
driving rain hung around for a further two days, unwilling to relinquish its hold on the city, as though trying
to drown the Library for its impudence.
 A strange kind of quiet, peaceful lethargy descended on the Library residents. It was almost as if the rain
physically washed away everyone’s drive to do anything, including Blink’s. Cooped up inside, and increasingly
bored, the fessine alternated between the shelves of the library, browsing through the dusty old books and
privately bemoaning the inadequacy of the engineering section, and her room, sprawling out on her bed to
listen as the rain beat against her window, the wind groaning quietly through the gaps in the frame. The
mysterious Kust Institute looked more and more appealing with each book she pored over.
 The sound of the falling rain was pleasantly soporific, after the furious thunder that had come before it;
soft, gusting rattles against the glass that had her dozing before too long, and then fully asleep not long
afterwards. She spent a large chunk of the third day curled up in bed, catching up on the sleep that had been
so hard to find in the previous days, content under her blankets. The driving rain outside just seemed to make
her room so much cosier, her blankets warmer and softer.
 The fourth next day dawned bright and breezy, the sweet scent of damp soil and bruised vegetation lingering
in the air. Blink opened her window and sat on her windowsill for a little while, enjoying the feel of crisp,
dew-laden summer air on her face, watching as the sun crept over the horizon. Even the sunshine seemed
strangely invigorated, now the deluge was over.
 She made her way downstairs with a much lighter step than she had for days; even the sound of snoring
didn’t annoy her as much as it had before. “Good morning,” she greeted, sleepily, joining her friends in the
indoors kitchen.
 “Oh!” Halli jumped and actually blushed, her exotically-marked features darkening. “Um, Hi. You’re up
earlier than I was expecting.”
 Blink selected a fruit from the basket and a couple of coarse biscuits, then plopped her weight down on
one of the stools, tucking her feet up on the rails. “If that’s a jab at the way I’ve slept in, the past two days-”
 “No, no. I was just anticipating getting a little longer to finish this.”
 Blink took a bite from her fruit, and studied first the small pile of food on the table, and the coarse bag
hanging off the back of one of the high-backed stools, its drawstring mouth gaping at the ceiling. Then she
looked at Halli, just... staring at her, blankly, for several seconds, as if that would somehow miraculously
resolve her puzzlement. “...you lost me. Finish what?”
 “I, um.” Halli looked awfully self-conscious, concentrating on stowing the food carefully into the bag.
“Well, I was going to ask if you wanted to hike out to the Institute, now the weather’s improved. It’s close to
a full day, there and back. I have nothing to do, and, well. Just thought it’d be nice, now it’s not raining.”
 Blink straightened up, a little. “What?”
 “Well, if you want to get into the Institute, you need to know what you’re trying to get into. Right?”
 Blink gave a funny little excited squeak, then clapped her hand over her mouth and laughed, embarrassedly.
“You mean it?” she challenged. “You’re not just saying it? I thought it was too dangerous, too far away?”
 Halli nodded, her blush beginning to fade. “Of course I’m not just saying it.” She shrugged a shoulder, as
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if to prove how big a deal it wasn’t. “It’s really not worth getting excited about, it’s just a walk, and something
to eat. So long as we keep an eye out for blights, we’ll be fine.”
 Blink couldn’t help giggling. “But it’s not just a walk, is it? It’s the Institute. The quicker I get there-”
 “The quicker you can work out how to pick the locks, we know.”
 Blink glanced around to find Sarmis lounging against the doorframe. The tall spur snatched up a fruit and
hopped onto a stool, feet tucked beneath him in a crouch. “Don’t be too disappointed when you can’t get in.”
 “It’s impregnable, I know. At least I’ll start getting some ideas of how to make it less so.”
 He gestured with his fruit. “So you’re not afraid of bumping into our old friend Tevak, then?”
 Blink bit her lip. “Well, of course I am. But Kust is a big city, and he can’t be everywhere.” She hesitated
and gave him a semi-pleading frown. “Right?”
 The white spur pursed his lips and inclined his head in a sort of facial shrug, then smiled and nodded. “So
long as you stick to the streets where he can’t see you heading out in the first place, I guess you might be ok.”
 Blink squeaked gleefully and bounced on the spot. “Brilliant!”
 Her laughter became infectious, and soon everyone was giggling. Sarmis grinned. “Girl, if that’s what gets
you excited, you really need to get out more.”
 Everyone hushed at the soft clunks of Odati’s stick on the wooden floor outside. She gave everyone in the
room a long, suspicious stare when she finally came in. “What’s going on in here?”
 “We’re going out to the Institute!” Blink explained, breathlessly. “Halli and me. With a picnic!”
 A flicker of something that wasn’t quite concern – almost frustration? – flashed through Odati’s face. “Oh
really.”
 “Isn’t it exciting?!”
 Odati folded her arms, her nose wrinkling. “I’d be more inclined to call it foolhardy, not to mention
ungrateful. After everything we’ve done to protect you, you feel like repaying it by rushing off into the wild,
where we can’t help you, maybe even get yourself killed?”
 Blink visibly deflated. “I... didn’t think about it that way,” she admitted, her excitement quickly fading.
 “Well, that much was obvious.”
 “Lay off, Odati,” Halli griped, continuing to pack. “If you want to yell at anyone, yell at me; it was my
idea.” She yanked the drawstring closed with her good hand. “And it’s only a walk, it’s not like we’re going
into Tevak’s territory. We’ll be back before it gets dark-”
 “Just explain to me.” Odati reached out to cover the last couple of pieces of food not yet packed, so the
zaar couldn’t pick it up. “What, exactly, you are playing at, Halli?”
 “I already explained. Going for a walk, with a friend. I don’t have to ask your permission to go outside the
perimeter.”
 “No, but you might want to discuss things with that woefully useless sense of self-preservation that you
seem to have instantly developed around her. What made you think this was a remotely good idea?” Odati
wondered, softly, keeping her grizzled hand on the fruit. “It’s only been a few days since he came along, and
you know he’s watching us. Is dragging Blink off outside the protection of the Library really a good plan?”
 Halli stared her out, patiently, until Odati removed her hand. “Maybe not,” the zaar admitted, setting the
soft fruit into a plastic box to stop it getting crushed. “But we’re going in the opposite direction, away from
him, and into unclaimed territory. He never goes out towards the Institute. There’s nothing out there that he
wants! Unless he sees us go, he’ll assume she’s still here, and we’ll be fine.”
 “Besides,” Blink cut in, delicately. “I’d like to go out. I haven’t really had the opportunity to see much of
Kust, since I arrived. If it wasn’t raining, I was working, and before that I was just too scared to take notice of
much.”
 “Speaking of rain, I need you to help fix the roof,” Odati decided, in some amount of desperation. “The
storm blew a section of tiles off one of the rear storage rooms. It’s already drenched, inside; the sheets will all
need washing again and the paper goods are all ruined. This won’t be our last storm this season, not by a long
shot, and we need to get the roof patent again or we won’t be able to use that room any more.”
 “But-”
 “No buts. You’re both the best at building things, here. I don’t trust anyone else to do as good a job as
you.”
 Whatever smiles the two women might have once worn had now been completely rubbed away.
 “Yeah, yeah.” Halli dumped the bag down on the sideboard, with an exaggerated sigh. “I’ll get right on
it...”
 “Wait a moment, Hal... Odati, ma’am?”
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 The old vulline whirled to glare at the speaker. “What?”
 “It won’t take all twenty five of us to repair one small section of the roof.” Sarmis smiled, patiently. “I
know you feel obliged to protect her, but it’s Bee’s decision if she wants to go out. Like Halli said, if they stick
to the back routes and take the forest track out onto the headland, he won’t even realise she’s not here.”
 Odati planted her hands on her hips and glared. “And if he comes along a second time? Threatens to come
in and look for her himself, again?”
 “Then we’ll make something up. It’s not exactly difficult, and it’s not like he’d be in any place to tell we
were lying to him. We could explain that she went off to the west, to forage for supplies at a builder’s merchants
while the weather was good.” He spread his hands. “He won’t be any the wiser, and he’ll spend all day running
around in circles looking for someone who’s not even there any more!”
 Odati harrumphed and muttered something growly in her native language. “Fine, then. I don’t like it one
little bit, but since I’ve been outvoted, again...” She waved a threatening finger at Sarmis. “If anything goes
wrong, consider yourself responsible.”

 The two women set out from one of the Library’s former fire doors; south facing, out of sight of Tevak’s
territory. The small stone balcony outside the second-floor exit had an old but well-tended extendable ladder,
which took an escapee (or an explorer) all the way down to the ground outside the perimeter fence.
 “Have fun, girls!” Sarmis called after them, standing on the balcony; both waved in return, and the breeze
blew a tinkle of laughter back to his ears.
 Standing beside him, Odati folded her arms and watched them walk away down the overgrown street, her
tailtip flicking angrily. “I have no idea how I let you talk me into agreeing with this, Sam. They’re ambling
quite happily off into the jaws of danger, and we just let them go.”
 Sarmis patted her shoulder, gently. “Aw, they’ll be all right. You know Tevak never goes to the south
headland. There’s nothing out there, except the Institute.”
 Odati snorted. “Nothing – except a pretty, defenceless little trophy he’d love to get his claws into.” She
waved a threatening finger for emphasis. “You know how valuable she is? She won’t last a few heartbeats on
her own, and she’ll have no way of calling for help when he comes after her.”
 Sarmis gave her shoulder a little squeeze. “Look, Blink will be absolutely fine, unless someone tells him
they’ve gone that way – and who in their right mind is gonna do that, huh?”
 Odati glanced up at him, suspiciously, and muttered under her breath. “Perhaps you’re forgetting there are
plenty around here who are not in their right mind...”

 Much of southern Kust looked like the same undergrowth-choked streets that Blink had travelled through,
on her way to the Library for the first time. Shopfronts gaped wide to the elements, their windows broken like
jagged teeth, and vines scrambled up and choked the sad, abandoned apartment blocks. Wildlife hadn’t taken
long to move in since the people had gone – small hooting deer scampered away from them, bounding down
the street as though they wore springs on their dainty feet, their scolding voices echoing off the artificial cliffs
and making it sound like there were dozens more of them than there really were.
 They travelled first directly south, through the narrow suburban streets until they reached the remains of
the coastal road, then joined a road that meandered in a more easterly direction, echoing the way the coast
curved round. The buildings thinned out, to what had once been expensive suburban homes, lost deep in their
overgrown gardens, but these too thinned out and dwindled away, eventually disappearing altogether as they
moved on into what looked like it had once been a public park, crisscrossed with paved walkways. Twenty
years of being untended had turned the smooth grasslands into an overgrown wasteland, erupting with clumps
of thorny, brambly vines and scrub that in places had swallowed the paths altogether. Only the road remained
clear, and in places it looked like that was only because the residents had worked hard to keep it that way.
 The coast curved gently around and into the sea, forming a huge, rocky headland that pointed out to the
east. The remains of the park finally turned into genuine, ancient woodland; stumpy, gnarled old trees with
thick trunks crawling with symbiotic vines, and fearsome, prickly stinging shrubs that they avoided at all costs.
The skirts of forest gave way to a kind of scrubby moorland, and then to tough grass, cropped short by a
combination of wildlife and wind.
 Blink turned to gaze out over the water, her breath momentarily stolen away by the view. Kust looked
eerily beautiful – a derelict city, true, but rampant with new life. Like a long lost ancient civilisation, peeking
up through the trees of the reclaiming jungle. A gentle curve of pale white sand softened the outline of the bay,
further north than the Library’s rocky shore. She could hear but not quite see the waves surging against the
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rocks somewhere below; the tang of mud and salt and seaweed hung in the air.
 Halli clicked her tongue, to attract Blink’s attention. “We’re almost there.”
 They rounded one final corner, passed through one final cluster of trees, and at last, Blink got her first good
look at the Institute. And stopped dead in her tracks, jaw dropping.
 The research complex seemed to have been carved straight out of the grassy hillside, angled perfectly to
gaze out across the ocean. A giant flat notch cut into the gentle green slope formed the paved parking area in
front, dotted with exotic, well-tended trees, and the windowed front of the Institute itself formed the back wall,
rising in a graceful curve that blended seamlessly with the grass above. It looked almost like an enormous,
glass-fronted, grass-topped hangar. Around the margins of the windows rose great banks of glossy solar panels,
perfectly positioned to drink up as much sunlight as possible.
 All around the perimeter of the complex there ran a loose fence; a few strands of cable strung between
narrowly-spaced posts, each individual wire not even as thick as Blink’s littlest finger, spaced roughly a
handspan apart. Although it rose to twice Blink’s height, the wires looked loose enough that it would be easy
enough to squeeze between them. Weathered signs hanging from it at convenient intervals warned strongly
that it was electrified.
 Most amazingly... the lights were all on, inside. Kust University’s Foremost Institute for Medical Research
and Development, abandoned for twenty years? Looked like the last scientist had walked out the door only
yesterday.
 “I thought you said it was abandoned?” Blink challenged, breathlessly.
 “It is!”
 “But everything is still working!”
 “I imagine they thought they’d be able to go back, some day, and just... left the equipment running until
then. Who knows, the computers might have already found a vaccine in all the time they’ve been working.”
 “No, no, I mean... how has it not broken down? Computers fail, circuits burn out, programming gets glitches
or runs in loops...” Blink looked down at her. “It’s even clean!” She threw up her hands. “How is it possible
that after twenty years of complete abandonment, exposure to the elements – and the storms! – it all still looks
like new?” She let her arms drop back to her sides, with an audible flop. “Are you sure there’s no-one living
in there?”
 Halli scratched the back of her head, thoughtfully. “Well, a-as sure as we can be, without getting in. I
suppose-... there could be someone living in there - conceivably, at least.” She cocked her head and frowned
at the glass. “I mean, it’s a big place. Plenty of places to hide when visitors come calling. It had crossed my
mind that there might be, I don’t know, places for the workers to grow their own food, a self-contained water
purification system...” She pursed her lips, and spread her palms. “We’ve just never seen anybody up here.
Not one single soul. You’d think we’d have seen someone a least once in twenty years.”
 “So how do you explain-”
 “Watch.” Halli had already plucked an over-ripe fruits from one of the vines scrambling through the
undergrowth; she now weighed it carefully in her palm, then set it into her catapult, aimed carefully, and fired
it over the fence. The sad little wet red ball sailed gracefully through the air, and landed with a wet splutch of
juice and seeds on one of the solar panels.
 Immediately, a panel opened, and a tiny machine scampered out on six sharp little legs. Settling itself back
onto four of them, it began to clear away the mess with the spare two. After a moment, another little machine
joined it, its front pair of legs equipped with cleaning tools.
 “Goodness-!” Blink gasped, sharply, her hand shooting up to cover her mouth. “How are they still
operating?” She had to work hard to restrain the urge to lean against the fence while she watched, amazed.
 Halli chuckled. “Well to start with, I’m glad they are; it’s been a while since I did the fruit test. We think
there’s some kind of... self-repair system in place – that is, if there’s not one lonely scientist somewhere in
there, fixing anything that goes wrong. We’ve never seen anything in there that’s damaged, or broken. It all
just... keeps on doing its job.”
 The panel was clean in no time, and the two tiny machines retreated back inside. An eerie stillness fell on
the Institute once again.
 “Not that any of their jobs would last very long, I imagine,” Halli added. “They’re housekeepers, essentially.
How much can you do, inside a locked compound, where there’s no people to mess things up?”
 “Is the fence why you haven’t been able to get in?”
 Halli nodded. “Although the doors are probably equally well locked, too. We haven’t been able to get close
enough to check.”
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 Blink’s engineer’s eye quickly spotted the fence’s distribution panel; a squat grey box, low to the ground
alongside a set of enormous gates. “Two brains are better than one, correct? Maybe together, we could hack
into the power supply, and turn the fence off...?” She crouched, reaching forwards to tug the front open.
 “Wait, wait! Careful-!” Halli put out a hand to catch her friend’s wrist, but too late.
 Before Blink could touch the security panel, a flash of lilac fire shot from the corner of her vision, and
brilliant, electric pain erupted through her hand, twisting her fingers instantly into curling claws.
 “Ow!” Blink snatched her hand away even as the kick from the field pushed her over onto her backside.
“Oh, ow!” She nursed her knuckles, unsettled by the way she’d suddenly lost all feeling in her entire hand.
“There’s a forcefield there?”
 “Why do you think none of us have been able to get in?” Halli supported her as she backed off. “It forms
a dome over the whole complex. You can throw little things in through it, but anything person sized gets
rebuffed.”
 “You’ve tried?”
 “Mm-hmm.” Halli helped her back to her feet. “I’m sorry. I, uh... I assumed you knew, with all the reading
you’ve been doing...”
 “Everything just talked about a fence.” Blink examined her fingers, still frozen into claws. “I assumed it
was a normal fence. Electrified, but...normal.” She gave Halli a reproachful little glance. “My hand is numb.”
 “I know. I’m sorry. It’ll wear off in a little while.” Halli smiled, reassuringly. “At least it was just your
fingers. Jak tried to go through head-first, the first time we came out here. His ears didn’t stand up straight for
three days.”
 Blink winced; Jak was a little grey vul she didn’t know very well, but she could imagine how his ears must
have felt after a zap like that. It must have felt like his brain was exploding. “Is there a size limit on it? The
ground inside is wet from the rain.”
 “You mean on what goes through, and what it stops?” At Blink’s nod, Halli scratched her head and
shrugged, apologetically. “We’re not sure. Seems to depend on whether it’s animate or inanimate, as well as
how big it is.”
 “I’m assuming some sort of, of... electrostatic baffle cage or something... would be pushed back, too?”
 “I don’t know that anyone’s tried, to be honest. Be a lot of work to build one, especially if it didn’t work.”
Halli gave her friend a serious look. “How big an impact will that make?”
 “It does put a bit of a spanner in my plans,” Blink admitted, ruefully rubbing her hand. At least feeling was
beginning to return – albeit accompanied by a maddening pains-and-needles sensation that felt far worse than
the numbness. She sighed. “I thought there’d be a lock to pick, or something, not a whole great impregnable
screen stopping me even getting to the fence.”
 Halli patted her arm. “Come on. Let’s have something to eat. We can think about it over a sandwich.”
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 The sun had just passed its highest point, and cast a delicious cool shade under the hardy little trees that
screened the Institute from view. The tough grass grew in tussocky clumps that made handy little seats; Blink
spread her un-needed jacket over one, to cushion herself from the sharp-edged blades, and sank down with a
little sigh of relief. “Nice to get my weight off my feet.”
 “I can imagine.” Halli pulled the drawstring open. “I’m so glad lunch isn’t going to go to waste. I actually
made it myself!” She felt around inside until she found the foil-wrapped parcel she was looking for. “My
cooking might not be anywhere as good as Aron’s, but at least it’ll keep you going for a while.”
 Blink peeled back the foil, and giggled at the ‘sandwich’ she’d revealed - thickly layered with slices of
cold meat and a sweet, tangy chutney, the doorwedge-sized slices of grainy brown bread clearly hadn’t been
cut by Aron’s delicate hand. “Thank you. I’m not sure I can manage a whole loaf, though.”
 Halli smiled, sheepishly, unfolding her own parcel. “I was a little enthusiastic with the breadknife. A-and
the chutney. I hope it tastes all right.”
 Blink took a big bite out of the soft bread, and sighed, happily. “It’s delicious,” she reassured. One of the
few aspects of being biological that she was growing to like, eating. If only it didn’t have such unpleasant
consequences.
 For a while, they sat and ate in comfortable silence. Small avian scavengers scampered through the grass
around their feet, begging for crumbs; both took turns to throw them scraps of crust, which the small creatures
fought over in a whirl of white fur and membranous wings.
 “The Institute is a lot bigger than I was expecting,” Blink admitted, around her last mouthful of bread. “I
think I imagined a couple of little old university buildings, maybe a little like the shops and offices at the centre
of Kust. All... ostentatious stonework and dusty corners, stuffy academics.”
 “Why do you think they chose to do the research into a cure for heff here? They were the best we had, and
even they couldn’t beat it.” Halli sighed, and propped her head on her hands, elbows on her knees. “Not sure
what Sadie thinks we can achieve when we’re not even smart enough to get in. Yet.”
 Blink shot her a look. “Is that the only reason you wanted to come out here?” she wondered, cautiously.
“Make me lose faith, convince me it’s a bad idea? ‘Stop rocking the boat, Bee, just do as Odati says’?”
 Halli shook her head, with a sad smile, chin still cupped between her hands. “I hoped it’d give you some
ideas. Maybe start to work out how to get in. I had a go at it myself, back in the day, but it was too big for my
little brain to crack.”
 Hesitantly, Blink put her hand on Halli’s small shoulder.
 “I’ve not been down here in years,” the fal went on. “Wanted to see it again. Good to see it’s all still ticking
over, exactly the same as I remember it doing.” She straightened, covering Blink’s long fingers with her
deformed ones, and shot her a grateful glance. “How are you doing?”
 “My feet are sore, and I’m tired.” Blink smiled. “But I don’t mind. I’m glad we came out here.”
 Halli studied her friend’s flexing toes for a second before correcting herself. “I-I meant, not your feet...
how are you feeling? I mean... are you... more used to being laima, now? You look a tiny bit more
comfortable...”
 Blink’s smile faltered, flickered away from her eyes.
 “I’m sorry,” Halli apologised, hastily. “I didn’t mean-”
 “It’s all right.” Blink forced a smile for her. “I’m... learning. Coping. Just-...” She waved her hands, trying
to magic an explanation out of the air. “I’m not used to the lack of control I have over my body.”
 “How do you mean?”
 Blink sighed. “If there’s something not right, for instance, it won’t tell me what, exactly, it just makes it
uncomfortable. I have to, to... guess what I have to do to fix it.” She gestured with her crust. “Like refuelling!
Why would it make sense to make my tan- my stomach hurt when it needs to be filled?”
 “Your old body didn’t give you a signal when you were low on energy?”
 “Well... yes! But-... it didn’t hurt. It was useful, it was informative, it told me what was wrong and why I
needed to pay attention to it-!” She threw the last bit of crust at the chirping scavengers, frustratedly; they
swarmed over it, hungrily. “Not just... abstract sensations that you have to work out the meaning of before you
can act on them.”
 Halli returned Blink’s earlier gesture, squeezing her shoulder. “If it’s any consolation, you look like you’re
adjusting well,” she offered, quietly. “I know it’s not easy, having to relearn everything you used to know how
to do.”
 “I’m sorry. I didn’t-... thank you.” Blink sighed, faintly, and leaned slightly into her friend’s hand. The
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small female seemed to have got the hang of making her feel guilty for her words, without actively scolding
her. Perhaps it was seeing that sad, deformed little left hand – a deformity that had probably forced Halli into
relearning everything just as acutely as she herself was doing. At least for Blink, everything still worked
properly.
 “Don’t be sorry.” Halli gave her a fleeting little smile. “Just don’t let it beat you. If you do that, then no
matter what happens, you’ll come out stronger at the end.”
 Once lunch was finished, and the containers stowed safely away in Halli’s backpack, Blink fished her
journal out of her satchel and spread it over her lap, thoughtfully. Need to make some notes. While Halli
investigated the perimeter, checking for any weak points in the supply grid, Blink began to jot down ideas.
 With both so wrapped up in something they enjoyed doing, time crept stealthily past without either woman
really noticing it, but eventually the shadows got just long enough for Halli to become twitchy.
 “Are you at a point you can finish? Because we ought to be heading back, soon. If we leave it any later,
it’ll be getting dark before we reach the perimeter.” Halli peeked over Blink’s shoulder; a quick, fairly accurate
diagram of the Institute spread across two pages, surrounded by arrows and little bubbles full of notes.
 “Mm-hmm, I’m nearly done.” The fessine’s pen never stopped moving over the paper. “You can sit down.”
 “You’re busy. I didn’t really want to intrude-”
 Blink patted the grass, with a reproachful little smile. “It’s not intruding if I’m inviting you to sit.”
 Halli took the hint, and settled next to her, cross legged. “So... have you had any ideas?”
 Blink nodded, head perked and ears forwards. “Well, I’d started wondering about the little machines.”
 Halli waited for her to elaborate, but no more words were immediately forthcoming. “In what way?” she
prompted.
 Blink tapped her pen against her lips, rethinking the idea. “Well... if we could get hold of one of those little
bots, I reckon we could reprogram it, and get through the fence that way. We might even be able to use it to
change the settings on the security field, to permit bigger objects through.”
 Halli frowned. “Sorry... ‘bots’?”
 “Oh, uh. The little cleaning, repairing machines.” Blink pointed down at the six-legged blob in the centre
of her page. “If we damaged the fence, we could try and grab it when it comes out through.”
 “How do you know it can even get out through the field?”
 “Well, something’ll have to be able to, otherwise damage on the outside of the fence will just... stay there,
getting worse until the whole defensive grid fails.”
 Halli nodded, albeit warily. “It’s worth a try. I just hope there’s not a giant patrol-guard machine in there,”
she demurred. “To prevent people stealing the little... ‘bots’. They seem to have thought about everything
else.” She pointed up at the sun. “Now we really ought to start back. So long as we get to the suburbs while
we have plenty of light left, we’ll be back in the Library with no trouble.”
 After checking her ink was dry, Blink stowed her journal carefully away in her satchel. “I saw we had the
floor plans of the Institute, back at the Library,” she said, getting to her feet. “Do we have anything else? Like...
I don’t know, technical diagrams?”
 Halli nodded, thoughtfully. “We have some,” she confirmed, hefting her pack over her shoulder. “We even
have one for the field controls – not that it’s done us any good, because the controls are inside the fence. What
in particular were you thinking of, the little machines?”
 They set out down the coast road, back towards Kust. “Mostly. They look fairly basic, compared to what
I’m used to.”
 Halli snorted a rueful laugh. “Don’t be rude; they were the pinnacle of our technology, at the time.”
 “What? Oh-... oh!” Blink winced, apologetically. “I didn’t realise that’d be an insult-”
 Halli gave her a gentle punch on the arm. “I was playing with you, Blink. Please try not to take everything
so seriously.”
 Blink felt the heat rise in her cheeks, and sheepishly agreed to try not to.
 It was purely by chance that they elected to take a slightly different route back to Kust, but it was probably
what saved them from the impending disaster that was gearing up to jump them. Instead of travelling down
the road, they took an older footpath, lower on the headland and closer to the cliffs.
 “I can see why they picked the headland,” Blink commented, peering warily over the cliffs. The waves
lapped gently at the rocks, today, but the jagged teeth of the coast were unpleasantly visible, and only just
beneath the surface of the inviting blue water. “Good defensive position, nice and private. No way for anyone
to sneak up on you and steal your research.”
 “It’d take a braver person than me to try and land a boat here,” Halli agreed. “I’m sure there’s places it’s
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safe to do it, in calm weather, but I wouldn’t want to try and find them.”
 Somewhere above them, a distant voice floated down on the breeze. And it didn’t sound friendly. “There
they are!”
 Blink froze. “Hal? Did-... did you hear that?”
 “I heard it, I heard it.” Halli was already backing up, shaking her head urgently. “Don’t ask questions, just
follow me, and make it a run.”
 “Run?”
 “Run!”
 Halli bolted, forcing Blink into a sprint to catch up. The taller female had longer legs, granted, but she’d
never had to run like this before! Flat out, pushing hard, almost over-reaching on the gentle downwards slope.
Twice she nearly fell.
 They raced down the track together, aiming for the skirt of trees, hoping to lose them in the undergrowth.
Blink chanced a look back over her shoulder; two pursuers, both blights, both running on all fours, although
one was significantly bigger than the other. Their impossibly long stride had already decimated the distance
between them; only a few hundred yards behind, now. The fessine could hear their breathing as clearly as if
they were only a stride behind her, harsh and panting with exertion.
 “Stand still, girl!” The smaller one’s hideous, shrieking bark echoed down the hillside. “Stand STILL!”
 “Don’t make us bite out your ankles!” its friend added, punctuating itself with heavy, breathless snarls.
 How anyone thought that would ever get a runner to stop, Blink had no idea. With every breath raw in her
lungs, like she’d inhaled hot ash, and a burning pain that blazed through her thighs, she forced herself to keep
running, through the pain, spurred on to greater efforts by the thought of what they’d do to her if they caught
her. Her heart fairly thundered behind her ribs, as though pleading with her to stop, beating time to the rhythm
at which her feet pounded across the jagged dirt. Don’t stop. Don’t trip.
 They reached the comparative safety of the trees just in time, with their pursuers a bare body length or so
behind them. Out of the corner of her eye, Blink watched as Halli dove headlong into a tangled nest of brambles,
heedless of the thorns that must have gouged a dozen bright, bleeding lines into her skin. The pursuing blight
dropped anchor and skidded to a halt an inch or two shy of the wicked thorns, yelping as though it had been
the one to fall into the vicious twisting vines.
 Blink leapt wildly for an overhanging branch, snagging it in her fingertips. Fear lent her an unnatural
strength; using the momentum from her leap to her advantage, she swung her feet up and managed to catch a
branch with her claws, even as a pair of long jaws crashed together where her ankles had been a moment before.
For an instant, she felt herself slipping back, losing her grip, falling back into those deadly jaws-

If they get you, they’ll probably eat you, and they won’t bother with pleasantries like waiting for you to
die before they tuck in, her subconscious reminded. That one extra flash of alarm lent her just enough strength
to flail herself securely over the branch, and claw her way into a precarious position straddling the branch,
panting.
 ...great. NOW what are you going to do, genius? You’re stuck up a tree, with two hungry blights blocking
your only route to safety.
 At least, Blink consoled herself, if all the snapping and swearing and pacing in circles was anything to go
by, they couldn’t reach her, so she had some room to think about things. The sound of scuffling feet and clop
of jaws snapping closed on air reminded her of that very first night spent in the trees, where the unseen creature
had spent several enthusiastic but fruitless minutes trying to yank her hammock down.
 Perched on her high branch and well out of reach, sitting with her arms almost all the way around the bough
for security, Blink at last got a good look at her pursuers. Two blights, as she’d imagined, and probably cognates
– Blink still wasn’t sure how to tell the difference between a dull-witted cognate and a smart feral – but hunched
over, and moving predominantly on all fours as they paced back and forth, frustrated by their inability to get
to her. They bore a frightening resemblance to the feral blight that had taken a bite out of her arm on her way
down the mountain, with their long limbs and protruding, animal faces, and aggressive, snappish behaviour.
 “Come down here!” the smaller blight demanded, in a high, screechy male voice that bordered
uncomfortably close to a scream, his wild gold eyes blazing up at her. He reared onto short, bent hindlegs and
beckoned with his stubby little hands, showing off a set of uncomfortably long claws.
 So you can bite me? Blink gave the narrow muzzle full of wickedly sharp yellow teeth an anxious glance,
and shook her head. Not likely.
 The small blight dropped back to all fours and barked his frustration at her, stamping at the dirt. The bigger
of the two ignored its friend and continued to pace, menacingly, blending partway into the shadows with its
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pale, brindled pelt. It didn’t seem able to stop drooling, with great strands of saliva hanging down from its
heavy maw; it would occasionally try and swipe them away with a massive, clumsy hand that looked more
like an animal’s forepaw.
 Now she’d had the chance to catch her breath and assess the situation, Blink realised there was still no sign
of her travelling companion; the mass of leaves screened her perfectly from view. “Halli?” she called, hoarsely,
still out of breath. “Halli!”
 “No talking!” Gold Eyes shrilled. “Come down!”
 Blink ignored him, bravely. “Are you all right, Halli? Speak to me!”
 “I’m-... I’m fine,” Halli finally replied, although her voice was unusually strained and Blink wasn’t entirely
sure she believed her. “Just a bit... scratched up.”
 “Be more than a bit scratched if I get my claws on you!” Gold Eyes snapped, clawing impotently at the
brambles as though trying to dig her out. “Stupid little sprat!”
 “Got to come down sometime, girl,” Brindle snarled, pacing beneath the tree. “Y’can’t stay up there all
night. Our friends will come to chase you down!”
 “Fine! Let them!” Blink challenged, shakily, calling its bluff. “I’m not scared of you.”
 In spite of the obvious lie, Brindle dropped back with a glare, and resumed muttering under its breath, its
words sounding more like a slowly emptying bathtub.
 Time limped past tortuously slowly. It took Blink only a few minutes to work out that she had absolutely
zero chance of escape, unless help came along and fought off the blights, because the instant she dropped down
into the long grass under the tree, they’d get her. For their part, the ugly pair didn’t look inclined to give up
just yet, pacing and jumping and threatening, even occasionally trying to climb the trunk, claws rattling
ineffectually over the bark. Blink had begun to despair of her and Halli ever escaping the two ravenous monsters
prowling just out of reach when her friend at last spoke up once more.
 “...Bee?”
 She sounded hurt, Blink realised. “Yes?” She boosted herself up a fraction, straining to see the injured
zaar.
 “...going to-... get help. Stay-... stay there... until I get back” Halli instructed, wheezily.
 “No-... no, I can’t. You’re hurt!”
 “Not hurt. Stay!”
 Blink bit her lip, and closed her fingers on the branch, gathering herself to jump down. “No, I’m going to
help you.”
 The two blights both looked up at her, expectantly, jaws open in toothy laughs that exposed all their sharp
teeth-
 A rust-coloured bolt of lightning shot out of the brambles and leaped onto Brindle like a starving animal
onto a free meal. Before the big creature knew what was happening, a set of needle-sharp teeth had attached
to the scruff of its neck and were making quick work of tearing the skin it to bleeding ribbons. Brindle yelped
in alarm, startled into a genuine betrayal how much it hurt.
 Gold Eyes leaped to his friend’s rescue... and their diminutive assailant dodged at the last second, leaving
the smaller blight to instead sink his claws into Brindle – who roared with anger and punched back, sending
Gold Eyes sprawling into the brambles. Leaving the two blights bleeding, snarling and whimpering angrily
by turns, the tiny blight shot back into the vegetation and vanished.
 “Aigh!” Gold Eyes shrieked, furiously, clawing at the vegetation as though trying to burrow down to it,
but just too big to get in after their attacker. “Come back here! Comebackhere!”

No, no, don’t go in there, Blink pleaded, silently, watching horror-struck, completely unable to help. Halli’s
in there! What if the aggressive new creature decided the injured zaar would be a better meal than the two
blights?
 “Stop acting up, Tun. I’ll go get Tiny,” she heard Brindle mutter, quietly, into Gold Eyes’ pointed ear.
“An’  we’ll bait her down that way instead. Stand watch, and no letting her escape.”
 Fully aware that it was probably intentional, and that Brindle had meant for her to hear it, Blink couldn’t
quite shake off a sudden clutch of fear, deep in her stomach. They wanted her badly enough to want to hurt
Halli, just to get to her? This was more than two hungry blights – these were blights acting on instruction, and
she had no doubt as to precisely who had given those instructions. She closed her hands into fists, again feeling
the low thumps of her heart beating unsteadily in her chest.
 Brindle moved carefully away, around the bramble patch with its head down, sniffing at the dirt. From her
elevated vantage point, Blink watched as the vegetation rustled and swayed, pointing out the blight’s route as
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it pushed its way downhill.
 Gold Eyes – no, Brindle had called him “Tun”, hadn’t it? - settled briefly at the base of the tree, side on to
Blink, so he could keep one wary eye on her, and the other on the slope in the direction Brindle had gone.
“Come down an’ we’ll not bite yer,” he offered, feet moving on the spot. He just couldn’t seem to keep still,
as though nervous energy constantly bubbled under his fur.
 Blink watched him, warily. “No thanks,” she confirmed, softly.
 “Hrf.” Tun’s matted tail thumped the ground, just once, before he resumed pacing. “Better for you if you
came down,” he suggested, again, after a few minutes of awkward silence. “Nicer for you, too, if we don’t
have to drag you down the hill by your handles.”
 Blink cringed back. “My friend will be back with help,” she said, more confidently than she felt.
 “Ya ya.” Tun showed his teeth in a dismissive canine grin. “If Breg don’t eat her. Tasty little morsel, she’d
be.”
 His words left a sour feeling in Blink’s stomach. That Halli could defend herself, she had no doubts, but
there was a giant of a blight on her tail, probably hungry, and she was hurt. Blink couldn’t just abandon her
to her fate. She was just going to have to do it.
 Do it.
 Jump down, take her chances, make a stand.
 Do it. You did it before – even outnumbered, outgunned, no shying away.

In spite of the fear beating a tempo inside her ribs, in spite of the way it felt like electricity was crackling
in her veins, making it hard to think straight or control her twitching motors, she was going to have to do it.
All with no weapons, and a strong, wiry blight blocking her only chance of escape.
 You can do it!
 Blink gathered herself, concentrating on the way her muscles coiled, ligaments tensed like coiled springs.
The instant Tun turned his attention away, she dropped off her branch and square onto his back, slamming into
the back of his head with her fists balled as tight as she could make them.
 Tun gave a startled grunt and dropped flat on the dirt, as though poleaxed. Blink scrambled away; ‘needs
must’ didn’t mean she couldn’t be horrified at the idea she might have killed him! She watched him for a
second before his chest shuddered and she could reassure herself that he was still breathing.
 Turning away from him, Blink peered into the vegetation. “Halli? Where are you?” she whispered, urgently.
“We need to get out of here, before he wakes up!”
 Nothing. No movement, no sound.
 “Halli?”
 Fear drew a cold line up her back and made her knees weak. She was too late. Poor Halli-... She couldn’t
abandon her. She had to find something to get her through the thorns, to at least try and check for signs of life.
 She turned and came face to face with the fierce, diminutive blight that had attacked Brindle.
 Blink staggered backwards with a squeak of alarm and promptly fell into the briars. “Ow-!” She lurched
in the opposite direction and only succeeded in tangling herself further into the thorns. “Oh, skeida, ow-!”
 “Why not run?!” the blight demanded, in a strange, chirping but eerily familiar voice. “Get out of here!”
 “I-... what?” Blink stared at the unfamiliar-familiar creature, and felt a weird jerk of horrible recognition
in her chest. Couldn’t possibly be... could it? A blight it may be, covered from nose to tail in stiff fur, with an
odd, beaky face and four-limbed gait, but there was just something, about the pale mask across the cheeks and
the knowing in the bright eyes...
 Blink could barely believe she was thinking it. “...Halli?” Her words emerged as a broken whisper, aghast.
 “Stop talk. Must run!” the blight commanded, wild eyed. “They come, they catch, they hurt.”
 “But-... Halli?”
 The once-zaar latched abnormally long fingers around her arm and hauled backwards. “Stupid, Stupid!
Run! Breg returns, losing time! You they want, you they catch!”
 “But what about you?”
 “Drew them off for you, don’t waste time!” Halli snapped her tiny jaws at Blink, almost skinning a finger,
and at last the fessine got the hint. She fled.
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 Blink’s journey down the hillside and into the suburbs took a more tortuous route, now she knew she was
being followed, trying every trick she could think of to break her scent trail and make herself difficult to follow,
but she knew her pursuers couldn’t be far behind. Every time the wind changed directions, she could hear them
talking, snapping at each other. They didn’t seem to be getting any closer, reassuringly, but equally, she hadn’t
completely lost them. It probably didn’t help that they knew exactly where she was going, aiming for the safety
of the Library, and they knew that provided they moved in roughly the right direction, they stood a good chance
of eventually coming across her.
 As soon as she got through the suburbs, her ability to climb began to work more strongly in Blink’s favour.
The blights probably could climb, to a degree, but their blunt fingers and hunched posture made it hard to reach
and grab. Once she was out of reach, she could move along in comparative safety, making herself a little
thinking space to plan her next move.
 ...her mind kept going back to Halli, alone and possibly hurt on the headland. Although still struggling to
come to terms with her shock at seeing her friend so horribly deformed, the idea of abandoning her, to crawl
the rest of the way back to the Library all on her own? It left a sour taste in her mouth. She couldn’t do that to
her...!
 It’s just a, a-... refit, Blink reassured herself, uneasily, climbing in through a first-floor shop window to
look for a knife or something to defend herself. A strange, biological refit. We can do the same-... that is to
say, when I was a machine, I could change myself at will, who is to say that organic creatures can’t, under
specific conditions? She picked up a carving knife, still sharp and securely wrapped in a soft piece of protective
plastic; perfect. ...I wonder if she can turn herself back?
 Looking out of the window, Blink quickly recognised that she was running out of time, shadows cast by
the sinking sun creeping further and further out across the street. She climbed gingerly out of the window and
down onto the broken roof that had once shielded the entrance from the rain, but was now little more than a
meshwork of rusted, overgrown wire, sloping almost all the way down to the ground on one corner. It creaked
ominously beneath her feet, but stayed obediently in place while she scrambled across it.
 Some higher power must have taken her under its wing, because Blink got down from the window just in
time; climbing awkwardly off the far side of the broken mesh, her feet wound into the climbing vegetation for
support, she glanced up just in time to see two mobile blobs appear at the head of the street. She sucked back
a gasp of surprise and flattened herself into the underside of the roof, where the shadows could have hidden
absolutely any sort of hideous monster. Thorns scratched at her arms, but thankfully no sharp teeth joined in.
She peeked out between the leaves and watched the pair approach-
 Blink’s heart leaped into her throat; Brindle had a rust-coloured rag draped over one big shoulder, and at
this distance she couldn’t tell how badly the “rag” was hurt. She watched them cast uselessly about for her
scent, wondering how she’d ever manage to rescue her friend now? Her plans to wait until they’d passed, and
then go back for her friend, were not so much ruined as impossible. Sneaking around in the streets was a whole
different animal to a full-frontal attach of two big, hungry, aggressive blights – her knife would help, but only
so far. She held her breath, and watched, and waited, as silent as she could possibly manage.
 “No problems catching her, he said,” Tun groused, loping along on all fours. His sharp voice echoed off
the artificial cliffs and broken windows. “Shy, scaredy little thing, he said. Weak as a baby. Pah! Should have
come for her hisself!”
 Brindle responded by giving him a cuff around the side of the head. “Hush yer yap. Told to fetch, not talk.
You think he’ll be happy she’s not caught?”
 Tun skipped backwards, out of the way. “Pssh, not like you’re helping matters! S’already vanished again.”
 Blink watched as they approached, wriggling tighter against the wire mesh. Don’t look up, don’t look up.
 “Can’t have vanished,” Brindle growled, frustrated, passing mere inches beneath Blink’s hiding place.
“Laima are sneaks, they dun’ disappear.”
 Blink held her breath and concentrated on keeping her grip, her trembling hands losing strength. Had the
blight glanced up, it’d have been in perfect grabbing distance – fortunately they seemed too interested in their
squabble.
 “Well, can you see her?”
 “Doesn’t mean she’s vanished, means yer nose is useless!”
 “Oh, right, an’ yours is so much better. Only took you chasin’ Tiny all around the park while she jumped
on me.”
 Brindle snarled a threat and pinned Tun with a forepaw. “Just you watch it. Boss isn’t only one who can
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bite.”
 Tun cringed down, ears flattening, and whined angrily, but didn’t fight back.
 “Less she finds place to sleep, won’t last long in the dark anyway.” Brindle took its giant paw off Tun and
allowed him to get up. “Find her tomorrow, when she’s cold and stiff and tired.”
 Tun scurried hastily out of reach, carrying himself low to the ground.
 You’re going to have to do it soon, a little voice reminded, in the back of Blink’s head, as she watched
them move off down the street. You have no idea what they plan to do to Halli.
 As soon as they’d put a few body-lengths of space between them, Blink lowered herself from her hiding
place, and slunk after them, carefully, keeping to the shadows as much as she could, desperately trying to
formulate a plan while she walked.
 Her master plan refused to reveal itself. In fact, no plan at all came forwards, except taking the initiative
and the element of surprise, and attacking them, head on, before they could spot her. If she did the unexpected,
maybe she could startle them into enough of a retreat to rescue her friend, and get back to the Library. They
weren’t that many streets away, now.
 Fate made up her mind for her; she caught her toes against a perfectly-sized bit of wood to use as a weapon,
broken out of the frame of a shop window and still studded with tiny bits of jagged glass on one end. This is
your one and only chance, Blink. She turned the weapon end over end, weighing it in her hands. Make the
most of it.
 Blink set her jaw and measured her aim-
 Neither blight had been expecting the blood-curdling scream that came out of nowhere. Even as they
staggered around in circles, wildly searching the shadows for what was being murdered so horribly, Blink flew
out of nowhere and brought her warclub down on the middle of Brindle’s back. He went down with a startled
yelp of pain. Tun gave a yowl of alarm, and proved that bravery wasn’t one of his assets by putting Brindle
between him and their assailant.
 Blink found herself a good, somewhat defensive position, just out of reach. “Put her down,” she instructed,
shakily, pointing with the knife. “Or, or-...”
 “What?” Tun curled his lip in a sneer. “You’ll use that knife y’can barely lift-”
 “Just put her down!”
 Brindle gave a grunt, and pushed itself back to its feet, before Tun could argue further. “All right.” It let
its shoulder drop, and Halli tumbled to the floor with a small grunt of pain.
 Blink bit her lip; at least she’d got confirmation the zaar was still alive.
 “What you gonna do now, eh?” Brindle approached, slowly, head down and teeth bared – and limping.
“Wave the toothpick some more?”
 Blink fought the urge to back off, hands trembling. “Come one step closer and I’ll show you-”
 Hoping to catch her off guard, Brindle did exactly as challenged – lunged for her, mouth gaping, teeth
gleaming like an array of knives.
 Startled, Blink moved without really thinking about it; swung her makeshift club, and landed a good, solid,
and lucky blow on the side of the face. It yelped in alarm and staggered away, blood mixing rapidly with its
drool.
 “Just leave us be! Go find something better to eat!”
 Dazed, Brindle seemed to have lost its appetite. It stumbled away, bleeding and muttering, and after a
second of weighing up his choices, Tun hastily followed.
 Making a slow but determined strike for the Library, Halli had crawled away from where she’d been
dropped, mostly on her stomach. The going looked tough – she limped on her left hind-leg, and dragged the
right one. Blood from a wound high on her right hip darkened her rusty pelt to a murky chocolate colour.
 Blink approached her, warily, putting herself just in her way. “Halli?”
 The blight puffed out her crest and opened her beak just enough that Blink could see her teeth, and limped
painfully past. “Notouch,” she snapped.
 “Let me help you-”
 “I bite.” Halli looked like a limping bottle brush, all her stiff fur puffing out around her. “No touch!”
 “Fine, then you bite. I’m immune, remember?” Blink delicately gathered her up off the pavement, being
careful of touching the injured right leg. Oof. She’s heavier than she looks. “We need to get home.”
 Halli stiffened and growled, trembling. “Put down,” she whispered, shakily. “I bite.”
 Blink ignored her, rearranging her until she was able to support her friend against her chest, Halli’s head
on her shoulder and legs dangling. “There.” She began to hum, softly, hoping it would reassure her – and
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thankfully, the soft grumbling perpetual growl began to fade out.
 Halli was worryingly placid, by the time they got back to the Library, just as dusk was falling; Blink hoped
it just meant she was tired, not badly hurt. Aspazija let them in, then hustled them straight to the bathroom,
before Odati could see what was going on.
 “What happened?” she demanded, the instant the door was securely locked and no prying eyes could
‘accidentally’ see what was going on.
 Blink knelt on the floor and let Halli sink untidily to the tiles. “We were attacked.”
 Aspazija gave her a horrified glance. “Attacked? Who by?”
 “I don’t know. A couple of hungry blights?” Blink shook her head, and gave Halli’s shoulder a little stroke.
“Halli saved me.”
 The zaar didn’t challenge the fib. She sprawled out over the cool bathroom floor and groaned as her body
began to reshape itself. She covered her face with her hands as the protruding muzzle retreated and flattened,
the fingers themselves shortening and dividing. Her thick pelt came loose in great clumps, falling from her
body and turning into an untidy mass of fibres in various shades of brown on the bathroom tiles. The stiff little
tail retreated altogether, disappearing back into her spine, leaving only a selection of long hairs on the floor to
show it had ever existed.
 Shape-shifting did nothing to heal her wounds, though, or to wash away the blood. With no hair to hide
them, any more, bruises had blossomed on her flanks and thighs, and swarmed like hungry parasites around
the injury on her right hip.
 At last, the real Halli was back, laying flat on the floor, breathing hard and trembling. “...uugh.”
 “Welcome back, Hal! You’re just in time for your bath,” Aspazija said, in her most no-nonsense voice,
and scooped the exhausted smaller woman up off the floor. “I’ll fetch the good doctor to come take a look at
that bite.”
 “Ow, ow!” Halli tensed as the fessine lowered her into the warm water, and hissed at the sting in her hip.
“Could you be a little more careless-?”
 “Probably. Make the most of it while it’s still warm!” Aspazija loitered briefly in the doorway. “Could you
let me back in, Bee?”
 “Of course...”
 As soon as Aspazija had gone, Blink pushed the bolt across on the door, and smiled; after being chased
hither and yon all afternoon, there was something strangely satisfying about that one tiny action, in spite of
the rattly lock. Using a towel, she began to sweep up the mass of shed fur into it. “Um. Would you like a hand?”
 “Hn?” Halli peered over the side of the bath, with difficulty. “What?”
 Blink concentrated on cleaning the tiles, politely. “Can I help you with anything?”
 “Oh.” Halli went awkwardly silent for several seconds. “...I don’t have any clothes on.”
 “I won’t look.”
 That produced a strained chuckle, at least. “You’ll help me, blindfolded?”
 “Sorry.” Blink felt the heat rise in her cheeks. “That was a stupid thing to say, wasn’t it?”
 Halli smiled, and slumped back against the cool bath. “...I’d appreciate the help,” she agreed, quietly.
“Thank you.” She wiped her face with her hand. “...I’m sorry I didn’t warn you. I assumed you knew.”
 “Warn me?” Blink squirted a little soap onto the cloth.
 “About the-... the shape-shifting thing. I realised as soon as I saw your face that you didn’t know about it.
It’s another part of what heff does to you,” the little zaar explained, finally managing to sit forward on her own
so Blink could get to her back. The water had taken on an ominous purplish grey hue from her blood. “Deforms
your body. Why do you think it killed so many, so quickly? If you don’t change cleanly, you can pop an artery,
sever your  spine...”
 Blink gently scrubbed the soapy cloth over the dark back. “Is that what happened to your hand?”
 Halli nodded, and made a soft noise of pleasure as the warm cloth moved up over her shoulders. “A long
time ago,” she confirmed. “When you’ve lived with it for twenty years, you learn to control it, though. You
get less... deformities. The virus is more of a symbiote, now, not an invading pathogen.” She forced a smile
and a disappointed sigh. “Never really learn to control the aching stupidity though. I know who you are, I know
you’re a friend, and I know you’re not going to hurt me, and my inflamed nerves and hyped-up instincts still
want me to bite you.”
 “But you didn’t bite me. So you can’t be anywhere near as stupid as you want to call yourself.” Blink
smiled, and rested a gentle hand on her shoulder. “If you were, you’d have just obeyed your instincts, and hang
the consequences.”
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 Aspazija deliberately hung back from returning until she thought Halli would have finished her bath, and
the zaar was clean, dry and bundled in towel when she finally tapped at the door, with Sadie in tow.
 Sadie quickly took charge. She peeled back the edges of the towel to reveal the injury – a deep, painful
gouge through the skin and into the muscle. She clicked her tongue. “Gonna need to glue this, Hal. What have
you been playing at?” She turned to rummage through her box for the tiny tube of adhesive that always escaped
to the bottom of the mass of medical supplied.
 Halli snuggled down in her towel as best as she could without getting in Sadie’s way, trying not to shiver
in the bathroom’s chill air. “Had a visit from Breg and Tun. We bumped into them on the headland on our way
back from the Institute.”
 Sadie grunted. “Should have known. Never known anyone so prone to biting as that boneheaded pair.”
 Blink sat on her hands and watched as Sadie quietly squeezed the sides of the cut together, and applied a
couple of spots of glue to the surface. “How do you know them?” She wasn’t sure if it made her more or less
depressed, the idea that they weren’t just two random blights who thought they’d make a good meal.
 Emotionally exhausted, Halli winced, and had to concentrate on not whimpering at the sting of the glue.
 “They’re Tevak’s. They might be uneducated brutes, but they’re strong, and usually pretty reliable.” Sadie
gave Blink a cool stare. “Lucky you’re not quite the defenceless little slip of innocent nothing you look like,
or they’d have hauled you off to Tevak long ago.” She patted Halli gently on the arm. “There you go, Hal. Try
not to over-exert yourself until it starts to heal, eh?”
 Blink sighed, and let her gaze drop back to the tiles. “I’m sorry.”
 Halli watched her. “Why are you sorry?”
 “They were after me. If not for me being out there, they wouldn’t have attacked you.”
 “That’s just it,” Sadie interrupted, quietly. “They shouldn’t have been out there at all. When does Tevak
ever go out to the Institute? He’s already gloated that there’s nothing out there he wants.”
 “Unless it’s a trick, to throw us off the trail. If he acts uninterested, we’ll never suspect him.”
 “That’s not what I meant. I mean...” Sadie studied the lid of her box, staring intently on the clasp as she
snapped it shut. “They were after you, Blink. Which means, someone told them you were out there.”
 “Oh, no.” Halli shook her head. “Sadie, no...”
 “We have a traitor amongst us.”

 Dark had well and truly fallen by the time Halli emerged, limping, from the bathroom, swamped in a baggy
jumper several sizes too big for her that looked more like a lumpy, motheaten dress. Blink helped her hobble
down to the landing, where they flopped down together on the mossy ground, leaning against the library wall
to gaze up at the incredible, twinkling vista of stars.
 “I’m sorry things didn’t really go as planned,” Halli said, tiredly. “I didn’t expect anything more complicated
than walk out there, have lunch, walk back.”
 Blink glanced down at her. “Well, I wouldn’t say it wasn’t a success. I got a good look at the Institute, and
began to see what I could focus on to break my way in.” She developed a spontaneous fit of giggles, and
clapped a hand over her mouth. “I’m sorry,” she said, then admitted, guiltily, around her fingers; “It was sort
of exciting, too.”
 Halli looked sidelong at her, and couldn’t help chuckling along. “Odati’s going to be spitting hairballs
when she finds out, you know.”
 “Oh, let her.” Blink felt something like a flush of rebelliousness rush through her veins. “We’re both adults,
don’t need an old busybody making decisions for us.” She let her head bump against her friend’s. “I’m just
glad you’re okay.” After a beat, she added; “Next time, we’ll have to sneak out. If no-one knows we’ve gone,
no-one can follow us.”
 Halli laughed, more openly. “Troublemaker.”
 “Maayybe.” Blink touched her hands to her chest, and put on her best, most innoffensive face. “I can be
sneaky when I want.”
 “Hey, ladies.” Both glanced around to see Rae shadowed in the hall doorway, a tray in his hands; he lifted
it a fraction, by way of explanation. “You weren’t there for supper, so I saved you some, just in case. Hungry?”
 “Oh! Famished,” Halli agreed, firmly. She fell on her bowl as though she hadn’t eaten in weeks, finishing
her supper before Blink was even halfway through hers, and rapidly polished off the rest of the bread.
 Blink giggled at her, tiredly. “You must have hollow legs.”
 “Shifting uses a lot of energy,” Halli explained, defensively, continuing to wipe her already-clean bowl
with a crust. “Growing all that hair, remodelling your whole skeleton? Why do you think blights are always
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hungry?”
 Blink offered her the rest of her bowl.
 Halli eyed it, suspiciously. “Don’t be silly.”
 “I mean it. I’m full.” Blink relinquished her bowl into the smaller hands. “Rae always gets me portions
that are too big for me to finish.”
 Rae mumbled something about her always looking like she needed some meat on her bones and looked
away; Blink gave him a gentle elbow in the ribs. Halli ignored both of them, shovelling down the remains of
Blink’s supper with the same gusto with which she’d eaten her own.
 “I know one thing for sure,” the zaar commented, with a yawn, putting her bowl down and flopping against
Blink. “I am going to sleep like a baby tonight.”
 “I think I might, too.” Blink chuckled, and let her arms drift around her two friends. “What a day.”
 Rae bumped cheeks. “Really shoulda told me you were going,” he scolded, affectionately. “I’d have come
with you, helped look after you.”

Except sometimes, I want to prove I can still do things myself. Rather than make excuses, Blink just agreed.
“I know. I’m sorry. I didn’t think about it, at the time. We were only supposed to be going for a walk.”
 “There’s no such thing as ‘only’ a walk, in this place. There could be blights anywhere, you’re lucky you
only bumped into those two, and lucky there weren’t too hungry-”
 “Woo, wait. Rae, Rae...” Blink cut in. She waited until his words had dribbled away into silence before
continuing. “The only reason we met them was because someone told them we were out there. They were
working for Tevak.”
 He was quiet for a moment, digesting the information. “You’re telling me it wasn’t a coincidence?”
 “They said they’d been told to come and get me. Sadie confirmed they’re part of Tevak’s group.” She
inhaled a long, steadying breath. “I think someone wants to get rid of me.”
 “What? Aw, no, come on. That’s silly. There’s got to be some other explanation for it.” Rae laughed,
uneasily. “Maybe... maybe they were just... sneaking around the Library, and just happened to hear something,
while you were planning your walk.” He smiled, hopefully. “That’ll be all it is. Nothing more sinister. Right?”
 Blink forced a smile, keeping the rest of her concerns to herself – just in case. “I hope so.”

 Once she’d passed out, Halli slept very deeply, exactly as she’d predicted – so deeply, in fact, that no
amount of prodding could produce more than a dismissive grunt from her, and Rae had to carry her to her
room. She slept all the way through until some time past noon the next day, and spent the rest of the afternoon
distractedly trying to help Aron prepare the evening meal, although she got in the way, mostly. Her drowsy
mind wasn’t really up to helping Blink, who had buried herself among the library shelves to look for schematics.
 Dusk had just began to fall when Aron decided everything was ready; Odati took charge of dishing out
supper while he went to fetch the bread from the oven. A little cheer went up when Jak – the grey vul Blink
hadn’t really met properly, yet, who’d had his ears zapped on the Institute fence – emerged from around the
side of the Library with a box full of bottles in his arms.
 “Where did you find all that lot?” Odati challenged, suspiciously, as he tottered unsteadily past.
 “Out foraging, obviously.” Jak grinned up at her, tail beating from side to side. “We finally got through
the security door in the old supermarket in the south suburb.”
 “I should have known you’d bring back the alcohol, and not anything useful.” Odati returned to her ladle,
filling the next bowl.
 “Hey, there’s not much left down there, after we brought all the last cans of fruit back last time. And alcohol
is plenty useful – right, you lot?” He unscrewed the lid of some kind of fruit liqueur with a flourish, to laughter
and scattered applause. “Now let’s get this lot distributed, eh?...”
 With her disastrous introduction to alcohol still fresh in her mind, Blink waved the bottles of spirit past,
each time they came her direction, concentrating on eating. Not only did she not really want a repeat of what
had happened with the bérz, the other evening, she wasn’t feeling particularly special, right now. She didn’t
think adding alcohol to the mix would help her twitchy stomach, which didn’t hurt so much feel as though
tiny winged creatures were scurrying around inside it, leaving her nauseous – and frustrated! She’d finally
begun to get used to the way food often soothed stomach discomfort, and now the complete opposite seemed
to be happening.
 She sighed and pushed a lump of meat around with the back of her spoon. The bright red sauce had a
sweet, but slightly vinegary taste to it that contrasted nicely with the pale white flaky meat of the fish and the
big, bright chunks of sweet fruit and fresh vegetable... but the aftertaste ruined it. A weird, bitter aftertaste,
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which lingered in the back of her mouth for some time after she’d finished eating. Maybe I should try a little
of the drink, after all. It might wash the bitter taste away.
 If only she didn’t feel so groggy. It felt as though her arms weighed twice as much as normal. She curled
up on the corner of the sofa, propping her head on one hand, listening to the conversation swirling in waves
around her with only a very small part of her consciousness. Not like it was very important conversation – just
who was fooling around with who, who’d been spotted near the perimeter, and how the new livestock was
settling in, in the Library garden.
 Livestock? I feel like livestock, she mused, distractedly. Slow and stupid. Running on minimal processing
power. A clockwork toy running down.
 Although increasingly tipsy, Rae could tell Blink wasn’t herself. “You okay, Bee?” He leaned forward so
he could meet her gaze.
 She forced a smile. “I’m fine. Just tired.”
 He stroked her arm. “Ain’t surprised. That was a long old hike, and you were up late yesterday.”
 “Maybe she just needs a drink,” Sadie suggested, waving the bottle clutched in the coils of her tail. “C’mon,
lemme get you something to drink. You’ll either feel better for it, or you won’t care, haha!”
 Blink studied the bottle, and shook her head. “No alcohol for me, thanks. I’m not-... I don’t-... just, no.”
 “Sound like you had enough already!” someone trying to be funny pointed out, although Blink couldn’t
tell who it was to glare at them. A flurry of little laughs responded.
 The raft of giggling grated against her exhausted nerves. Shouldn’t be so tired. She tried to glare at them,
but only managed to squint awkwardly. “I might just go and take a nap.” Her head felt so exhaustingly heavy,
she was having trouble keeping it up. “I really don’t feel too good.”
 Odati perched on the chair next to her; she looked like the only one that hadn’t completely succumbed to
the alcohol. “You do look a little peaky,” she agreed. “Could you describe your symptoms a little better, dear?”
 “Nauseous, stomach cramps. My head hurts. The world seems to be swaying around in front of me.” Blink
pinched the brow of her nose. “And I feel exhausted, like I haven’t recharged in days.”
 Odati gave her a quick examination – checked her eyes and listened to her chest.
 “I wonder if maybe you’re sensitive to histamine?” the older female suggested, warily. “There’s a lot of it
in that fish, and it would explain your symptoms.”
 “Histawhat?” Blink stared beseechingly at the Library’s healer.
 “Histamine. It’s a chemical in your body, which is meant to regulate inflammation but is probably
responsible for allergies.”
 “Careful there, Deets; you’re starting to sound like a proper doctor!” Sadie called out, from somewhere in
the distance, accompanied by another ripple of laughter.
 The vulline studiously ignored her heckler. “Some people react badly if there’s a lot of histamine in their
diet,” she went on. “Normally, your body would just process it, but if for some reason it can’t, it fools your
body into thinking you’re allergic to something.”
 “Is this a bad sign?” Blink wondered, faintly. I escaped the virus, so now I’m going to die of allergic shock.
“Will it go away on its own?”
 Odati smiled, reassuringly. “Of course it will. You only have mild symptoms, it’ll all sort itself out and
you’ll be fine in the morning. We’ll just have to try and avoid seafood for you, from now on, eh.” She patted
her arm, gently. “How about go and get some rest? You look like you’re almost asleep as it is.”
 “That sounds like a good idea...” Blink struggled to her feet, wobbled, and almost immediately fell straight
back down, with a small startled noise.
 “Let me call someone to give you a hand...”
 Blink waved her hands. “No, no, it’s all right. I just... stood up too quickly.” She pushed herself carefully
back to her feet, and somehow managed to remain standing. She forced a hazy smile. “I’ll see you all in the
morning...”
 Halli caught her hand as she passed, being careful not to accidentally tug the unsteady fessine off her feet
again. “Are you all right?”
 Blink forced a smile. “I will be. Just need to recharge. Defragment. Whatever.”
 Halli glanced back at the rest of the Library residents, uneasily; they were happily sniggering together,
presumably about a dirty joke someone had told. “Can I help-?”
 “No, no.” Blink extracted her fingers from Halli’s worried grasp, and tottered away a step or two backwards.
“I’m just tired. I’ll see you in the morning...?”
 Halli bit her lip. “All right. Sleep well.”
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 Blink managed to get to the main steps before her knees wobbled and refused to support her any more. It
felt rather like it had while she’d been adapting to these new gyroscopes, she mused, crawling up the stairs
and pulling herself upright using the door-handle, although the simple act of thinking was getting increasingly
difficult.
 She tottered along the corridor to her room, propping herself up on the wall. The floor lurched nauseatingly
beneath her – or was that just gravity, trying to suck her down? It felt almost as though her shoulders were full
of lead, and her pathetic little straw legs didn’t stand a chance of keeping her upright.
 She found her bedroom just in the nick of time, and collapsed on her mattress with a little grunt of pain.
Her head was swimming, nauseatingly; it felt almost as though her brain had come was loose in her skull, and
rotating slowly behind her eyes. Her eyelids felt ridiculously heavy.
 Exhausted, she let her eyes drift closed-

 Sleeping late always messed up Halli’s circadian rhythm, so it didn’t come as much of a surprise to her
when she woke at the very crack of dawn the next morning. She lost track of how long she lay and stared at
her ceiling, struggling to get back to sleep (and failing miserably).
 At last, she gave it up as a lost cause, and rolled out of bed. Blink’s room was only a few doors down the
corridor; she could go and check on how her friend was, see if she was feeling any better. After that, she could
go and see if she could find those schematics that she knew were tucked away among the library shelves,
somewhere. They could browse through them, together.
 “Hey, Blink? How are you feeling?” She poked her head around the door. “I think I know where to find
those schem-... at-... ics.”
 Halli’s voice tailed off at finding that the fessine was not in her room. Blink’s bed was rumpled, but empty.
And the big window at the end of the corridor stood open.

...to be continued in part 2...


